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FOREWORD

Anticipation some years ago of the need to pro-
vide a comprehensive body of knowledge in applied
gerontology for training purposes led to the de-
velopment of the series "Working with Older
People: A Guide to Practice."

Volume I, "The Practitioner and the Elderly,"
focusei Oil aging apt the i;orIdcif ffeTtici FelatW
to aging,,zlacini'into perspective the chaoging
character and needs of the aging population and
the implications of these changes for required pro-
grams and services.

Volume II, "Biological, PsyChological, and So-
cioIogical Aspects of Aging," is devoted to the basic
iciences most directly related to the process of aging
and the aged indixidual,,,,

Volume III. "The Aging Person: Needs and
Services," deals with the many faceAs of social wel-
fare as these relate to health status of the elderly,
including sections on such problems as: food, cloth,
ing, and shelter; environmental safety; mobility;
leisure activities; legal protection; security and sup-
portive services: and religion and attitudes toward
death..

Volume IV, "CliLal Aspects of Aging," is writ-
ten by specialists for the general practitioner and

4.1

is comprised of three sections; diseases and dis
orders most relevant to single organ systems;
cal problems closely related to multiple organ
systems; and aspects special' to allied health
professions.

Special recognition is made of the efforts of Dr.
Aiistin-B7Chinn- , former Chief of Health
Protection and Aging Program, who initiated and
nurtured this pioneering project. We are particu-
larly grateful t Dr. Chinn for giving unselfishly
and unstinting) of his time in his capacity as ed.
itor of "Clinicil Aspects of Aging."

The continue heavy demand fOr these publica
tions ever sine the release of the first volume
several years sago is indicative of their value in
training endeavors. For this we are gratified, and
would appreciate learning of innovative approaches
involving use of this resource material that could
be shared witli others.

Paul B. Batalden, M.D.
Director, Community Health Service

Health Services and Mental Health Administration

Reprinted 1974 by the Division of Long-Ten...Care, Bureau of Health Services Research, Health
Resources Administration, Public Tilealth. Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education. and
Welfare;
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MATCHING SERVICES TO IN

NEEDS OF THE AGING'
by

Walter M. Beattie:1r.: M.A.°

In evaluating the concept of "matching services to
individual needs," it is important to address ourselves
to several ba,sic questions. Vi-hy the use of the terminol-
ogy aging rather than aged? Why o present concern
with individualization of services? at are the
"needs" to which services are addressed? How can such
services be put into "context" by relating services to
the world and reality of the older individual?

IMENSIONS OF AGING
46'

First. why' the terminology aging rather than aged?
Wh.en is a person old? There are persons in their ad.
vaned years who are regarded as youngin heart, ap-
pearance, and 'or attitude. On the other hand, we have
all known persOns in their middle years who somehow
have always seemed "old.".Aging is relative and has
many dimensions. Several of these dimensions are
explored below.

Psychological Dimension
Certainly there is the psychologic4 dimension of

aging, that is. one's perceptual and learning abilities.
The familiar saying, "You can't teach an old dog new
tricks" a stereotype of aging. It reflects the belief
that older persons-can no longer adjust or adapt 40.,
change apd cannot learn to live with new ideas or
knowledgi. This theory, however is invalid. While it
is true that.people may have increasing impairment of
'eyesight and hearing with advancing years, we also
know that a person continues to learn as long es he
lives.

'Dean end Professor. School of Social Work, Syracuse Uni
YersitY, Si scum.. N.Y.

C

. INTRODUCTION

It is important to recognize that older persons con-
tinue to adjust to new situations and can learn far
more than we are likely to acknorledge. No other
generation in the history of mankind has had sc., many
changes to adapt to as our present Ilene-I-Moil-of older
persons.

,

Physiological Dimension

The biologist tells us that aging, ipfologically speak-
ing, is a relative process; that is, rsons at any P,ar-
ticulat birthday may be more diffe nt than they are
alike. Also, it is interesting to note t at each one of us
ages differently within our own ore isms. I may have
a younger,heart than you, but you m y have a younger
kidney than I. Tissue and organ ban and live trans-
plants may make it possible to keep rsons alive for
a much longer period of time than heretofore as we
replace aged organs with younger co nterparts. Biolo-

- gists believe that the human organic could attain a
life expectancy of 125 years and we- 0 knot:, that we
have an increasing number of perso passing the 103
year mark.'

Many of our.65-year;01ds today are more like their
50yearold counterparts at the turn of the century due
to improved nutrition, health care, an environmental'
sanitation. Today's generation of older rsons is physh
ologically younger than its. counterpart at the turn of
the century. Whistler's Mother, who. itomizes ,"old
age," was 44 years of age when she sal f r that famous
painting.

Chronological Dimension

Because of our mass society, we hive tendency to
categorize ri person in terms of jiis.chron logical agi.
Many of our social policies are based n the mis-

'taken notion that only birthdays count nd that all
persons of the 4mi.chronologicill a ar essentially

alike. "It is interesting to notethe chilli in retirement
eligibility for Old Age ,and Surviv ri Disability

a
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Insu ran permittin en as well as women to retire at
age 62 ith a reduc d benefit. We are beginning to see
the evol ement of a new social policy . 62 years as
the age for retire eat.

Sociological Dimension

The sociological.dimension ivy be defined in terms
of the social function' waich a person 'performs in his
family or society. Many of the difficult situations .of
the aging are related to this dimension in that society's
values and attitudes determine our behavior.

The Worker in his middle 'years. skilled to pestOrm
specific tasks. finds it nearly impossible to re-enter the
labor force without retraining. Economist Chamberlain
discussed the root of this problem and its increasing
applicability to the white collar professions.

"The fundamental change which has taken place in
our culture is a speeding up of the rate of accumula-
tion of knowledge. and acceleration so much in excess
of u hat we have been accustomed to that it is imposing
unexpected strains .

"The neu knowledge nil be in the possessiop of ,a
younger man u-hO will hare jiist come through. 4eriod
of instruction that -had uinnoWed out the older, less
useful know ledge and substituted for it the new, more
relevant knouledge. .4nd then that younger man, once
onf,j6b;scill himself begin the process of professional
deterioration. "'

Functionally. in regard to wee: roles. one is aged at
an even younger chronological age. This factor alone
requires much reconsideration of the function of edu-
cation in our society. Is education something acquired
in the early years and, in a sense. completed is it
a lifetime process. basic both to the individual and to
his society?

Dimension of Individuality

ill of the above dimensiohs.aze important because
they give perspectives to aging, We are concerned with
the aging prcess as it affects individuals and families.
We are concerned with the changes of aging as they
interfere with or impinge upon the ability of individuals
and families to be self-reliant, to make choices, and to
participate in and contribute to the broader social life
of the community.

Our goal too often has bee,9 to provide a service or
plan a community program for older persons as an end
in itself. Any serviceany programmust permit al-
ternatives of choice based upon present and predictable
changing individual requirements and preferences.
\There we have developed and provided sea-vices for

2
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, older pers....its, such services have failed to view the
essential unique and indiv ideal characteristics of older
persons. As Gerontologist Randall has stated.

"The major characteristic of older people is that of
being extraordinarily individualistic. Each person is in
himself the 'sum of all his days,' of what he-has done
with them, <Ind what they have to him. He is totally
different from every one of his fellowseven from mem-
bers of his own family who have been exposed to. the
ery same influences and events. This leaves any gen

abo. ut the personal, financial, and social
characteristics of this large number of perions open to
the usual specific exceptions which are supposed to
prove the rule. It also makes the task of individualiza-
tion of treatmect and of creating the proper milieu for
treatmentwhether in or out of hospitalan extremely
difficult one with' serious implications for change in <
current methods." 3

The great differentiation through'life experiences of
older persons of the same categorical age means they
are moreindividualized and more unique than persons
of earlier age groups. The processes of agingbiologi .

cal.' psychological, sociological interact with physical
and social environment. Individualization is the result.,

Further. when we talk about the aging, we focus on
a segment of the population which spans anywhere from
onefifth to one-fourth of the total lifespan. Too often
we have compared and developed services for older per-
sons such as the 65.yearold and the 85yearold as if
their needs were essentially alike, without recognizing
their distinct differentials,

The emphasis inherent in the concept of matching
services to individual needs must be on the right choice.
The community, its social institutions and their repre-
sentatives must offer a broad range of services ,which
permits alternative choices. Therefore, while meeting
pat titular needs of a particular situation, services must
be focused on not only wintaitting the present but also
on creating new social goab.and dimensions in the life

,

of that person. Also important is the availability of re-
lated services and facilities such as substitute family
care ad congregate housing, among others. If we rec-
ognize the importance of individualization of services ",

as essential to older persons, thexi is the consequent
implication Mat communitTasavininust be reliftWand
so organized to provide choice and altatnatives for the
individual, that is, the goal a a community program
should be "the right serwice, in the right place, at the
right time" for the individual in.need.

7



PRIMARY SOCIETAL VALUES

Tu be sensitise to the needs to which services are
addressed. we' must recognize some of the primal-)
alues of uur society which are the yardsticks by which
we meature the significance of such needs. Such % alues
also ha%.e presented us, at times, from percening the
unique inch% idual requirements of the older individual.
Through society's % alues. that is. those goals which we
as a people hold to be desirable or %aluable or those
which we seek to a% (Ad. we ha%e placed fsbstacies in the

was of ulth* persons participating in family and com-
munity life., What are some of these %alues which tend
to create problems to the older individual. his family,
community. and nation?

Worship of Youth______
I

In our society. to be joung is to be desirable and
worths of acceptance. This we see all about us. espe-
cially in ad%ertising with its emphasis upon the use of
cosmetics. d%es. and powders to . hide the traces of
aging: The woman in her 70's who attempts to dress
like a teenager

'number
this %alue, And neither are males

excluded. The inumber of ser% ice dubs with projects
for the south as compared to the aging is a communa
manifestation of this same concept. '

Faith in Progress and Sociakhange
in an agricultural society, the older person repre

rented knowledge and experience to situations which
recurred for each of the generations. The older person
had 'elf esteem Prestige was conferred upon him be
rause he had a role to perform as the repository o
knowledge out of which grew wisdom. This is not so
in our urban society. With rapid technological change
there is a constant requirement for new knowledge. The

alder person represents tradition while we make a fetish
of i ovation and change. 'His opinions are devalued
and is w isdoni discounted. We turn our backs upon
y esterdaj and belie%e that youth represents ts belie
tomorrow.

Independence
Another value which, seems of import is independ

ence. In American society we place much emphasis on
the individual as he matures, - moving from dependency
to independence. Yet, we fail to note that much .of
what happens to the individual in his later years move:
him frozn a state of independence to one of dependence.
Perhaps nothing is more difficult for the older person
to accept than the gradual loss of independen . In our
programs of public assistance and in many ur sta-
tistical appraisals of our population, the labe of "de.
pendent" is placed on those over 65 years. We do little
to identify how older people may remain independent

. . and participating members of the community when
their traditional mode of living is no longer possible.

--"Toretkettiess" -

The question may be raised with regard to who
should be "together." We say that it is ideal for the
nuclear conjugal familyhusband, wile and children

, to live together in a separate hoysehold; that it is not
best for adult children and their parents, especially
after these adult children have married. to live together.
We then rage the question, "Togetherness for whom?I'
Man is -a sod,' animal; that .is, to be human he must
participate in the human group. Yet aging in our soci-

**"%lbety tends to isolate the individual from the group.
Some of the typicid life situations which face nost

aging persons and which move them more and more
toward a socially isolated situation include.

Productivity or Bork '
Productivity or work is another dominant %alue. a

opposed.to leisure in our society. Many people in ou
so6ety ha%e feelings of guilt about, the prospect o
retirement. Work represents more than earning a liv
ing, and yet our emphasis is that in order to be worthy
one must contribute econoirkically or be ploductive. W

,N4che failed to 'define the role of retirement in our soci
ety or what is an acceptable alternative to work.'

r

f
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1. Bereat.ernent, especially for women:The typical
older man is married and lives with his spouse.
The typical older woman, however, is widowed,
living alone or with her daughter and her
daughters family.

2. Retirement, as it separates the man from .the
work group relationship.

3. Income reduction, for it costs money to partici-
pate in social activities of the community.

4. Loss of physical Junction, which serves to in
creasingly limit social contacts for the older
person. . .

5. Social mobility, which tends increasingly to
separate the lines of the aged from those of their
children when these children move to where
the job is.

While the above factors work against the older per-
son's participation in the community, _we must recog
nine that min) of them do not occur until well after'
the individual reaches 65, The hard to solve "problem"

8
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aspects of aging are, with the :5-and-older age group,
although there are persons in the 60's who find life
most difficult.

As a reaction to this tendency of isolating older
people, oe see. on the other hand, many older persons
forming their own agtbased organizations such as
"golden age" or senior eitizens" groups. Mantof these
organizations appear to be a reaction to the rejection"
of the aging ifd aged on the part of society.

SOCIAL .AND CULTURAL APPROACHES

'' Within the context of society and its value, it is
important to note that the needs of the aging are the
needs of persons of all age grtiups. All human beings.
regardless of age. .have adaptive and sun iv al needs
which must be met. These itiay.be classified under the
broad categories. man in interaction with his eat iron-
reent. man in interaction kith others. mart in inter-
action with the unknown. All are affected by the aging
processes- biolog it al. psychological. and sociological.

practitioners working with older persons should
Wave knowledge of these needs as they are conditioncd
and modified by the aging processes. Such knowledge
is a prerequisite to an understanding of how such needs
will be met.

For example. baiic needs for man in interaction with
his environment are food. clpthing, and shelter. Let us
take the specific of food. Food is the objecrriVo(rition
relates to biological needs. and eating is the social
behavior. Are we aware that there are changing re-
quirements in the' food needs of older people, both
calorically and metabolically? Do we undeFstand the
restoratf(e requirements of diet as -telated to disease,
or its preventive aspects in relation to degenerative
illnesses? Food has cultural significance as it relates
to ethnic, regional. and religious backgrounds of the
individual. Psychologically. food may be a compensa-
tion or substitute for other unmet needs or losses, such
as loneliness. rejection. or death of a loved one. Food
has social meaningseating in groups; offering food
as a "rift"; a festive occasion. Yet aging, and too often
the concomitant of social isolation in our culture,
negates the fulfillment of the bio-psycho-social needs ef
the individual throughtsuch an obvious factor as food.
Malnutrition. dehydration and anemias are ptevalent
among the aged in our affluent society.

Social and cultural approaches to "aging" and being
"old" categorize the individual because of the situation

4
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through which we approach him.. We fail to differenti
ate and individualize our approach to his needs. For
example, in public welfare the means test requires that
to be eligible for public assistance, the indiv idual must
-meet the standardized definitions of the program. Once
he becomes a "case" and .is "-on the rolls," his needs
and requirements are determined and dictated by "fhe
boa.". Too often, admissions and eligibility policies
and practices to congregate housing and institutional
care for older persons relate not to the essential needs
of the older person. but rather to whether he meets
the requirements and needs of the institution.

An example of our rigidities in recognizing and being
able to respond to the needs of the individual was the
ruling of the Public Housing Administration, now
changed. that a single individual did not constitute a
lima) and 'was- a rgible to Inc iriTulilic housing.
When one °ran elderly couple died. not only was the
survivor faced with the adjustment to the loss of a
spouse; but he or she had to move, losing the social
suppfrts of neighbors and friends. and probably facing
the additional adjustment to reduced income.

Parent-child Relationship
Although we emphasize the parent-child relationship

as the focus of family life, we have not come to grips
with the meaning of the four-generation family for
such a relationship. With the extension of the lifespan
for more and more individuals,- we see increasing con-
flicts in the definition of intergenerational responsibili-
ties. In dealing with the long-term illness of an older
family member, we often see decisionmaking based
upon role reversals. with the child placing himself in
the decisionmaking role the parent.

It also 'raises questions with regard to the two -gen.
eration aged family. An example would be the 65-yeaf.-
old who is facing retirementwith consequent income
reductionand at the same time is concerned about
how to pay fot long-term medical or institutional care
for his 85year-old parentis). Paradoxically, evidence
indjcates that parents still view them-selves as having.
responsibility toward their children regardless of aging,
while at the same time children are caught in a mesh
of intergenerational responsibilities, all of which they
would like to assume if they could.°

The question of economic responsibilities for the
long-terra care of the aged is one of the key issues in
financing longterm illness. That children are no longer
responsible for their aged parents is refuted by the
evidence at hand.°



Subcultural and Contrast,* eit7 Impact Context
To place the older italic idual in the context of his

family and this relationship iii the context of his cub
turat life is essential if.at are going to individualize
our services to him. What does it mean to be aged and
Black at the same time in our, ulture? How does a tra
pillion of religious training and culture such as that of
an Orthodox Jew affect the meaning of ser% ices. their
settings. and their content?

What does it mean to on a home in a section of the
city. %%here-urban renewal occurs. or highway cunstrue
dais either condemns its citence or isolates it through
its concrete -Berlinlike- walls into a ghettoremoved
from once familiar contacts and relationships? And.*
what does it mean to he relocated into a rootless world
of strangers, unfamiliar faces. and unknown social
institutions'?

What doe it mean to live in the once active central
areas of the city now called the corecrty, frOm which
all too often the social agencies. churches. and other
familiar institution are' ma ing out to the suburbia of

.the opunger families and their needs? Finally., what
does it mean to have new social and cultural groups
-moye-in- to the neighborhood once familiar? . persons.

Probably no group in our urban society is so dis
located from the anchors which make life meaningful v CONCLUSION

and relevant than are today's aged. We must compre We must therefore. re-evaluate our concept of the
bend the impact of such changes on the older individual

organization of health and welfare ser% ices and their
and view him in this context if our services are tea be

base -of operation in the community, as well as their
of significance.

Too often. in the planning and offering of services
we ha% e failed to recognize the dynamic, ever-chenging
character of human oecTits. Particularly for older per
rum.. it is imperative that our health and welfare sery
ices be flexible. periAittina movement among and
between services.

hen we speak. of watching the ser% ices to inch
idual needs of the aging. we must question: t 1

isliethcic we look at the service and how the individual+
must fit its definition. or 2) whether we view the
sett ice as a linkage to other services to meet the par.
titular needs of the individual. For example. do we view
the purchase of nursing home services as pay tnent for
a nurse? a substitute family ? a "r"oof over the head?'
Miat The responsibility of the caseworker in the
public agency in living the older .client who pre.ents
the need for such a service? Is it solely eligibility and
isiipment' is there linkage to other societal and corn
fnunit% resources in the development of an appropriate
plan to meet the totality of need by that older person?

Many of the problems.associated with the aging and
their needs, are interrelated. This is basic to under-

standing the behaviors and requirements of older

,relation to the people they are to serve. We are con.
People Oriented Planning: Not Organization cerned about theiindividual. his ability to function, and
Oriented appropriate wags to intervene if he is unable to func-

In the planning for, and the delivery of services to the lion. This implies levels of evaluation and assessment
older person. we must give recognition to the needs of of indh'ilual situations which, in turn means levels of
the aging in the family. in the home. in the neighbor- services based upon evaluated need. It is vital. too. that
hood. in the community. and in the region. Today, there each person who provides services be able terecognize
is an increasing emphasis. for example. upon a regional, hieakdoa ns in our abilities to respond to the unique
nletropolitanwide approach to facilities and services. requirements of the individual.
This is not to challenge the validity of such an approach: Knowledge about aging is both increasing and chang
rather. it is to emphasize. within the context of such ins Older persons and their requirements will change
an approach. the necessity of recognizing the unique.

ith the passage of time. We will be &lel° measure
and important relationship's- of the larger area to its

the effectiveness of our efforts to individualize andsmaller units. such as the neighborhood and the in.
make available appropriate services for older personsdivIdual. There is an increasing tendency to stress the
only if we gain knowledge as to the norms or usual,modccentralization of services. such as the community hos,

pita. or the comffuiti,t) health center. and measuring of liehavlyrs associated with aging. As we recognize

the importance of such approaches in terms of efficiency. and untleratancl u( h norms. we N ilI be able to translate

while at the same time losing sight of the individual and our 'practice into irnolitations fur research. training,
his particular needs in a specific setting. and future practice.

'10
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PRACTITIONERS, TItIR FUNCTIONS

AND SETTINGS, TRAINING NEEDS

AND NEW POTENTIALS .

by

(Jerome 'Caplan, Ph.D.'

A
A multiplicity of .profess ionals as well as skilled,.

semiskilled and unskilled practitioners serve the el.
derly in a variety of settings. And yet, the total number
of completely different settings is minimal. The num-
ber of different practitioners is greater than types of
places where they practice, and the extent to which they
are found is related to both the philosophy and the
basic functiort of the setting. For example, nnise,s aides
would not normallybe expected in a cc;unselingonly

aseeing. To illustrate further, the philosdphy of practice
47 shows us that few local health departments have public

health social workers working alongside the public els
health nurse.

GENERAL EACKGROUND ,

Service to the elderly is a dynamic ongoing process
directed at maintaining or reestablishing an older per.
son at as full and complete levet of physical-psycho-
socialvocational function as possible. It involves varied
types of trained personnel, operating as a team either
within the same agency or among organizirtions, sup. .

ported by public interest. The particular role of each
team member varies with the setting.

Training practitioners in gerontology is quite new.
Arty overview of needs and potentials is intimately
related to an amalgamation of scientific inquiry, em-
pirical observation,' professional conceptualization and

'Executive Director, Mansfield Memorial Homes, Inc., Mans-
. kid, Ohio. and Adjunct Associate Professor of Sociology, De-

partment of Sociology, Ohlo State Caers*, Mansfield Campus.

OVERVIEW

moral judgment. A determination of what knowledge
is needed, and how this, know ledge is ascertained and
verified, is intimately linked to philosophical judgments
which set the toneas to what we believe to be important
for training. The manner in which this knowledge is
used is predicated ..on. our values as reflected in the
individual adaptation of 'tist attitudes lonsidered
acceptable by, our total culture Ind its fragmented sub.
cultural components.

The aim is to trairtgor the ideal, yet, to relate to the
practical. t

SETTOGS

A brief description of places where services are ren-
dered follows. The first description relates to sittings
through their source of support. .

Source of Support
r

1. Public or tax supporter'. Vie theory behind this
setting is that government has the responsibility for
"takitig care of those who cannot be taken care of else.
where," usually, because of lack of personal funds.
.2. Private, nod - for- profit, eve 'nary settings.

This may be any type of notfor-Aofit sponsorship
such as a community.foundation, United Appeal, fee

Jor actual cost of service Jor those able to pay, funds
from religious bodies'or unions or; fiaternal groups{
among others. .

3. Private or commerciallorprofit settings. The
funds may come wholly from the persons served or
partially from a thirdparty choice.

Each of the above three major of -support
settings invariably relate' to "'hill] r payments,-Y

hether for an individual chrectl ,tht
lump

sum
to the organization, =agency or institution,. The multi-
illicit) of increased invoiv.emente becomes apparent
when a third party such as an insurance company, a
church fdnd, the United Appeal or a tax fund, pays
directly- or indirectly for a service performed: Further
types of_ such payments are those made by guardians,

7
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persons who hold pouvr of attorney, childeeit Of older
people receit ing sell ice, add ittlirs. The importance of
the source of fug& also caries with the typt of setting:.
For example, ,a4Smily.tenice agency may rely %holly
or primarily on United Appeal funds; a church home
fctr the aged rnAy depend on,inoney frOnt the church:
financial support from the individual patients 'or mcm
bets of their families. or from public funds such as"'
Nleclieare. Medicaid or Veterans .Administlation
monies: a Propritan nursing home may pri
cdte individual funds aitd tax funds 'public aoistancer
paid to the ludic itlual:Slong-term ing'of ct general
hospital may be compensated for set.% ices by'thirclparty
pa%?nents through insorancirs, and pub10.. assistance,

-and from other sources. 6

Type. of Orientation
-In addition to settings as the% relate to sours of

,upflort: are settings as they relate to their overall
orientation.

Health oriented Polity. Such a facilir !nay .be:
Physician's office

b. Local health department
c. State mental health hospital
(1. Extended care fa. ilitc or,nttrsing borne
e. General hospital t lo.noternt care"seetion
f. Others .

2. Social uork oriented agency. Such an agency
maybe:
a. A family service agency

. b. A community, information and referral agency
1111e. Senior citizen park programs of a'public reere.

ationilepartrnent
d.41)thets.

While there are other orientations, the above.
mentioned are the most importantin terms ofianumbers
reached. The, sponsorship has a bearing on bow these
orientations are 'put into operation. If it is a sectarian

/ sponsorship for the total community, the approaches
may vary. affect the above rationale. and after some of

$.'

kite physical disablentents or those oho hate difficu.lt
stlitatiims? The listing wider the heading of

type of function is nut exhaust e, bitather
Only the major function is tonsiclerecl. A listing by 'such
function includes:

1. Rehabilitation. The institution would be the re-
habilitation facility. both inpatient and Outpa

4 tient. regardless of the proper name of the
particular aegis by Odell it may be ktionn.
The iiroper name may be Smith Haven or the
(it erallsponsor may be a home for 5ihe aged.
tlehabilitation would, relate to.either physical'
health, mental health. or a combination,of both.

2. Counseling. The agency purpose may be to
offer counseling in regard to the best plan for
the aged parent, locating sources of funds for a
person. or spiritual counsel offered wherever
the aged person may reside.

3. CusNdiat. 'fhe institution or residence is geared
to provide IMn'g arrangements. but not neees
sarily nursing or rehabilitation procedures:

4. Nursing Care. The facility is designed to pro -
tide nursing, procedures. but not necessarily
rehabilitation. On the other hand. "nursing care
proc.edure;e. may be carried out within a per.
son's own house or apakinetit by a. visiting
nurse.

//casing. The facility is geared to ptovide in.
dependent living ,pnd may be one's longtime
house, a specially designed house or a multiple
unit apartment duelling. No built:in services
are automatically pro ided although they may
be mailable. Home, aids such as Mealson
'Wheels. homemakers and housekeepers.wouf&
be found here.

G. SoPtiti. This may be found within special build.
ings or units of buildings in variotis sections df
a cominunity.

7. Education, Educatioial activity may be in the
form of special retirement course s offered

through tars ing auspices to 'ffiffele'nt eduea
tional levels, or it may be an accident preven
lion promotion by thrtrreakSafety Councilor
may concentrate on continued or new avoca:
tionaL'vocaticnal goals.

'8. Protection. Protective ftinctions are implicit in
many of the alone. but because of legal involve.
Inept the) are listed separately. Guardianship`

`of
the prison or the estate is %Hal ire the process

of adequately soling many of our aged.

the content. Planning is not listed as a. speciaLorienta-
tion -hero: fOr the siiecific planning goals are related to
each of these.orientations. For example, Manning for
housing needs of the elderly has all threeofientatto' ni
uhether or, not they arc consciously acknowledged by

.'the housirt planners.
41/

Type itlikiitctioi
4

A atiraittajor detription of settings relates to their
ascribed functitins. In ti,thyr words, is the setting geared
to meeting the needs of the mentally III or those-lAo

e

e
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Type Related to Numbers
A final anal is of settings relates to the number of

people being served:

1. Individual ."Ince-tolace" relationship. This is
found most frequently in a counseling type
service.

2. Group relationships,,liere, usually, we think of
institutions and recreation %centers.

3. Community planning. Overall planning to serve
a community. region, State, district or the Na-
tion is the primary consideration. .

There is appreciation 'that at all times all three are
utilized in each is4he "setting types elated to numbers"
servIed. but the primary setting purpose still hdtds true.
Asa corollary. one can also think in to of services to
people in their oun households. servicialithin a group
environment, al total community planning.

givr
S ING AND THE PRACTITIONER

Regardless of `how ohe analyzes settings and their
functions, two objectives are necessary to the gm!
attainmerit" of mutual goals. In order to plan solutions,
one must first assess the nature and scope of the pro'b-
kits and inventory the resources availabletior dealing
with them. The secondary purpose is to provide sound
foundation for action at any planning or practitioner
level by providing a uniform, comparative method to
ascertain what is, or ought to be available.

Practitioners become the basic ingrediint for any
setting to meaningfully serve the. aged. To accomplish
this, both settings and practitioner must know who
are' to be served, why they require assistance, what
resources are already available to serve, and how the
required services can best be made available to those
who need them.

Who

The people to be served should be identified. The
way in which they are identified becomes important,
such as

I. Persons served in public facilities
2. Persons served in private group facilities
3. Persons served in other types of settings suciip

as nonresident type health and welfare agencies

The particular needs of persons in any one of these
three major groups are influenced by sex and, age fac-

A
tors. For instance, female unmet needs of those 65-75
years may be quite different from urtmet needs in
women 'aged 80 and over.

Why

A why analysis seeks to identify the majoriroblems
the praetitioptstrives to resqlve. Four mat: probleiri
groupings tkbe considered are:

1. Economic problem areas
a. None
b. Temporary 'tide-over' funds
c., Prolonged financial support

. 2. Vocational problem areas
a. None
b. Returning to formerjob or occupation

0. c. Finding a new job"
d; Retraining
e. Other

3. Social problem areas.
a. None
b. Family. relations
c. Group and community relations
d. Recreation interests
e. Nonfamily living arrangements '
fi Personal care
g. Other

Psychological and health problem areas
a. Mime
b. Mental or psychological residuals

tations that remain after care has been
instituted)

c. Deviant behavior
d Other

What

A what analysis involves listing the kinds of re-
sources necessary to meet special problems. This list-
ing indicates whether °mot a resource is available and
is vital to the role of the practitioner, for, the latter
mayalter the function of setting dependent upon the
former. The potential assistance which might be brought
to bear on meeting a particular need conceivably en-
compasses.the entire range of"material things, people,
ideas and social iniyttutions. Some examples of pertir
nent resources follow':

1. Economic resources to include everything from
sffOrt-term repayable loans to outright gifts from
public or volunteer welfare organizations.

2. Vocational resources to include evaluation and
counseling. as well as training and retraining
programs.,

3. Social resources to include such facilities and
services as church clubs, friendly visitors and
civic organizars.

9
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. Psychological and health resources to inuke
the various professional health an4 psycho
therapy manpower aids as well as drug therapy.

Hon
The how all of the above is made available to a corri

munit , offered through a setting to a partictSperson,
is the ultimaleresponsibility of the practi er

THE PRACTITIONER

When we speak of practitioners. we refer specifically
to those iv ho directly minister to the needs of an older
person, such as physician. Oriel w er, nurse, thera-

pist, pastor. among others. Ftirt r, within the deft:
nitiun of practitioner. eosin er those who plan but
do not necessarily e a consistent "face to face" con-
frontation w ith the elderly -so to speak, such as dietitian.
pharmacist, community planner, administrator, and'
architect. N et. it is axiomatic that there be moments
of direct contact within this latter grouping.

The practitioner is affected by the community culture
of what is expected from a particular setting. As a
corollary. however. the practitioner also affects what
the setting becomes in reality.

The Job Description
It is clear that the setting sets the tone foasthe job

'description, but the practitioner's title sets the major
responsibilities. While the setting offers the "house." so
to speak. it is what one is assigned to do within the
"house" that" assumes the greatest importance for the
practitioner.

It should also be noted that different job description
levels are developed differently, so that, for example, the
administrator has general principles with some specific
points outlining areas of responsibility, while a nurse's

-descriptions

may have very specific job tasks. Further. job
desCriptions are important only as tools, for all func
Lions not only ehptge w ith time but also vary with the
person. In this sense. people with the same job title
may well *be doing dissimilar things because of their
particular adaptability.

There are various disciplines itiVolved in serving
the aged, all of which are found in serving people of
all ages and many in commercial and industrial ven
tures of all types such as a maintenance person, a cook,
a bookkeeper or 'a secretary. These staff need interpre
tation to program aspects. But it is theprogram person

who is the key in transmitting and putting into prat.
lice the knowledge applicable to serving the elderly.

The practitioner cannot be assigned his functions
beyond his setting, albeit each profession and each type

10 .

of 4ob suggests Certain boundavies. Beyond these
boundariei it may become another proiession and an.
other type of job.

But the most important aspect of all is how the
practitioner, by whatever 'his title, sees his function-
within the culturally accepted role of his setting, with
the full recognition that changes in roles areinot only
inevitable, but also gradually become recognizable.

For Professional Practitioner!.
In describing needs of professional practitioners, wp

come to at least three major conclusions:
:

I. The need for reorientation of a, particular
specialtito the field of aging.

2. The need for modification of previoukand ex
isting stereotyped professional attitudes.

3. The need for role delineation of each profession
in a total team effort.

ItEORIENtATION 01 SPECIALTY
TO FIELD .Or AGING

The need for reorientation of a particular specialty
to the field of aging can be exemplified in every pro.
fession. For illustration only, the three professional
types are singled out: physician, registered nurse and
social worker.

The Physician
"The . in many ways . .. has a shorter

span of patience-With the older patient who is less satis
fying,. slower to heal, quicker to relapse, so near to
death.

"He looks at the older patient with imitable eyes,
recognizing human frailty and mortality for what
it is."'

"The patient-physician relationship is a crucial, fac
for in health maintenance. The physician can be a
prime mover in motivating the individual to self.
hag and self-reliance. The physician must understand
how the aging individual feels and behaves in this
relationship. He (must communicate concern and
understanding." 2 .

Further, we find that many of the Nation's most
dietinguishCd university medical centers have success
fully isolated themselves from the growing needs of the
chronically ill and disabled." 3

The Registered Nurse
The registered nurse, who has been trained with

emphasis on shortlerm care in the general hospital, is
more often than not ill-equipped to cope with the, de
!nand; 'of lonteim tare and its consequences of
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intensified family invok ement and growing siafl attach:
ment or disemhantment with patients. Too, the recog-
nition that a higher peri-entof one's patients, compared
to shortterni hospital patillis, witl not become well"

cannot be overlooked. I.
mustThe nurse who cares for the aged must be a' Very

special type of nurse. Not every ,good nurie is
qualified , . °. .'.4 & ..

At a period when thNhortage of registe;ed nurses in
the geriatric field is acute, one may well 'ponder why
a standard setting facility requested' the resignation of
thrie registered nurses within a period of 18I months.

-We i nurses i should 'take stock of ourselves and
examine our real viewpoint on aging. the aged person
and death. Our own philosophy of life is bold to show
itself in our work with older people . . . .." 1;

Mt Social Worker
Until recently. very feu social workersilhave been

interested in aging. Examples of this still relbctant in
' terest may readily be found through:

I. Few positions advertised in profeslional
journals.

I. Slow growth in contributors to social work lit-
erature on aging. -

3. Schools of social work curricula and field plape
ments. The first placement of students frchn one

'major graduate school of social work came in
the 19-10's. Schools appear to have stabilized
rather than expanded. 07

1. Few family agencies are *orking in the field
of aging in spite ofphilanthropic funding. Those
'who do ar e u usual. :

5. Few sPeci d to 1. 1)Np-ern agencies. The
several in t United States are ,rarities.

"For social workers. one wonders whether the pro
fession itself fully accepts its role. . . . In the not too
distant past there has been real rehrtance on the part

..of many to work with tote chronically ill aged."

NEED FOR MODIFICATION OF,
FORMER STEREOTYPED PROFESSIONAL

ATTITUDES

The Physician .

Some of the comments which have been Made by
physicians are:

"She'll'probablysnever be out of the wheelchair." And
ytet. the patient went home after% months walking with
only a cane.

to

207.706 0 - 76 )

"N 1'. a nse eny ilierap.y on Mr. D..He's too old
age 86)."" Yet the Pieckis n,ow up, walking without

any help, dressed and enteibining visitors:

The Nurse
Comments which'Rave bin heard front private duty

nurses are:
. "Illey're just like childrenfuss over every little

thing; You have to coddle theirl." '
"I always tell her what.ta wear. It takes too long for

her to decide. Besides she ,really doesn't know what she's
doing."

. .
Tjle Social\Worker

eumments made to a.gerontologiLal social worker by
other social workers have been :

''How can You work with the aged? Isn't itogully ,

depressing and useless?" -

:' ...prefer to work with younger adults or children.' .
Th

'' ,prefer
is so much more hopeful than with

elderly." '
TIAgAscostsi beed. Lcation of stereotyped profes

4sional- attitudes is r .. ,,
,

. The physician w says
"He's too.old to try a physical reliabilitatiWis no
different in professional misconception from the voca
tional counselOr who states that beyond age 60 he can.

'not consider a %Gcational rehabilitation plan. The social
worker who says "I don't know% hy all that money was
left to old peoplethey should have designated it for
the young" is indicating a stereotype attitude of "What
can YOu do anyway?" The nurse who says "Old age is
iecund childhood" is lacking in knowledge based on
studies which have shown that intelligence, learning
ability and other ski* do hold up remarkably well.

NREDFOR DELINEATION OF ROLE OF EACH
PROFESSION IN A TOTAL TEAN EFFORT t

The team effort has-been variously described and is
probably at its peak within major institutions such As
Veterans Administration hospitals, teaching. medical
centers and,State hospitals. By team effort. reference
is made specifically here to staff conferences wlereby
all involved professions share their knowledge end tome
to a consensus as to the end goal to be achieved, the
next steps in this,attainment, and the respective roles in
this process-T-SI directed toward a particular patient.

The Professional Practitioner
The .physician is often trained to work with social

workers only fur "i-harity" patients within a hospital
framework. The public health and/or v,isiting nurse

...



Mal les-. the ho:;pit.d.orientednurre- will have little
comprehension of basit stitjal viler skills. particu

th% relate to the aging. The .sodal worker. in
tutu. uitles hr has had a ho'spital'isetting field assign-
ment. Ilia% nut gaSI, the arena of flit sot. ial worker on
the "team." %ad (-wit when he has had a hospital as-
-igniotait. the Sin nil worker tole mat fit the traditional
4.t..guinent of-looking after the ". hard.- patient when
it Ietomes tune for hospital relo.e without being
iloolted in ilie 1il011 to undertake sot h a release.

Lack .,f knowledge abtoit what other professions do
and diserepanet among members on the n w health
team concept are apparent.

There are new roles for, each prof tonal as well as
futuristu roles predicted 'on the gig ntic chatiges.to
tonic 'through our latter da legislation. As examples.
two major new role; of the social worker based on the
experience of Mansfield Memorial Homes. are as
follows:

1. The social worker may be the key person in
staff education and caw the responsibility for
forml inservice trairlag in longterm or ex.
tend care facilities as well as less formal
day..to-day conferences. As a corollary. the
social worker may also be the key in the &rel.
opulent of staff education for all types of com.
munitv agencies

2. The social worker may be the key professional
in 'both ,admission _and discharge planning

ithin long.term care facilities as well as carry
out ongoing therapeutic responsibilities fore
ents in care. Assuredly. these are already
ilarly assigned roles in organized and struc

tured homemaker programs for the elderly.
They alsomark major changes in needed knowl.
edge by professionals. The understanding 'of
chronic brain .syndrome behavior is not tini
versally taught in professional schools nor
its concomitant .or how one relates to such
behavior.

The Nonprofessional Practitioner
. "

-The same perspectisres outlined for the professionals
are equally applicable for others such as nurses aides,
food set-'. e staff. recreational a ides ,or public assistance
workers Their misconeeptiOns are twofold:

1. Those to he fohnd among laymen in general
2. The compounding.' of stereotypes held by th

professionals.
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TRA1 ENG PROBLEMS

What we trisin fo and how we train must be subject
to intensifia asses meta and e aluation and be iooked

Iupon as fit reas f scientific inquiry even as we pro.
sceed to and rtake raining.

Six problem a eas have been especially pinpointed:

I i. !that on. How can practitioners accept the
npedi fo specialized training?

2. Currie lum. How send and useful is the,

conte ? .

Faculey. Where do we recruit trainers?'"
-1 Trait es. The screening of trainees and accelit

ante of those with the greatest potential could
be an enigrnit.
Financing. Appropriate funding must be
ascertained.

b. Miscellaneous. These are the multitudinous
problem!, such as job placement, matching the
trainer and the trainee. meeting the civil righti
challenge,' as well as the continuous assessment
to assure that training per se does not become
institutionalized, but changes with evolving
needs. .

4/Established answers do not seem to fit the emergent
'challenges. Objectivity in science suggests detachment
in observation. But detachment by observation does not
suggest divorce from humanistic endeavor.

Motivation
Mo ion on the part of professionals to under.

take, training is multifaceted. Some professionals
belong to organizations which demand specified
number of postgraduate aecredttioci hours of content
by that organization to continue to remain a member
of tha1/4organization. Conceivably other professions
might do likewise. For the professional, an appropriate
ertificate upon completion of a training courie is a

deOred goal.



We hare, therefore. developed certain Aorkable
techniques which can be used unirersall and modified
to proiride the motivational "bait- to take part in
training.

Curriculum

Just as a gene, rit. body of geruntolugiCal knowledge
is gra(lually erolerng So is there increasing knowledge
being disseminated. althLugh in a sputty and irregular
manner. With some universities and direct service
institutions now offering specialties in gerontology
ranging frum graduate degrees to inserriee training
certificates, it is apparent are near a "breakthrough"
in accessibility to knowledge both pertinent and
teachable.

Faculty
Material is of limited use withoui appropriate

faculty. The traini4 of trainers is now in its infancy
stage. We hate learned that a facuffy member of a
great institution is not automatically capable of train-
ing the trainers without spec& knowledge backed up
by specific experience. Hoheber professional schools,
sv orking closely Iiith institutions and, or agencies serr
ing the elder!). njay be woven together to form an
adequate facpity. In fact. one might suggest that the

_institutions and or agenties working toget17" with
professional schuols. is a definite trend in tome.parts
of our United States. This connotes the beginning of
a great possible changsc nimely. the serving institutions
taking the leadership and inviting the professional
schools to loin them.

Trainees

The- inherent suggestion is that all professionals are

automatically eligible for training. Perhaps the realities
'in the early period of training gestation will provide no
other choice. However, the thought is promulgated here
that findings from practitioners*of all types be trans-
mitted to graduate schools for consideration in their
screening of student applicants and in their assessment
of student developine$t through their field assignments.

Nonprofessional 'screening for training poses other
problems. A blank procedure for training all em-
ployed in serving lie elderly seems like a reasonable.
yet momentous.,undertaking.-But rye must turn to our
researchersworking hand in hand With the trainers
tri aid in the "long Jiaul" to both assess what is taught,
how it is taught. and what attribute would be the most
pertinent for appropriate selection. For, ". . if &xi-
bility in approach to the elderly is beneficial, then

..

applicants who hare personalities"that offer a rigid re-
sponse to the ulder per;on thou] be excluded.-

Financing

The Older Americans ACP,' Social Security 'legisla-
tion. and the Economic Opportunity Act represent some
of the newer potential sou/Les fur assistance ialunding
training ,activities. Some 'States and prorate philak,
thrupies are atse possibilities. Suffice it to say. the major
problem here at the moment. is k...t.tHng what to.offer,
and has ing tt to offer and then seeMiltthe potential`
sources of funding. aJet
Race Relations

-4.

Of special reference in the training process is the
civil rights attitudes of the trainer and the trainee. As
the national momentum to motivate the Black to be
educated and trained to his rnaximal capacities" is en-
hanced. and as training resources reach out to the

we will begin to hare more Blacks in posi-
lions of responsibility such as phrsician, social worker.
registered nurse. licensed practical nurse. This poses
problems of social distance or the attitudes of closenes,
or farness, acceptance or rejection-which persons har'e
tow ardeach other. We may conjecture and say that in
much of the United ,States the physician status takes
precidence user Black status. but this is nut necessarily
true with some of the other positiuritanentioned above.
torking under a BISck Agistered -nurse poses personal
prob1ms of varying magnitude for a licensed practical
nurse or a nurses aide. The trainer must recognize that.

1. Considerable individual difference in social dis-
'tance is felt by various persons toward-the mem-
:hers of some race.

2. ,Regional-culttiral differenceiesuch as those be-
tween Northern and Southern Whites regard-
ing Blacks do exist.

3. Approval or disapproval of races or relation.
ships. stemming from curved stereotypes rather
than aedtal experience. is common.

SeIHMARY

Training programs should include the following
goals:

1. Pros iding an increasing number of skilled per-
sonnel to serve the aged.

.2. Making the professional practitioner role more
significant and the team role more meaningful.

3. Cir ing more and better quality service for each
dollar of practitioner and research expenditure.
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4. Amalgamation of training and builin researc
components for continuous evollement an s.
sessment of training techniques and training
content.

S. Upgrading the total health and health-related
care for older ppeople.

It is recognized that the philobophy of the professions
has a direct bearing on the type of care which is pre.
scribed and proscribed., This. in turn, is reflected
through the methodology of training, thesersitiveness4
of the trainers to the local culture. and the auareness
by trainer's Cif personal norms of trainees.

The challenge of training practitioners is upon us'
not. Reorganization of medical and healthrelated re.

sources on behalf of the elderly so as to provide such
training is implied. To Ser.e efficiently and humanely
requires the amalgamation of both practitioner's eel
perience arid scientifie knouledie. This knowledge
serves as the base to train our practitioners.'
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CLOIIIING, 'AND HEL R

.4

GERIA IC NUTRITION*
4

eraldine'M. Piper, M.S. and

Emily M. Smith, R.S.

Rapid soc al changes coupled w ith population growth
in the Unite States have increased the number of aged
person. in t caseload of many practitionersnurses.
phpicians, s ial workers. among others. It has become
incLingly by row... that understanding and knOwledge
about retold& as it relates to health maintenance of
the aged is essential if 'the practitioner' such as the
public health nurse. is to prtvide sound health
counseling.

, fit'UTRMON COUNSELLNG"

New knowledge on nutritional needs is now available.
For examplcitstudies were conducted in two geographic
areas of the Nation16 determine community needs for
nursing service based on 18 categories of potential
health problems. Findings revealed that the need to
modify food habits outranked all other categories; in
the second study, the need for help with modified diets
ranked third.' Other reports have emphasized that in
order to. maintain some mealure of good health and
independence, the aged person requires definitive health
counseling, including nutrition guidance.'

Nutrition is .a primary component of health counsel
ing,. whether a nurse is giving preventive health serv

Revised from the original and' reproduced with permission
from Nursing Outlook. Nosamiler 1964.

*Dietitian program OffiCer, Division of Allied Health Man-
power Bureau of Health Professions Education and Manpower
Training. National institutes of Health, Public,. Health Service,
Health Services and Mentgl Health Administration, Department
of Health, Education. ana Welfare. Bethesda, Md. 20014.

"'Retired from the U.S. Public Health Service.

PART I/chapter one

ices or a social worker is helping older adults learn to
live with a chronic illness or disability. Practitioners,
because of their direct relationship with patients and
their families, should be sensitive to the. individual's
needs, able to communicate with him, discover his cons
cerns, and motivate him toward better health goals.

For example. before a nurse can counsel the older -
patient on nutrition. she must learn all she can about his a
medical condition and daily food habits. Her attitudes
toward him and her own feelings about food and nutri-
tion will 'markedly influence the food practice informs.
(ion she obtains from him.

She must be aware of the fact that the older person'`
food choices and practices represent a lifetime recora
which has been ialuenced by multiple environmental,
emotional-and physiological factors.'

OBSTACLES TO ADEQUATE kUTRITION

Older persorg=a.e -critical group in our population
and could benefit from nutrition counseling. Some of.
the factors that may be obstacles to adequate nutrition
are as follows:

1. Limited income may restrict the purchase of
adequate amounts and right kinds of food and
provide for no more than meager cooking fa-
cilities and refrigeration.

2, Inadequate dentitjon can create difficulty in

eating.
3. Appetite is usually decreased.
4. Reduced activity, increased fatigue and weak

ness, or living alone may affect the incentive
for eati g. w

5. Lonelin unhappiness and anxiety can lessen
the ap and lead to disinterest in food.
Fewer act e taste buds, diminished 'aculo of
sight sod smell, and lease: tied motor skills also
may bring about a deficient intake of food.
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( her Effeels of 4gin Process
A ith the aging pro( s t osilts tht gradual reduction,

in the basal metabolic rate. .low litt%11 of flit'

prott....'4....nroolit of the alimentary mut ost. and
tti.Atrititoti and iltifiZailuil of food

plea:rot. due to tluniiii.iting secretion of digente
totzy me.. The tran.port of mo-t nutrients may continue
to be normal and goad on the other hand. circulators
ili.turbarele. Imo -low down the transportation of a
nutrient from one part of the boils to The other. De-.
rea-eel renal learati. t. or kidney function may affect

the elimination of mtaboli debts- from the. both.
-int ..u rhange. are to a greater or
l-ei degree tiara, tert.to or-well-441er adults..prob.
lean t.f the e4.4,.on,,..),iith a chrome Illness may be further
oini.untled w ith retrard to ingestion. digestion and

.11inetalli.iri. nutrieni-

DO SEEDS (HANG& U"'ITH AGE?

Wh'at ad. ire ran a ph' sit 'tan_ public health nurse,
orker, die titian or related health practitioner

sire the older person regarding his nutritional needs?
The older Nmeriean has nutritional requirements simi
lar to thw.e when he was twenty.five years of age.
except for r aloricA. The nutritional needs should be
based on the re, ommended dietary allowances of the
Food and Nutrition Board. National Research Coun

Tbese allow antes usually can be met satisfactorilv
thhough -.election of foods froin the basic foul food pit.
(err developed by the U.S. Department of A g*iculture
The asi, four include the following food groups ?Milk,-
meat. (Funs and y egetables. breads and cereals.

Generalised Veeds
Row fat. contribute to luau s health is still a matter

of ntrotersy Re.carth is tiut conclusive enough to
recommend drastic a hanger in the kinds of fat
Caturated and unsaturatedthat should be consumed.iii -eeni. reasonable that the healthy older person con-
inue to at the kind of fat. in moderate amounts. that

he h",is been eating in the past. However. medical
authorities indicate that pdsons with such diseases as
atherlbsticrotic heart disease or a coronary occlusion
would le wise to eat less fat and to substitute unsatn
rated.for -orate of the saturated fats. ,

Protein nutritioli must be watched more closely in'
the older, person than in the younger one Too often.
thr in a ma. be less than the recommended daily

e ary allowance.- Van) older persons do not eat
enough protein het ause of decreased appetite. reduced
a tints poor denture- and ingrained food habits.'
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The ill

spir uous i
ects,of h poproteinemia become,more con.
ads.ar ed ass. These include retarded bone

and wound repair. mil pesof anemia. and decreaseda
resistance to infection.' 0complicate,matters further.
the body aFtually !uses protein du 'ring Periods of in-
actiy it). such as prolonged bedrest or Apirmlilization
due Po an injury.

padiridettdizing Novas $

Quantities of these and additional foods are de
pendent on the person's energy needs and specific
physiological requirements. Older persons utually need.
fewer calories with advancing are and 'women need
less than men. owing to a decline in the basal metabolic
rate. If the eiiting habits ,of the, more active years, ger
sist. the stage is.set for obesity. Older persons of the
sane chronological age engage in yarying levels of
aetivity.: and there is 'a corresponding variation in
caloric needs. Thus ad. ice on calories should be, ipdi-
vidualized. When calories are restricted, fewer foods ;,
high in fat and carbohydrates should be eaten. and .-
fojds should be selected on the basis of nutrient content
hs well as calorie count.

PLANNING THE DIET

The daily diet should include good quality protein
from animal sources such as milk. cheese, meat. eggs.
fish, and poultry. a. well as from vegetable' sources'
such as whole grains. dried beans'and peas, and nuts.
These provide an abundant amount of the essential
amino acids. There is rth *finite ordence that protein
needs incr'ea'se with ufsr... The proteiri intake will be
satisfacte0 .if it, is planned on the basis of one gram
per kilogram of body weight. The six fOod exchange
lisp commonly used for caliulating diabetic diets
provide a convenient guide fcir estimating the daily pro
teiri intake. Foods particularly high in protein are
show's in the milk list and meat list."

It may tax a nurse's ingenuity to find ways of en.
couraging the older person to increase his protein
consumption. She and other practitioners as rioted
.huuld be able to help him select easy tta.ches.. prOtein

-foods and hcs Limit* with economical' sources of
protein.

, The relati%el% high pievalence of osteoporosis among
the aged may be due in part to inadequate calcium and
protein. together with skeletal disease and decreased
secretion of hormones. Research suggests that minimal
("moderate deficiency in calcium intake over a period
of years rni possibly contribute to the occurrence or
accentuation of osteoporosis." i1 " A good calcium in
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take which 1/4illmainfain balance assists in maintaining
1.'onestructure. Milk and these products are sources \
of calcium arid a goo source of protein. Here again. a
nurse. nutritisnist or dietitian may suggest as to use
the less familiar forms of milk and milleproducts.

Poor *petite. faulty absorption and general weak-
ness may reflect an inadequate intake of foods rich its

Requirements for % itatnins are not increased
with a, e. Howe%er. because of variation in dietary
habits arid food plat races. nutrients such as ascorbic
acid. B group % itamins thaauiinc ribofla%in. and nia-

in . and % 'Lamm deserve a great deal of attention
when older persons are being counseled about their food
intake.-' 4'or example. the B group vitamins function
as coenzcines in intermediate nietabolism. and unless
these enzymes are in good supply. the body machine, will
not function well. A hole grain and enriched breads and
cereals 'as well as protein fools of animal sources pro-
%ide good amounts of the B vitamin.

./
ADJUSTING THE MEAL PATTERN

Is the digesti%e process slows down with age. meal
size and meal spacing may be adjusted. Large and
hem% meals tend to lessen utilization and absorption
of putrients. It may be better to spread the food intake
more evenly through the day and avoid the three tradi-
tional meals. Mgr people enjoy a snack between
meals: some people beliede titat a snack at bedtime
helps them sleep better. They shottid understand, how,
ever. what is meant by a healthful inack.

Eiffel of Advertising
in his search to maintain health and to alleviate vague

aches and pains and general fatigue, the older person
is often "taken in- by deceptive promises of relief or
claims for restoring vibrant health made by promoters
of fad diets. health foods or food supplements. The
practitioner who is knowledgeable about nutritive value
of`foods and principle. of nutrition will recognize nu
trition fallacies and facis and should utilize every poss
ble opportunity to (Limey and interpret scientific nu-
tritional facts .in terms understandable by the older
person. Guidance toward good nutrition practice is the
goal.

Eller. of Cititure
When making recommendations for an adequate

normal food intake, e%tr% attempt should be made to in.
elude and retain as much a. possible the person's pres-
ent focal customs Chances are that the recommended
changes for an improved food intake will not be ad-

hereof to o'er a prolonged period of tinte unless core-
sideraijui; i. 4+( -n to the MM iurt utIonit, educati ,,,, al.
religious. and cillturallactors:.
' To died air goal 01 god nutrition lakes time. Bask

to 'counseling is as c.ouplete knowledge as possible of
i the foods consumed. A simple diet history form is 'Use-
ful fur recording everything put Into the mouth and
swallowed. A 3-day record ,js preferable. but if "this is
not feasible or practical. a2aour recall of foods on-
smiled is essential. A more accurate picture of total food
intake would in. lude tin; frequency.daiiy . weekly or
monthly of specific fobds-.;aten. method of prepara-
tion and:number of mealsznd snaclper day.

. A

`SOURCES .OF INPORMATION v

Where can a practitioner such as a nurse or social
worker turn for authoritative nutrition information and
nutrition consultation in the community ? MaLy of the
official and v °Juntas) agencies .eiriploy qualified nu-
tritionisk, who can provide consuftative 'services to the
nurse. The imtritionbt can provide:

1. Accurate and current information about food
and 'nutrition.

2. Techniques for appraising family and indi-
vidual fad piacticep.

3. Advice on family food budgets.
4. Information on buying. storage and preparation

of food.
.5. Practical advice on how patients can adhere to

modified diets. '

EDUCATING THE PRACTITIONER

This assistance can be provided through either irozli-
%idual nurse or social worker conferences or inset.% ice
education of those groups. One nutritionist who
worked with professional nurses in an inservice educa-
tion program made the follarang comment about her
experiences: "When imited.to attend the staff nurses'
session. I was reluctant to go.to all meetings because'
some subjects seemed totally_ unrelated to nutrition.
Yet' regardless of the topic under discussion, the
purses invariably had questions about nutrition. and
nutrition *as discussed during every session."

As the reed arises The nutritionist can suggest tech-
niques of .ictitrition counseling dull% patient visits.
The nutritionist can'also work with the nurse or soci
worker on possible soliitioa. to complex nutiitio prob-
lems of individuals or families. In addition, they can
work together on content and methodology of nutrition
education classes fur groupof older persons. Together
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then can assess and select suitable edncationel materials
fo.r nutrition counseling.

In an area where there are no nutritionists, the nurse
or social worker mad seek the assistance of a qualified
dietitian in the community hospital or food industry.
an instructor of tiutritionoi a college or university. or
an agricultural extension specialist in nutrition. These
persons can ad%ise on: food needs of theolaer person;
food purchasing and preparation;, suggesti*s for com-
batting food fads and fallacies:. nutrition eduction
techniques and tools: and helping the older person live

" with a prescribed modified diet.

SUMMARY

The need to modify 'food habits atnong the elderly
is significant. Select aspect, of nutrition iffest ail
older people. but the lark. io-pschocuityral back
grounds of people-especi s as they grow older-
reqiiire individuakized app aches.

The basic differentipls between older and younger
person are the uniqueness of the obi through their
'ears of !Mali and the fact that older people need
less calories. uslbeit older women require less than
men. Individualiation of nutritional guidance i all
important. -

Nutritional counseling h% carious practitioner can
be undertaken after the latter are trained to do so on
an inclividuai basis or through group type training.
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FOOD, CLOTHING, AND SHELTER

CLOTHING PROBLEMS OF THE
ELDERLY

by

Iva M. Bader, M.A.

Clothing plays a vital part in the liven of people of
all ages. Whether we consider the utilitarian, the
Psychological, the social or the aesthetic value of cloth.

, ing as the most,important, clothing is intimately related
to one's personal appearance and istritt(emely impor
taut in social relationships, regardless of age. Since per.
sonal appearance not only influences others but affects
the inner, person, an, attractive appearance will bolster
self.assurance, raiseselksteenl, influence social accept.
ante, lift morale and be a source of personal
satisfaction.'

Decoration of the body itself and adornment with
beads, trinkets and bits of color prom led the roaring
of clothes, indicating that man has sought beauty for
himself The need for ornamentation and the desire to
"look good" are the apparent dorms of people.

SOCIETAL STEREOTYPES

Our society has evolved a series of stereotypes about
clothing and older people. Several are examined here.
it is apparent that causeancbeffect relationships are
prejudged.. 1. ,

Careless Appearance Stereotype
.

One of the stereotypes of aging people states they
are careless about their clothing and appearance. The
validity of this concept has neither been supported nor
refuted. Longitudinal studies evaluating the appearance
of the same persons have not yet been undertaken,

.

Instructor. Textiles and Clothing, Department of Home
Economies, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
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PART 1/chapter two

.,

measuring devices to withstand the rigors of time re.
main to be established; and the multiple variables such
as status change, mobility, and local clothiog subculture
could affect the findings more than aging itself.

"Lose interest in Clothing" Stereotype

Another of the negativ thoughts about older people
is that they lose their i terest in clothing. On the con
trary, older women, fo the most part, consider clothing
and an attractive appe ante as important, if not more
important, than When eykwere younger. Many, re
spondents in the University of Iowa research indicated
that older people must work harder at being attractive
to compensate for some loss of physical attractiveness.'
Havinghurst suggests that older people should dress
more carefully than younger people, thereby making
best use of their. physical attractiveness.' The Iowa
studies indicated older people had more time to spend
on their appearance and more time to spend in shopping
for clothing than when they were younger. Many also
noted that they were more active socially and did more
traveling Iii retirement years and felt The need to main
tain as high a level of .appeadance as their associates.
It also was fouid that older people wanted to look good
so that their children and grandchildren would not be
ashamed of them.'

Older people do maintain their interest in clothing
and appearance. Any decrease in standards of dress
and appearance comes very "late in the later years due
to physical or mental health loss or to lack of money.
An older person who neglects his appearance will be
judged more severely than younger people, and such
judgment will be age.related, while a younger person's
carelessness about his appearance will be attributed to
something other than age.'

. ,
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Ariel, Inspired Attitude of Self Stereotype
It is likely that an attitude such as. "I'm old, nobody

cares about me or how I look." has much more to do
ith lack of droll spent in caring for one's self and

clothing than physical limitations .for some aging
people. Those yho work with older people have a re-
sponsibility to keep prodding and encouraging them to
maintain a good standard of dress and grooming.

One of the greatest spiritual needs of people is the
admiration of their fellow men and women.' It ma) take
sonic thoughtful analysis to find somethin4 on which
to base a compliment, but everyone has some feature
which can be praised. Compliments,are morale building.
the let a person know that someone cares enough to
notice him. and they providrsome Unpin to main.
taro a standard.

Demonstration. conducted in mental hospitals show
the therapeutic value of clothing. grooming and ap
prove' of others. This approach. begun with mental
patients who were 54.4 u led to be released from a Napa.
Calif.. hospital. wa. lso extended to other patients
whom doctors had not been able to reach previously.
Because of the positivg results. this approach spread lo
hospitals in other part. of the country.9 7

Stereotype by Serrice Professionals

Social worker, and other professionals need to be
careful that they themselves do not subscribe to the
hepatic t attitude that it makes riu difference how older
people look. Those who'require health and social aid
have suffered the indignity of not being, able to cate
for their ow n needs. they are old in a youth- oriented
society . they no longer hare the rewards of a job and
its associations. and they may have lost the securit)
the affection. the companionship and the egokupport of
some of their faMily and friends through death. mor ing,
.,r detachment. To compensate in some measure for
these disheartening conditions, they especially need to
have cheerful. comfortable. properly fitted. clean, and
suitable clothing.

In addition ta haring attractive. suitable and be.
coming clothing to maintain a gocZ'appearance. it is
important to have clothing care, 'hair care, cosmetic,
and toiletries. Those who serre older people should be
cognizant of this. Consideration should he given to
proliding these for older people. perhaps families who
are not able Assume full care of their aged relatives
could he encouraged to provide gift certificates at a
bead% shop..1 l.arher sROp. a di y cleaner or a podiatrist.
Foot care may seem to be unrelated to personal appear.

20

ante, but those who cannot walk comfortably cannot
appear.at their very. beat.

An older person who appears in out-of-date or un
suitable clothing or who is dirty or unkempt may ,uot
be respected and therefore not served in a professional
manner. Older people do not want to be treated in a
patronizing mariner: They want what everyone at any
age wants: to maintain, self-respect and personal
nity. "They do not want to be cared forthey. want
to be cared about; they.do not want to be isolated

, they want to be integrated into community life; they
want to perform tasks within their individual capacities
without encountering preconceived notions that age
is a deterrent to being useful. They want to exercise
their right and responsibility to remain independent
and self-directing as long as possible."

FACTORS AFFECTING CLOVG NEEDS
There are 'varied aspects.to consider in recognizing

clothing needs of aging people, Among these are social
relationships, ecbnonhic factors. physical changes and
safety needs, and availability* clothes.

Social Activit7
"What our retired elders yearn for more than 'any-

thing else is involvement. They. are crushed with the
feeling of no longer being wanted, useful or important
to others. They have been stripped of their value
and so, of their dignity as human beings." °

To make social relationships rewarding, older people
need to have clothing which is similar to that worn
by others in the group as well, fis clothing which is best
for them as individuals. Being well dressed and well
groomed is esser-21al for group participation at any
age, but it is especially important for older people
tsho may feel that younger people do not welcome their
participation. Many older people have to enter into
new associations, and an Attractive personal appearance
can be reassuring.

Econoinic. Factors
Less money is spent for clothing by older people

than by young people. Rather than indicating that
clothing is less important to them, this lOwer expendi:
ture may be due to one or more of the following fac-
tors. clothing expenditures have to be restricted in
favor of use of funds for'other purposes; older people
buy more conservatively styled clothing which can be
worn longer, needs for clothing decrease because of
less work and social activity, clothing lasts longer be-
cause of this decreased activity clothing is received
as gifts from family and frienchThlend/or clothing is .
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purchased at rummage sideS and secondhand stores.
No matter how clothing is obtained, if it is to serve
its full purpose, it needs to,be suitablerattractive, com-
fortable, properly fitted and dein.

Physical Change;
It may be necessary to make provision for someof

the changes which are likely. in varying degrees, to
accompany caring. There is likely to be a loss in stature
due to changes in the spine. There may bean increase
in weight. but even without an increase in 'weight, there
is likely to Its an increase in the size of the waistline,

v
There may be stiffening of the joints making it difficult
to manipulate small fasteners or to get one's clothing
over the head.

There may be a rediction in the caliber and efficiency
of the blood eels in the skin. resulting in the body's
inability to adjust easily to temperattire changes or to
tolerate extremes in temperature. However, it was found
in-the kwa City study and in Watson's later study
that women did not consider earmth of great impor-
lance in the selection of their clothing.

Strength loss and easy tiring may make it necessary.
for older people to war lightweight clothing. This same
strength loss and easy.' fatigue makes dressing and sin-
dressing strenuous activities for many older people.
This may mean that older people may be tempted to
spend the day in lounging cloaking because they may
lack the energy to change their clothing and clean up
during the day. It -also indicates a need for clothing
which is easily donned and removed.

Skin is likely to become thin and sensitive to irrita-
tion. calling for the use of soft. smooth fabrics and for
clothing construction which is free from rough, bulky,
or tight seams which might chafe the skin. This same--
.-kin sensitix ity also makes it important t that all detergent
residue be carefully rinsed from clothing in the launder-
ing process.

Physical changes come gradualV and some of the
changes make older people more, rather than less,
attractive. Graying of the hair is usually the first and
most obvious of the aging changes, and in many cases,
this is a positive change; many people are more aurae-
live 'with ray or white hair. There may. be changes in
skin tones which will enable older people to use colors
which were not flattering earlier, but they may also find
that some of the colors 'fortnerly worn are no longer
Tlecoming Lines and wrinkles are not Away:- a negatix:e
chatige: they may Or 2 a pleasing character to 'a face
wirh maw hare.been uninteresting with the smoothness
of youth."

, .

11

Safety Needs

r

it is not known to what extent clothing is a fartor
in falls suffered b.y elder people it seems likely that a
fall could be caused by clothing thator'is too long o
too long in front when a person stoops or leaves a robe
unfasteded. Loose, full garments that 'might catch in
a door as it closes could easily throw an older person

`off balance and cause a fall. Untied shoelaces are an
annoying problem to people of all ages, but the are a
real hazard to older pedple, as are shoes and bedroom
slippers which do not fit or are slippery gn the bottom.

Burns are anothersource of seriousjury to older
persons. A 'recent report states that there are approal-
mately 2 million burn injuries' each year; that those
caused from clothing being set on fire. account Tor
40 to 60 percent of such burn injuries, and that 55 per
cent of the deaths caused by clothing fires happen to
youngsters under'.9,and persons over 75.12

The fire hazard of a fabric consists of the ease of
ignition, the rate of flame spread, the amount of heat
liberated and, in some cases, the dripping residue which
causes severe burns' when it adheres to the hody. Vary-
ing levels of 'fla;nmability are inherent properties of
all fibers, but some of the acetates -rnd rayons are more
flammable thap the other fibers. However, fabric con-
struction mkt be even more,iraportint than fiber- con-
tent, Sheer fabrics and fabrics with brushed, napped or
pile surfacy, particularly those with loose base core
struction, *are serious fire risks: Garmedt construction
is also elector, with long loose sleeves being the worst
hazard.

Wearing a sweater or rob'cover thir shoulders so. that
the *eves dangle is a common practice/id a dangelbus
one if a person is working aria stove. Fifes in which
older men are burned often are caused when apipe is
put into a jack1t or robe pocket.

' Producers of manmade fibers have been s uccessful
in puttiAg fireretardant substances into their fibers be-
fore spinning so that their fibers will meet the dam-

standards of the Flammable Fabrics Act, but
they have not produced a fireretardant fiber in com-
mercial amounts by this method.

Clothing' Availability
Older people, prefer to shop for their owieclothing,

This may be a factor in their retaining a higher de
of interest in clothing and appearance, and in maintaldi
ing their feeling of independence. Ingu/iries have shown

that older people would like to have helpful, courteous,
genuinEly interested salpspeople; that they would like
welllighted stores. with easy access from one floor to

es.
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. ,
muffler, with Avid selectIons from which to make their
choice; and that they would like a shopping situation
in which they could fulfill their needs without spending
too much time and energy.

However, the elderly often are handicapped by lack
of funds, lack transpopativri stores and lack of

`. xneriry to shop. They also may be handicapped
ing eyesight. loss of jlearing or unsteadine
feet, They face thq prospect of coming in
people 11 hy are impatient when if takes 1

"v.

y fail-
their

no with
ger to make

a decision.vr complete a purchasetransietion, of with
people who ignore 'older 'persons or show by their,
actions that they would eft, to, help younger4-
eustomets. "
10Fhe clothing needs of older people cannot be defined
44bar4. This I;as 'placed manufacturers and merchan-
disers of clothing in somehat of a dilemma. On the
une hand. they are crit,Itized for failing to recognize
the older segment of the population and fo failing to' combing and arranging of the hair and shampooing as

needed. When people see each other well-groomed, they

. well-groomed. Viiiprs and volaqteers relate to patients,.
wbO are wellgroortted and attractive.,

Aging people should be accordedthe dignity of a,
goal appearance when they no longer are'able to. care
fortheit own needs. During a 'visit with a Class to a
Miling:Ifome I noted the unkempt condition of orietdd
sioina-141ver hair very obviously had not been combed
that day, and her clothing was equally disheveled. She
was quite old anrblind, but she carried on 'a lively
conversation with m4mhers of the grout. The "students

e
remembered her as a bedraggled old woman, rather
than a brilliant s'ciendst during her active years. "Some
provision should be made for grooming 'therapy, either
by having facilities and personnel in the home or
through special arangemefits with a local beauty shop
or other rrurces appropriate to the needs of the

"patients the nursing home. Minim/mere for women
not able to take care of their own needs Auld be daily

meet their needs. On the other hipd, they d that
many older people do not wsish special identification
or to be set apart as a .group. Advertisers also have
found a puzzling situation. They have found that
emphasis on age or infirmity often results in stubborn
sales resistance. but they also Are finding. as Burnett

that older people are not influehced by advertis-
ing because of the use of young models.

CLOTHING IN INSTITUTIONS

Two basic types of institutions are mentioned here
4- to indicati specialized clothing Uspects. ihe retirement

,home and the nursing home.

The Retirement Home
.

They is a definite awareness of clothing of other
residents aid there is a .feeling of flea to be drxsed
like others in the retirement.home.'° Massey codeluled
trom heistudifithat living with others in a retirement
home appeared to stimulate a grelter understanding
of the `importance of appearance to an individual's
well-being." There are activities ,in retirement- homes
which bring the residents together and provide occa
sions for "dressing up," and many consider it im-
portant, to be Welldressed in the dining room. Results
of studies in retirement homes show there is it hi
interest in clothing and a pea ce.

'The /litsrsiog Horn ,f:1

Nursing home patierits.require a greatdeal of care
and it difficult to keep patients lo-oking their best.
However, a high Ievelof well being 'nay be ken when
patients have attractive and colorfuiparnients and arc
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all benefit in a therapeutic sense." "
41 Keeping clothing on some disturbed patients is some

times a problem. A coverall sort of garment which/nen.
tally retarded children could not remove has been de-
signed, perhaps there is need for something'of this swat
,for particular older patients who constantly take off
their clothes..

Nursing home administrato rs need to be sure that
their employees understand the importance 'of a pa
tient's appearanceto the patients themselves and to
their visitors. Families need to be encouraged to pro-
vide cheerful, attractive clothing for those in nursing
homes. Nursing Wines report they often are-surprised

with some of the dreary, alastoff clothing brought`` by
families for patients to wear. In some,cases, this nlay
be ail that can be afforded, but in far too many cases,,
the importance of cheerful clothing is not appreciat61,
Manufacturers need to provide gowns, bed jackets and
robes that are pretty but do not require special care
in laundering. 'Families cannot exp&I nursing hom4
to give special care to fragile, fussy garments for pa
Bents unless they are willing to pay for the special
handling involved.

COMPARISONS OF CLOTHING FOR MEN
WOMEN

.

There may be specialized needs which must be metin
clothint ft;r 'physically handicapped older men, but
these needs are not naessarily age-related. Handicapped
persons of all ages and both sexes need specially &ill
sit n217Ivthing to accointodate body deformities,

ti
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"clothing with specially placed openings to put on user
braces and other supportise des ices, and clothing with
pockets and protection fur urinal bags and similar
appliances. The Giese landCenter for Vocational Guid-
ance and Rehabilitation Serb ices has dyne exceptional
work in dligning. constructing and distributin ar-
meat to meet the special needs of handicapped persons
of all ages," with consideration given to the design
and manufacture of lingerie and foundation garments
for handicapped. women.' and to design and menu-

that casual clothing is likely to be more comfortable,
lower in cost and easier to ease lor...C.ouraS4LinE
also may be more colorful, is KO .rni4 Seimi.-mitre cheer-
ful ur be just a pleasant changttrokixsaSite ShIrtsovhich
may have been necessary for ktOinliss.sveat".11;,.

Because men's" -clothing sty ii.,,liavfricirTilianged
rapidly. men often are able to s tar lo.tiaccti4itite the

Mclothing whicti they had on hand at itt:knot. It also
means that men wh,o buy their clothiiIg in second-hand
stores or at rummage sales are not as likely to be faced

facture of clothing for disabled men." with the prospect of completely out-of-date clothing as

Clothing for men AP.' might be true of the worneen's clothing. Even so, the

The pull of conformity has been greater for men
care of clothing is a- problem since this is a task which

.

than forwomen, and apparently men are uncomfortable
in a social sifuatioa if their clothes are not like thae
worn by the other men in the gr-oup." Meg :s clothing
has not been as .subject to the whims of fashions as
women's and has not been as widely publicized in fea-
tures and adsertising in magazines and newspapers.
Huweser, Horn points out that elk fashion cycle is thert,
that shoulders and lapels progress from wide to narrow,
and trousers mose from tapered to full. She adds that
the fashion cycle for men's clothing motes more slowly
because men's dress is more deeply rooted in custom."

Horn also Rotes that apparently there are norms of
chsthing behas for for men at different age ley elg.". . . A

man in his forties is expected to be- dressed in good
taste and well-groomed. but to daunt in sartorial splen-
dor like a peaccIck is obsiously igniting trouble! Men
in their seventies are expected to pay greater attention
to their physical cznforts in cibthes, and their overall .
appearance is anticipated to be somewhat relaxed and
subdued. An 014 man who prefers a more fashionable
image than the norm allows runs the risk of being type-
cast as a `lecherous oldoat'." .

Whenever men's clothing has been mentioned in dis-
cussions of tlfe problems of older people, it has been .

pr reported that men do not encounter problemsin ob.
taining clothes, other than those prolflems K-Money,
transportation and energy to shop. The-ease with which
older -men can find clothing is doubtless due to the
flexibility of the sizing sy stem for men's clothes which
takes into account the differences in body build. The
ease of finding clothing may also be due to the fact
that men's. clothing comes in several pieces and that
alterations are relathelY.simple-

It has also been suggested that older men antlIkely
to wear. more Casual clothing after retirement. This mat
be due to the fact that there has been a trend toward
the use of mere casual clothlt6 by men of all ages and
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many men were no't accustomed to doing.

Clothing for Women
There is little reason to beliese that older women

feel any different about clothes than younger women.
As noted brI/dIum, "Clothes mean much' more to
women/than men. They often mean the difference be-
tween success and failui4. The right clothes mean an
added-zip to life, a heightening of the woman's belief
in herself, youth, gayety, and happiness." i^

Older women are more likely to consider it necessary
to wear a hat than's, ill younger women. This reflects
the more formal approach to dress when today's older
women were young. A hat does lend the feeling of
dignity to an Mal woman's appearance and makes her
costume mote complete. Older women have indicated
that they hase trouble finding hats that they consider
suitable. k

Housedresses are considered an imp"ortant part of
most older women's wardrobes, but they base reported
difficulty in finding attractive housedresses. They want
them to be cheerful, attractive, designed fol. easy body
movement, easy to get into, have pockets, have sleeves
which fuser the upper Atm. and be easy tacare for. Yet
older women consider the attractive appearance of a
housedress more important than ease of care. Many
older women want their housedresses attractive e ough
that they' can bo worn all day. Older women c quite
typically changed their dresses after thei ousework
was done and many continue to do so e though they
may do little housework. '

Older women often hale reported difficulty in finding
shoes that are attractive, give needed support and fit
properly: In recent mar in.., research conducted to
learn if there would be achce for products labeled
"Golden Years," it was found that people appeared to
be satisfied w ith- food, cosmetics and clothing and felt
no need for-special products. Howeser, on closer prob-
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ins it Was shown that there was clisiatisfactiot with thI
style and fit of clothing. and more than half of those
suneyed did hay problems in obtaining, shoes.."

M 1-arti old 1 women rise priority to fit and sty le in the
selection of heir good clothing. Comfot/price. ease of
care anti...mind, were 4:considered' to be of less impor-
tance. There appears to be no real agreement on the
neckline preferred by ender women .although there is
preference for elbow length or longer sleet es which
voter the sagging flesh of the upper arm.orei skirts
are preferred b% man% older woinen as they provide
more sitting allowance and knee 4 cot ecage. but man)
lnilieate that (they prefer the appearance of straight
skirts. Front penetgs are o. ohsidercd more ( unt'enient
fyr older u omen. lout many attic( ated that they thought
larmcntt with ..igit ls or Zonirire arm openings had more
At le and quality . I

It it quitelogestirally agreed that clothing is not
detigft/il with older tt omen in mind. it is sized on
standards , based on the measureants of younger
women to that they waistlines are not large enough.
During the recent period of ten. shot skirts. oldet\
women: have hacj difficulty finding clothing that they

i t onsider a suitable length for them. Small older women
hate a hard nine filling their clothing needs, suree the
`aze% they need ,are for children and the styles are
unsuitable. ',tan% old& outhen who need small sips
wear skint and blour which come closest to meeting
their needi.

...
. SUMMARY

Older people-- rich and poor,' male and female--
need to hate attractive. cheerful. comfortable. properly

4 fitted and clean cloihing. They need clothing which
makes them as attractite,asi, possible so Mat they' may
hate. the tati'sfofc Hon and egosupport of..knowing that
they look their best. lthough Hawes wrote in 1942
about there being a great deal of personal insecurity.
her suggestion that Oodles can 'rite people the psycho-
logical proteution which an unfriendly world fails to
offer!= seems applicable for today's older people who
have social. health or income problems.

Older people need to he 'dressed in a manner which
preserves dignity. maintains ,selfrespect and allows for
socialization. s Ralph Waldo Emerson pointed out
in has "Social Aims?' being well dressed gives a feeling
of inner ttanquilitva basic necessity for all, id
poignantly applicable to aging people.
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SHELTER FOR OLDER PEOPLEOLDER

/ Ferri M: ,c:olbore

op
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Although society has lengthened the span of life, it
has not yet determined how the added years can become
as meaningful to those persons in% oked as were the
earlier spans of life. "The aged are a very varied and
diverse group. Theyjime every kind of need, they have
every kind of problem, they are4everywhere. They also
have every kind of housing problem and every kind of
housing need " ' Indeed, life patterns change consid-
erably in the latter span of life.

Recognition of the differences among the aging is an
essential first step in the shelter program. These differ
`epees must be understood not only in terms of people as
indiiicivals but also with regard to localities, subcul
tures and racial and ethnic differences. "Thoughtfully
developed housing, in keeping with local characteristics.
can't:re and often is the corefrom which all other efforts
of the community to provide independent, active living
during life's third span !tepid proceed. Programs
in health and income maintenance, retraining for em-
ployment, conlirtuing education, recreation and social
activities, indeed much Of the work in many fields of
EferontolOgy, may come to little if the basic secu'ity of
the 'right' homeright in size, safety, design and loca
tionis not available at rates 'reasonably consjstent
with ability to 'pay."'

LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

Since shelter is related to the size and character of
the population to be housed,. many factors. !Lust be
considered. ,

*Social Welfare Coasultast. min Run, Pa.

FOOD, CLOTHING, AND SHELTER

PART I/chapter three

Background

Of the, approximately 20 million people aged 65 and
older, we find a ratio ,of 134 women ror every 100 men.
This group makes up 9.5 percent of the toterpopulation.
The projection for the year 2000 is for over 28 million
persons to be iri this age bracket, and the ratio of
women to men will be approximately 150/100. The
proportion of the elderly is expected to stabilize at
about 10 percent of the total population.

Life expectancy at bitilt is 74 years for females and
67 for males. This is an increase from 47.3 years (aver.
age for both sexes) that prevailed in 1900. Life ex-
pectancy for women is stilleincreasing faster than for
men. Whereas the trend of the general population is
toward an increase in young people (half are less than
28 years of age), the older population is getting older
(half in this group are more than 73 years of age),
Thus, 62 percent of the 65 and older population fall in
the age group 65-74, while 32 percent are 75-84 years
of age, and 6 percent are 85 and older.

One out of every four persons 65 and older lives in
the four most populous StatesCalifornia, Illinois,
New York, and Pennsylvania. Twelve, States have an
unusually high proportion of older persons: Florida
12.7 percent; Iowa 12.4 percent; Nebraska-12.3 per-
cent; Maine 11.7 percent; Missouri 11.7 percent; South
Dakota 11.7 percent; Kansas 11.3 percent; Massachu
setts 11.3 percent; Arkansas 11.2 percent; Vermont
11.2 percent; New Hampshire 11.1 percent; Oklahoma
11.0 percent.

Almost onethird of all o lder people live in central
cities of metropolitan areas; 28 percent live within
metropolitan areas but outside the central cities; the
remaining40 percent live in nonmetropolitan areas,
primarily smaller towns and cities. Less than 6 percent
ot the elderly live on farms.
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Today's Aging
What are the living arrangements of today's elderly?

Out of every 100 older people, 81 head their ou\n house-
holds, of whom -18 are husbands or wives in husband-
wife families, 22 live alone, 8 head families without a
spouse, and 3 have non-relatives living with them: 01
the 19 out of 100, who do not head their own house-
holds, 14 live in the home of a relative, and 5 are insti-
tutionalized. Moreover, the proportion of the eldeitly
who own their own homes is about 70 percent. This
proportion is somewhat higher than for younger people.
However, more than 19 percent of the 16 million hous-
ing units where senior citizens live may be classified
as substandard; by contrast, -only 15 percent of the
households in which theft are no senior citizens are
substandard. More than three-fourths of all housing
occupied by elikrly persons, Was built prior to 19,40.
Nearly half of all the elderly live in twoperson house-
hfids: three-fourths have children, one-half of whom
d not live in the same household.; and one-fifth have
no children.

In general, the moneyv income and,assets of the rm
jority of the elderly are too low to permit the purchase
of standard housing in today's market. The fag that
the majority live in standard housing relates to their
own thriftiness in an earlier day. and is partially ex-
plained by the fact that most elderly persons live in
the older houses. However' keeping up an old house
is usually a financial burden, and the physical strain
is often more than can be handled.

The great majority of eldeg, persons live independ-
ently. In one of the Cornell 1.-ni* ersity studies, it was
found that 7 out of 10 persons age 65-74 did everything
without help, and that after age 80, 6 out of 10 did,
everything withousihelp.' Over one-third had not given t
up any activity. onefuurth had given up jobs, and one-
half had given up certain heavy work. Those persons
who lived in their own households had given up less

than those who lived with others.'
Some people maintain that living in ones own home

does.not constitute independence.: thaire is independ
ent only if the whole -span of economic, social and
physical life is under his control. This view does not
recognize that in all stages of life, independence is a
relative matter. The various housing programs of this
country, both public and private, are directed primarily,
toward those elderly person, who are able to maintain
independent living. using such social and ecodomic
resources as are available to them. Ik is only 'when an
older person becomes feeble or sicl! that protective
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arranggrhents representgd in congregate living are con-
idered desirable. Lir ing in age-segregated apartment
houses, since each household operates independently of
others. can be assumed to be independent tir ing. The
important factor is that the persons involved have the
ability to make the choice as to where they will lire.

Tomorrow's Aging With Today's Problems
In recent ,y ears, as efforts to improve the gerieral

environment of community life have been stepped up,
the elderly have experienced considerable disruption in
living arrangements with resultive personal trauma.

Society is anxious to rebuild the worn-out areas of
our cities; industry must expand to meet needs; uni
versitie,.jhuit prepare for the population explosion;
and highway's must be provided for the transportation
of all. Housing programs have not kept pace with these
expanding need. of society, and thus there are not
enough housing units available for use in needed relo-
cation of families and individuals.

Moreover. until very recently, it has been public
policy to give attention only to the physical needs of
the household to be relocated, and this has led to in-
creased isolationfor old people as they are moved to
strange neighborhoods. It has also meant an adjust.
ment in personal finances that has resulted in less
money for food and medical care,.

Too oftennery housing developments hag e been built
without regard to distance from stores and churches,
or without a plan for transportation to such. Further,
by deliberate design, community improvements have
been in those parts of the cities where the lowest income
familieolire. This has meant that a great many older
persons already relocated or threatened with relocation
are in no position to provide themselves with "good
housing" without considerable subsidy. This subsidy
has not been planned and has not teen forthcoming as
rapidly as the physical improvementi.

Many elderly wbo,liv,e in their own }tomes and have
kept them in good repair suddenly find their *use is
in the path of a new highway. The value of the house
is not sufficient to buy another house. This has affected
the nonwhite population fo a far greater degree than the
white population.' Although improvements have been

''..linade in public policy, this problem has by no means
been Solved, and it temainsOne of the points for action.
Slito..*:.800.41-iwkarlyeittiaps more than any other
professional. is likely to be in direct contact with .these
families, a special responsibility rests upon his shoul
ders to actively str:re for a solution to this problem.
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Whether' re location of an elderly household is neces-
sary becau'se of some outside reason as stated above,
or because of the conditions of the house, or because
of physicil or social needs of the individual, it should
be recognized that social work counseling has a special
cortribution to make in helping individuals to adjust
to necessary change. Older people can and do accept
and develop new relationships. It is to be recognized
that older people are much more capable of chathge
than is generally recognized.' .

Since there will be numerically more aging persons in
the future. it is clear1 apparent that more housing
units will be needed. particularly in view of the existing
shortage of housing. Subsidy, both directly for housing
and to the elderly themselves. will be essential in view
of the constant rise in prices. Continued improvement
in relocation policies is essential. An increase in

counseling sere ice and other auxiliary services could
result in relocation becoming a positive experience for
elderly citizens.

. ..
.

USING PRESENT KNOWLEDGE
TO. IMPROVE SHELTER

In planning housing for independent living by the
elderly, it is impOrtant to use the knowledge that exists
as well as continue the search for new knowledge. We
have splendid examples of application of existing
knowledge to design and services both in the public

4 housing program and in the nonprofit field. but too
often these have been disregarded at the lo'cal level.

Little is known about housing management for the
elderly and "how it differs from general management of
any housing development, and what is known is fre
quently disregarded. There is some information regard.
ing site selection, and again it is used minimally.
Research towards improving housing for the elderly
who live in rural areas is alroost nonexistent. With one-
third of all older persons living in rural areas; it can
almost be said that these people are the forgotten third.

Design Related to Use'of Time
The first approach to any housin design ii howXl.

that building is to be used. It is thereto e important to
know how the elderly spend their time. Wherever
possible, 'this knowledge should. of course, relate to
those elderly persons who' will probably occupy the
housing units It is likeWise important to recognize that
how time is spent has a direct relationship to education
and social class. .

The COrneil stud) indicated that the elderly engaged
in the following activities l listed from highest to the

307.701 0 74 - 7

lowest percent i . watching television, visiting, reading, I ,/
nappitg, shopping, gardening, listening to radio and
records, walking, entertaining, rides and outings+ '
church, and club. lit terms of activities most enjoyed,
visiting received the highest score followed, by televi- .

slur', then reading. then gardening, with shopping,
rides, church and club given equal importance.'

Design Related io Health' Changes
Physical and emotional changes which occur relate

primarily to decreases in vision, hearing, and mobility.
"Today it is recognized that although persons are apt
to have some form of heilith problem as they grow
older, such problems are usually not incapacitating
until very old age sets in. And while it is true that
the average elderly person is confined 5 weeks o'f
the year by illness or injury, he is able to lead a com-
paratively active life during the other 47 weeks. "'

The common denominator for older persons could
be summed up in the following statement: "I want to
live near family and friends, near the store and near
my church. If I cannot walk to these places, then I need
bus service too." Studies of the subject confirm that
statement. There is some difference between social
classes: the middle class tends to travel longet dis-
tances and is not as dependent upon friends and relit.
fives being as close. at hand as has been found to be
true of lower income families. In general, people make
fewer friends as they grow older and depend more upon
old friends and neighbors. Older people seem ,to expect
family members to perform certain tasks such as taking
tfieukto the doctor, looking after business matters, and
providing the pleasure that short visits by young chil
dren give. For companionship, however, the elderly tend
to rely upon their peers, both among relatives and
friends. These Observations should give guidance to
those who are selecting housing sites and, if followed,
could prove helpful in meeting certain needs of older
people.

if visiting peers is the major enjoyable activity of
the aged, this could mean that the living room and
kitchen should be in close proximity. Since there is
physical change in joints and muscles, steps have been
eliminated in h6using for the elderly. Where ramps
are substituted, it is important that there be almost
no visible slope or these become worse hazards than
steps. With lessening vision as ags advances, both light
and glare take on a new significance in planning all
the rooms of the housing unit. Since hearing is often
impaired,. noise. control and soundproofing an assist
in the hearing process. All surfaces must be nonskid,
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both inside .and outside of dwellings. Corners can be
rounded to muid bad bumps. cupboards, kitchen's. and
bathrooms can be planned w ith safetl and health needs

,
in mind. .

It should be pointed out, however, that all housing
should not be built for those whet Must live in wheel- ;
chairs. For- example, it should be possible to erect
kitchen cabinets on brackets at normal heights;

becomes
then,

if an elderly person becomes one of the relatively fe4
who must live independently in a wheelchair, it would I
be a simple matter to adjust cabinet. sink and stove/
heights. Electric outlets should be in the wall at a coni
venient height for all rather than in the baseboard.
Controls of any kind throughout the house should be
Nadi!y turned on ancroff. In all situations. controls
should be placed in positions where their use does not
represent a hazard. El :c stoves may give less danger
of fire than an open gas flame. Bathrooms should have
grab bars and benches. and both should be placed at
proper heights and locations. The stcl should be of
a proper height or else be installed on a platform.

Management --Know How" in Design and
Operation

The housing manager for Musing developments fur
elderly people must possess the kn.uwledge of any man
anger regardir,4 building maintenance and business man-
agement. and. in addition. be aware of community
resources that he may use as the occasion demands. He
must hare personality traits that include unusual pa-
tience. the ability to undersiand situations, a friendly
and belpin.:, hand. and a mind interested in stud) and
research He should also have special,knowledge of the
aging pro( es as it affects building and equipment de.
sign as well as interrelationships,

Often it appears thatiPmeone has gone down a list
and c hecked4J items,that should be included and ]hen
installed the same without any regard for their use. A
visit to a laundry,room in one such project revealed the
usual automatic washer and an ironing board. How
ey er. the room lacked a table. a chair, or a laundry cart:
aria it was a Jail. small. inside room that one would
yr 4 to avoid whenever possible. In addition. because
it was placed off a back corridor. people living in the
development expressed fear about 'going to use it.

In another der e lupment. grab bars had been installed
b) every bathtub- but these were so located that they
could not be reached from the tub while sitting, nor
were they of any aid in getting in and out ot the tub.
This 4 an be contrasted to other residences where grab
barq were properly placed. and which had a cheerful
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laundry room with outside light, all equipment needed
fur laundry, plus rockers to encourage the tenants to
socialize while taking tare of their laundry.

Rural Consideratiims i
Since 40 percent of the elderly' live in nonmetropolitan

areas. special attention should be directed to their needs.
As conditions have changed and the youth from rural
areas have flocked in increasing numbers' to the cities
in search of employment, a rising proportion of the
elderly are being left in the smaller towns and cities
without close relatives nearby. As they grow older and
cannot continue the. hard farm work, many farm dwel-
lers move into thilillages. I.P standard shelter is con-
sidered to be the right of all this group of the elderly
should be given particular attention.

Not only do rural areas have substandard housing
in substanti;1 numbers. but the elderly who live in these
areas are without an effective lobby to represent their,
needs at points where public policy is determined.

Site' Location
Whereas a number of units for the elderly may be

located in the downtown areas of cities, there is also
need for housing for older persons in various sections
of the community, with attention given to the desire
of friends and older relatives to lire within easy access
of each 'other and to required community services.

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS FOR
HOUSING THE ELDERLY

Some States have pros ided funds to add to the hous-
ing supply for the elderly, 6ut by and large. the hulk Of -
such housing money comes from the Federal sources.
There is an increasing trend for States to pro% ide tech-
nical assistance to local communities vile they can
most wisely use the Federal aids available. Some of the
States with 'special programs are California. Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, New Jerseys New York, and
Pennsylvania.

The Federal Goy ernment entered the housing for,the
aged field in 1956. The Housing Act of .1956 specifically
authorized the financing of dwelling units especially de-
signed for the elderly, both through the low,rent public
housing program and FHA's section 207 multi- family
mortgage insurance housing program. The Houling Act
of 1956 for the first time permitted single ederly per-
sons to occupy public housing, whereas pre%iously a
family had been considered a minimum of two persons.
blood related. In the years since 1956. Congress has
fuither liberalized and expanded housing piograms for
the eltr.

/
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The Department of Housing and Urban Development
currently' administers a v. ideand varied array of pro
gran v. hic-h pros ide financial assistance to public and
priv ate sponsors fur the development of rental housing
specially designed fur senior citizens. These programs
ivy prima,rily 1.i/ the sba:is of the type of financing.
sponsorship, and the income group which will occupy
the housing..

The fuw rent, public housing program provides
housing fur the lowest in ome group. the direct loan
progratp is utilized by various sponsors to build housing
for those .ith lower-middle incomes. and fir the elderly
iii h wider income range. the FHA section 2;1 mortgage
insurance program is available to both non profit and
profit-motivated sponsors.

The Housing and l rban Development At of 1965
also permits housing for the elderly - developed under
the FHA section 221id . I i market interest rate pro-
gram to be eligible fur rent supplements on behalf of
low .income vc c upants. Eligible sponsors include private
nonprofit turpurations. cooperatives, and limited cliv
dend mortgagors.

Another new financing method for the development
of hotting for lower income senior citizens is the new
FHA section 236 program included in the 1968 Housing
and Urban Development Act. This program, available
to nonprofit groups,.couperatives. and limited dividend
entities, provides interestreduction pay meats on market
rate mortgages. These payments, which can reduce
effective interest rates on mortgages down to as low
as 1 percent. are intended to help many lower income
families to afford good housing.

The new act also includes a program which author.
izes 111 1) to make 80 percent interest-free loans to non.
proht sponsors of low and moderate-income housing.
including housing developed under -section 202 and
section 236. These loans are available to cover costs such
as thoe incurred for preliminary surveys. market
analyses.. site acquisition and mortgage commitment
fees. .

specific details on th4e programs can be obtained
by writing to the Department of Housing and Urban
Development in Washington. D.C.

A much smaller:scale program, administered by the
Department of Agriculture, provides insured rural
rental and cooperative housing loans to build, improve.
repair. or buy rental or cooperatively owned housing
for rural residents with low or moderate incomes and
for :-enior citizens. -

Effect of Government Efforts ,

From 1965 through the end of 1968, approximately
270,000 dwelling units specially designed for the elderly
have been apprOved under the' various senior citizens
housing programs currently administered by HUD. Of
the 270,000 dwelling units, approximately 152,000 units
were completed. When all of the units approved through
1968 are completed, it is estimated that they will house
approximately 350,000 senior citizens. While on the
one hand, this can be viewed as satisfying progress,
vn the other hand, when this number is related to the
total number of the elderly, and when it is recognized
that 3.6 million of the elderly live in substandard
housing, it can be regarded as making only a small dent
in the total problem.

Dr: Wilma Donahue has reported on a study at
Lurie Terrace in Ann Arbor, Mich.. built under the
Section 202 programs. She cites examples of elderly
people who either rediscovered or found for the first
time a whole new way, of life,that was satisfying to
them as persons, and, In addition, gave them an oppor-
tunity for newsand uniqlie contributions to their com
munity. Conversely, for one'woman in this project, the
entire experience of moving into new surroundings.
with its new demands was overpowering and she was
unable to make the necessary adjustTents.s

Dr. Frances Carp in her studs' of the occupants of
Victoria Plaza, San Antonio, Texas tiowrent public
housing, especially designed for the elderly) found that
"changes consequent upon moving to Victoria Plaza
were obvious in all measures of affsfaction, attitude,
life style and adjustment." These elderly persons were
consistent in their movement in' the direction of "good
adjustment" /rid continued in their enthusiasm. In
view of the eircundances and problems that this group
had left behind them,"the impact of a good enviror
merit upon the later years of life is not to be minimized'

CONGREGATE LIVING FOR THE ELDERLY

The intent here has been to relate shelter to inde-
.pendent living for the elderly, since this is a decided
tren4 of the times. At the same time, congregate living
arrangements for the elderly represent a subject area
of increasing importance for the elderly. To deal with
it adequately? suggests a special paper on the subject.

As important as the appropriate physical facility for
whatever the type of congregate housing may be,
whether the facility be a nursing home, a hospital or a
home.fdr the ascii, the most significant factor is the
efficiency of the staff their training, knowledge and
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understanding of the patients and their role in relation
to them. This is documented by various writers on the
subject.° .

RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES

.,
Another type of shelter for the elderly that has be.

come popular is the so-called Retirement Village,
planned to provide for independent living in small
ouses or apartments, and for the various stages of

. a 'ng between this and the nursing home in a com-
nity, what one may spend the rest of one's days.

Some of these communities accept persons as young as
age 30 and others ha'e a minimum age of 62 for ad.
mission. The range of accommodations include not
only small houses and apartments but also studio apart-
ments, single rooms, dining areas, common rooms for
sociability arid entertaining, lounges and other com
munity rooms and minimal health facilities.

Some of these villages have a nursing home as part
of the plan and take care of all health problems except
those requiring hospitalization. These communities, in
effect. are supplementing the previous homes for the
aged which were developed in another era. Like the
homes for the aged, these villages are frequently under
the sponsorship of a Jeligions group. In addition, many
have been ilt by 'private enterprise and are so op-
erated. Most.1of the groups that sponsor such projects
use a combination of the various government types of
financing that have already been described.

OTHER SERVICES
Regardless of the type of living for older persons,

services not to he overlooked include transportation,
stores. churches. barber shops and beauty parlors, mail
service, public telephones newspapersall of the. ordi-
nary things that make life normal and that are too often
overlooked by planners.

CONCLUSION
Meeting shelter needs calls for close teamwork among

all conderned individuals and organizations, namely

g '
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the family, the social worker, the church, the sponsor,
the physician, the lawmaker, the architect, the manager,
and most importantthe older person himself. ..
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FOOD, CLOTHING, AIM SHELTER

)

HOUSING THE AGED: PLAN

FOR MOBILITY

by

Edith E. Graney
a

y. .

Mobility in the community and .within one's own
dwelling is essential to a feeling of independence for

.., an .elderly indi%idual. As noted by Dr. Sidney Katz,
there are several common aspects of aging that tend
to limit the mobility of elderly people. These factors
often operate together to, lessen a person's ability or
inclination to continue former interests and activities
or develop new ones.

There are many possible accommodations and
adaptations the older person and the community can
make to reduce these difficulties. to increase mobilitY,.
and ,to provide the older person with access to a riches,
and more varied life. How to maintain mobility through
housing forthe aged is the focus of the content to follow.
While the material here is primarily drawn from
studies by the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelop-
ment Authority, it is noted -that the principles of
mobity are also applicable to all independent living
residences and apartments. Certain specifics, such as
the Import of public transportation, for example, may'
not be as vital for older people with resources greater
than those residing in public housing, but nevertheless,
isobld be of some significance to alfpersons affected by
decreasing Mobility.

LOCATION
In the selection of new sites for construction of hous-

ing .for the elderly. location preferences of elderly
applicants for apartments is vital. In the survey cited,

'Research Specialist, School of Public Affairs, Uniyersity of
Minnesota. Minneapolis, Minn,
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most of the respondents liked The area in which they
lived; 33 percent said they would rather Jive in another
area of the city; and only 11 percent expressed a desire
to move. The *nary reasons given as to why people
would like to live in another area were that they would
prefer to be in a familiar neighborhood, be near better
stores, and for proximity. to relatives.

.01lizr prime considerations in site selection include
the proximity of public transportation and shopping
facilities. Sites are chosen to be two blocks.or less ells-
tent from a busline , easy access to a nelfhY grocerY
store and the principal shopping facility is essential.
The locations of drugstores, parks and recreation fedi-
ties are secondary considerations.

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION
. ..,

Since few sites can provide easy accessto desired
services, public transportation is essential to elderly
persons in low -rent housing; very few residents own ti

Fifty-five percent of the persons surveyed said
that they rode the bus every *Ink or °fierier; 13 per- ,

cent rode the bus less often; and 32 percent never rode
the busprimarily because of physical disability. Many
people said they could not step up high enough to enter(
the bus or.that they couldnot tolmtstanding to wait
for it. For those able to use the bus, it is a very impor-
tant service, enabling them to visit friends and engage in
community: activities. ,

What are the alternatives for people who cannot use
public transportation? Taxicabs fill part 'of the need, '
and many people use them for "negeseities" like cuing

to the doctor. However, the cost is such that lowincome .

elderly people cannot often. afford a taxi. Another
methbd is getting a ride with someone in tfie building
who owns a car. Occasionally, transportation may be
provided by relativespsually childrenwho live
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nearby. The vast majority. however, are denied the.
possibility of such transportation assistance.

In the abovcited survey s..33 percent of the public
housing elderly had no living children, and an addi-
tional I-3 percent had no children residing in the same

'metropolitan awls,
Another aspect of mobility is walking. The ability to

get around on foot is important for social activ las and
community participation as well as for the daily'neces-
cities of life. Walking becomes a problem when the
older person must leave the relative security of a build-
ing and face uneven sidewalks. ctirbs and other poten-
tially difficult obstacles such as crossing streets.

Fifty -eight percent of the survey respondents did
their shopping in the neighborhood stores. This short
walk presents comer problems, particularly in inclement
weather when man% aging pebide are reluctant to go
outdoors The problems of walking also deter people
from attending local churche's and other community
art iv i ties. .

Shopping is a *problem. One advantage' shared hy
Man% small grocer% stores is 'that these frequently pro-
vide delivery services although they lack variety.
Often the customer must go to the store to choose what
item- he wants. but thg delivery service saves him from
the problem of carrying his purchases home. Another
alternative. a sperial free "shopping bus" service spon-
sored by several large stores, has proven to be popular
with elderly residents This indicates there are creative
solutions,

MOBILITY IN THE BUILDING

The Minneapolis lowrent housing model described
here is geared to provide features which maximize
ease of mobility.

General Features

Thresholds in doorways have been eliminated for
the convenience of theelchair users and people who
ha% eftifficulty walking. Doorways permit passage of a
wheelchair and most building: have ramps.

Buildings with more than one floor have elevators
to eliminate staisclimbing. although a stairway is pro-
vided for those A ho wish to use it. The closing speed
of elevator doors has been slowed for easy entry. The
vertical speed of the elevators has not been changed

'as this does not seem to be a problem for older people.
Additionally. all buildings are equipped with coin-oper-
ated laundry facilities w hich the majority of the resi-
dents use.

32

Apartment Mobility - .
. The individual apartments provide several special
features to promote and extend independent living for
older people. Kitchens and bathrooms are the areas of
a home where most accidents occur, and these are the
rooms %thich receive special attention in housing for
the eldeAy. Kitchens require fewer modifications to
standard design practices thin do bathrooms. The pri-
mary difference is that the kitchen cupboards have been
lowered to put them in easy reaching distance. The
kitchen has a gas stove and family-size 'refrigerator,
since many older people have difficulty bending over to
reach into the small apartmenttype refrigerators. (lis
noted that many designers prefer electric stoves.)

Showers rather than bathtubs are provided in all
new apartments. The showers have a temperature con-
trol valve to prevent a sudden change of water tempera-
ture: and the shower head is mounted on a flexible hose.
A metal stool is pro% ided so that the bather may sit down

while he showers. The shower stall is equipped with
horizontal and vertical grab *bars for convenience and
safety.

Additforial modifications of kitchens and bathrooms\-
are provided for tenants who need.extra help. These
additions include extra grab bars in the bathrooms,
grab bars near the toilet, hand railings around the apart-
ment and other special devices for blind or deaf tenants.
This special equipment is not provided in all apart-
ments. for only a small percentage of aging peoplewho
live independently are sufficiently disabled to require it.

The apartments have vinylasbestos tile flooring,
which is the same material used in the kali& The newer
buildings also have a master antenna system for tele
vision sets. Further, the apartment doors have locks
which must he locked ivith a key from outside, thus
preventing people from accidentally locking themselves
out of their apartments.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Visiting friends and relatives is one of the most
frequent social activities of elderly people. Forty-five
percent of the persons surveyed engaged in such visiting
several times each week. Participation in more orga-
nized activities and formal organizations is more
limited. However, when transportation is provided,
more people attend organized activities. Forty percent
of the respondents have gone to the Senior Citizen's
Center, for which free transportation is provided once
every week. More than half the respondents attend
religious services every week. Several churches provide
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transportation by bus or private car, and this servi&
is helpful to people who would otherwiie find it difficult
to attend.

Recreational group ii.ork and inform Lion and re.
ferral services are prided by the Senior Citizen's
Centers of Nlinneapolis through a contractual arrange.
meat with the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment
Afithority. In addition. various social activities are
sponsored within the buildings. Each building has a
council. elected I)) the residents. which plans activities.
There are also opportunities for informal 'socializing.
Frequently. residents gather in the community, room
to pia) cards. talk or hatch television. In the summer-
time, residents sit

/ outdoors, enjoy the weather. or plan
an impromptu lawnpicnic.

Community facilities in the building include a lounge
suitable for meetings and parties and kitchen facilities
so that food can be served easily. The kitchen is also
used 1p% residents when they entertain a large group
of people.

Besides consideration for the ph)sical milieu, the
social arrangement must be carefully considered so
that the older person retains feelings of, freedom of
choice as to whether or not he wishes IQ participate in
an) given activity or, for that matter., any activity.

SUMMARY
. 'xperiente in providing low-rent housing for elderly
peop1.1 has indicated that adaptations in housing can
promote a high degree of mobility and independence
for older people. These modificatioris can make Jail)
activities easier and safer. and contribute to an elderly
individual's )lea of himself as a capable, selfsufficiint
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person, ft it indicated that the functional arerment
of an individual or the extent of his ability to FrOk after
hitnself is intimately related to housing design. .The
rehabilitation team and the housing team, as they co
ordinate, become a part of the total effort to maximize
mobility ah the part of aging people.

-
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ACCIDENTS AND'AGING PEOPLE

by

Manuel Rodstein, M.D.'

Ger`ieral intellectual deterioration together with the
effect of chronic disease, malnutrition and fear,rcle .
pression, rigidity, isolation! anger, and a clinging to

accthabits and possessions of the past contribute to
dent toll in the aged.

In those over 65 years of age, accidents
portant a cause of death as pneumonia and
time needed for healing And ger erit
such as irretions, heart failure,
orientation. increased.

In 1962. 9.3 percent of the po lation 65 years of
age and over sustained 72 percent o isluital falls, 30
percent of all pedestrian fatalities and 29 percent of
deaths due to burns and fires.'' In addition to more than
25,000 annual accidental deaths in those 65 years of
age and over, it is estimated that 3 million are injured.
Of the latter, 200,000 are hospitalized and 800,000 are
bed disabled, resulting in t00 million days of restricted
activity?

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY

PART ilichhPfer five

only a short time, and is followed by a continuous and
progressive decline, "senescence," which is at first slow
and accelerates after age 40.4

Homeostasis
Homeostasis is te complex group of neuromuscular,

cardiac and endicrine gland reactions, whereby the
H" maintains its basic physiolOgical function, within

'rill liryits, such as temperature, pulse rate, cardiac
'output, respiratory rate, blood pressure, oxygen.supply
to the tissues, blood Volatile and composition, and acts
to maissain and restore 'such normal values under the
stress of blood loss, fever, tachycardia, acute disease,
and injuries. Under normal conditions these values are
the same in old age as in youth, but as homeostasis he-
comes less efficient in the aged,5 stress will cause in-
creased degrees of departure from normal limits and a
prolonged recovery time. A simple example is the re-
sponse of the -Pulse rate to exercise with greater in-
crease and delayed return to the initial level in the aged.
Too, marked and prolonged falls in blood pre%su're on
standing are not uncommon.' In severe cases where the
bilis:4 pressure becomes very low or absent, fainting
occurs.

Premon" itory. Accides
Premonitory accideFs are frequeni causes of falls

and injuries in the age& A premonitory accident is one
which occurs as the first manifestilion of or shortly after
the 'onset of an acute illness. The aged person continues
to walk despite the illness because of a decreased appre
elation of pain, a lessened febrile response to infection,
and a tendency to ignore one new symptom among many
already present. In a series of 147 consecutive accidents
at the Jewish Home and Hospital for Aged, there were
37 premonitory accidents associated with. acute
attacks of heart failure, heart block, coronary insuffi-
ciency, hyper- and hypotension, cerebrovascular

ere as im-
mimes. The

complications,
neumonia, and dis-

AGING AND CELLS
With aging, there is a gradual slowing down of the

rate of division, powth and repair of cells, with func-
tion at a lower and less efficient level and a decrease in
recuperative ability after injury or disease. The mass
of the body without fat (with loin body mass] is maxi-
mal when the greatest height, nitrogen mass, cell rims,
cell water and potassium are achieved. This occurs be-
tween the ages of 15 to 19 years, remains at a peak for

Senior Associate Medivai Director, Diagnostic Service, Medi-
cal Department, The Equitable Lafe Assirano e Society of the
United States, Attending Cardiologist and Physician Jewish
Horne and Hospital for Aged, New York. N.Y.
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insufficiency respiiatory and gastrointestinal infections
and bleeding:'

'Central Aerrous System
The central nervous system sh s degenerative

changes with aging. Several thou d brain cells die
each day- during the latter half: of life. The brain de-

'creases in weight. so that at age 75; it is 36 percent of.its
original weight.' Intellectual functions show early de.
cliess-froin their peaks. Number memory begins its de.
cline at age 27 rears, d'esign memory at 32, inchictive
reasoning at 23. and tonal memory at 15 years of age

Reaction time is prolonged, learning capacity* ,
creased, memory unpaired and intellectual

rediminished, especially .where time limits for completion
of testing are impc;sed.. We may be consoled by .the
knowledge that among those with prior intellect. train-
ing and education, intellect is retained:with little dere-
ment before the nod-seventies. Mental tests scores are
prattitally unchinged uP to age at in the upper 3h
percent.'

The prolongation of reaction time is an obvious cause
of accidents in industry, among automobile drivers,
pedestrians and in the home. The aged worker often
perceives the impending accident, but cannot move
fast enough to avoid it."'

Degenerative Changes

With advancing age, the chronic brain syndrome
becomes frequent. Tests will make manifest mental
deterioration with regard to memory, mental capacity
and orientation as to time, place and persons. The
physical, deterioration which accompanies chro-nic
brain syndrome. together with chronic illness and mal.
nutrition, result in decteased ahertness and self -care
and a sense of detachment, which cause falls, burns,
and pedestrian accidents. In the'series of1-17 accidents
noted above. 18 occurred together with mental deteri-
oration, chronic heart failure, chronic coronary insuf-
ficiency. Parkinson's disease. and definite impairment
of gait' iskrant found that, although 15 percent of
those who die from falls had no physical handicaps,
22 percent were unsteady or feeble, 7 percent had a
cardicdascular abnormality, 6 percent poor eyesight
or blindness, and 5 percent were large."

Gait
' With aging: gait'becomes uncertain andthe feet tend
to shuffle Elderly females become bowlegged, waddle
and step down with increased force. Hemiplegias,
Parkinson's disease. ices and diabetic neuritis cause
charaiteristic disturbances of gait. The feet are fitted

207. 744 0 - 75 4
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a shorter distanceooff the grower!. Extension-cords, rug
edges, minor irregularities in floors or sidewalksoand
thresholds become majorActident "hazards.

The Accumulator: 4 Social Degeneration '
One type :of aged person prone to accidents is the

accumulator who saves everything and anything in a
disorderly manner. He is subjectlo falls over his treas-
ures, fires among them,- or may die cornered and
crushed by them. The 'accumulator is to be distin-
guished from the collector who has a plan, a purpose,
and is proud to display his collection, be it match epcilZ"
or theater programs.'L

Balancing Mechanism
The balancing mechanism of the body _is affected

by degenerative changes in the cerebellum, loss of posi.
don sense and tactile sensation in the limbs, and de.
crease in muscle strength. Cerebellar damage is shown
by the inability of many old people to stay erect with
their eyes closed, even when standing on a wide base.
As a result, older people lose the ability to pull back
out of an incipient fall. A. sudden loss of muscle tonus
in the legs may account.for the "drop attack(' described
by Sheldon, where the aged person falls suddenly to
the irourift-While retaining full consciousness."

Extension of the cervical spine and the head results
in dizziness, 'faintness and falls in many older people.
This is attributable to compressio&or the arteriosele.
rotic vertellral arteries which a iMped and adherent
to the bone in the cervical vertebral foramina narrowed
by arthritis, with loss of Wood supply to the brain.,This
accounts for falls among aged persons while putting
in light bulbs, getting things off high shelves, adjusting
drapes. standing in the window seat or painting AS a
ladder with head and arms up. Rotation of the'head
side jse in the elderly may cause a deficient,,blood
supply to the brain by compression of narrowed 4rotid
arteries. ", Thus, extension or rotation of the neck is a
potential source of major automobile accidents \when
the aged driver suddenly looks in the side mirror or.up.
at his rearview mirror. A head rest behind the driver";
seat is indicated.

Vision
. -

.1n 1666. Dr. John Smith in hii book, The Pourtract .

Old Age, noted,-"The insensible approach of Ok age,
is nowhere so soon discovered as in the eye; and m
are loath to think themselves declining in age so soon
as the cy eq give warning thereof." " He was referring
to presby opia due to loss of elasticity of the lens, which
for most is the first overt sign of aging. As bifocals
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are needed, an ieetdent hazard results, in the resultant
*uncertainty as to where the feet are. particularly when

degvending stairs or a curb. .

M411 less obvious de geflera6% e changes ^o f the visual

apparatus occur which jncrease the incidence:of aedi
dents in the elderly. there is n increred need for
illumination. a decriased abili to distinguish varying
intensities uf iiht..t detreaseelspledof perception of

light stimuli. a decreased toleranee of glare, a decrease
in night vision and'speed uf adaptation to the dark,
and a narrowing of the visual fields, especially of the
lateral ficids.

13etoeert 16 and 90 years. recovally time from ex-
posure to glare is doubled every 13 years.v The aged
driver is easily blinded by the glar(of onrushing head
lights and does not easily distinguish dads_ objects on
the road or ears on side roads. The aged pedestrian
has difficult% nicking out green and red trafficsignals,
cannot read signs with small letters, and is prone to
aec,Oental injury from iturcir, cars, usually traveling
at less than 16 miles per. at interitctions and
particularly on oneoay stree

.kt home, the aged are prone to falls in poorly
illuminated halls and staima)s or onathe hazardous
(tight trip from.bed to bath. Alcetommon aie falls due

u missing the butruin step. because uf the mistaken
belief that the bottom of the stairway has already been
caached.4

.1 Hearing ....-- , .

1- With agings there is progressive hearing loss, due to
inner ear asid uric at% e degeneration. Higher fre
cpienvies are lost. seine4py feconis painful, and hear-4
in may be good unlgainst a noisy background.
kccident purventiun imiustrina" lion is difficult with loss

^ of pereeption Sf cull) e rsation 9 signal warningsthat.is,
the-iound a r or trainma) be unheard, the4.

world bec csdeael as background noise, which keep
u. i tact with life, are lost. Depressipn, withdrawal
and arivia result with lessened self-care, apathy and
accidents.

Pain and Other Senfory Perception

Decreased perception of heat, cold and pain together
kith *lowed reaction time resuh In severe 'burns on
csontact with hot water bottles. hot wet dressings, heat
pas or the hot tub. An especially disastrotis result
occurs when a heat pad is applie eg whose circa'
laiion is impaired by arteri clero . This decreased
perception of pain in the brain may cause an older per-

so n4to have a ."s'ilent" myocardial
Lion continues and a fall may r

Accidents are further caused b
the sense of smell which may res
gas jets.

Muscular InvOlventent

)
infarction. Ambula-

te

reared acuity of
in undetected open

The loss of muscular strength, speed and cOordina
tion is-not confined to ikeletal muscle but involves the
smooth muscle of the gastrointestinal tract as well.

The act of swear+ irig initiates a finely coordinated
reaction by nerve a muscle, a sequential peristaltic
way e of contraction of esophageal muscle, which trans.
mils food from pharynx to stomach. In younger age
grtSups, each swallow is ahriost invariably followed by
suclat, a successful, asymptomatic, peristaltic wave. In
the aged, delayed and abnormal peristals' rs about
half of the time. . .

Stationary localized contraction waves in the mid-
esophagus are common which result in food being sent
both up to the pharynx and de.kn the Stomach at the
same time, or not to move at all.,A grave clinger of
aspiration of food into the lung results, which will
cause potentially fatal aspiration pneumonias. This is
not uncommon in aged bedridden patients fed in the
supine or semirecuMbent pOsition by overenthusiastic
volunteers. (19)

Osteoporosis

Thillbighanorbidity and mortality from fractures in
the aged is intimately related to osteoporosis. Bone is
a lining- tissue which is the end pioduct of continuous
simultaneous processes of formation and destruction.
Formation is stimulated,by the stresses and strains of
action and motion and by androgens and estrogens.
This is in balance with the late of bone resorption in
the normal adult. With the decrease in eatrojeri forma
do after the menopause in the female, osteoporosis.
b4ionia, a major problem. Less bone matrix is formed,
the volurneof bone decreases, the cortices Ore thinner
and the irabeculae feWer. Total bane mass is decrated,
although the chemical composition' of bone Ai:un-
changed. The loss of bone is exacerbated by decreased
activity. The process is less severe in males as andro-
gens are till produced, although in reduced amounts."
As a restrt, total kone mass decreases about 110 per.
cent per decade after the age to 45 years.?'

The initial total bone mass is less and the rate of
bone loss is greater in females. The process begins
centrally in the vertebrae, pelvis and ribs and 'appears

4!
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l iter peripheral) in the tong bones and skull. the
lumbar vertebrae show biconcave deformitie,s as the
discs protrude into the weakened bodies: The process
is more evident anteriorly in the thofacic ,vertebrae
with anterior wedging, As many as 25 percent of the
aged develop fractures of The spine. often without any
history of injury..or with 'such" minor stresse. as
sneezing or, opening a window. =' .

In the aged. fractures of the neck of the femur may
occur with only minor injw. These are five ties
as common at ages 70-79 aslt 50-59 years. Theinci-
dence in females doubles every five years. The female
to male ratio is 3.5 to 1. Alter age 45, the ratio of
Coiles Fractures of the wrist in females compared to
males lg 7: to I.

Thus. fraitures in ihe aged are more common and
serious and are,more close!) ,related to the degree of
weakening of the bone than to the severity of the acci-
dental trauma. Our studies have shown that. the accident
'causing a hip fracture in the aged is often the last of
a series of falls ,which resulted in little or no injury..
On the day of the fall and fracture, the bone was ready
to break.

Accordingly, the !eduction of morbidity ancb,mor-
tality due to fractures, in tbp aged depends only to a
degree on optimal medical, nursing rehabilitatifin and
psychiatric care and ail active program of accident
prevention. The successftil prclention of osteoporosis is
of greater importance and remains unsolved. There is
some benefit from long-term supplementation of the diet
with calcibm and Vitamin D. since long-term inadequate
d ietary intake has been found in many individuals.

The value of long-term estrogen therapy after the
meiopause has not been confirmed, although a recent
study, using the measurement -of the transmission of
radiation through' bone, has been cnIlbraging, The
danger of stimulating estrogewand androgen dependent
cancet of breast, cervix and prostate with hormone

. therapy be kept in mind..

Medicatimx Effecis

',PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS

Falls
Accidental falls occur on staircases, due most fie

ittently to missing the last step or group of steps in
the mistaken belief that the bottom has been reached.
This happens to most of us at one time or another, but
in Younger years wt are able to regain our balance,
even with difficulty, while the older person, once he,
starts-to fall, continues to fall. This is the result of
degen'erative changes in the balancing mechanism in old
age.

A contributing factor to this high inciaence of falls,
on stairs is poor vision due to inadequate lighting
particularly at landings and °reveller steps, which are
often steep and frequently lack handrails and illumine-
tionAalls on stairs are most frequent at twilight.
Dizziness on the stairs prays an impollant role in such
falls and is most dangerous when climbing up the
stairs, since 'falls back wyds lead to more serious in-
juries. However, some old people get dizzy when look.
ing down a stairway and suffer injuries falling down.
The use of a new and unfamiliar staircase often leads
to falls in the aged.

Handrails pn staircases must be improved. A detached
rail on kilt sides is needed and should be of a size
Svhich Auld permit a good, effective grasp reflex.
Many handrails now in use are too broad or too close to
the wall for a good sudden grasp reflex for support at
the beginning of a possible fall. There, should be an

r*tra support for the handrail at the top and the bottom
of the stairs; and the end of the rail should be spicially
shaped so one will know 'when one is there. The hand:
should not reach this area until the feet have left the
staircase at the bottom, thus preventing the 'accident

. due to looking for a step that isn't. there or missing a
step completely.

/Top, and bottom steps should be painted, nonskid
treads, used, and risers painted 'an easily seen color.
Stairwells which have doorsshould.have windows, so
that the aged will know that there are staircases behind
them and that these are not doors to other rooms. Land-
ings sho'uldtbe adequately illuminated.

Loss of balance on slippery surfaces is an important
cause of accidental falls. The death rate from falls is
highest in Scotland and, the British Isles, and then de-
dines steadily to approximately half the rate in South-
ern England. This is due to a greater amount of ice
AO snow in a mot.% northern climate.,Small mats, slid.
'ing rugs, slippery linoleum, something spilt on the floor,
tubbet shoes on wet pavementsall contribute to.the ,

Since medications are not As efficiently detoxified in
the liver and excreted by the kidney in the aged. an acci-
dent haZard is produced The bromides and barbiturates
reach higher Iv els and tend to cumulate with irregular,
rapid heart rates more easily. Walking and be.
come hazardous under such conditions. Left to their,/
own devices, the aged are prone to errors in dosage;
timing and omission of drugs or taking the wrong jrie.',
The tranquilizers may cause dangerous falls in blood.
pressure on standing up.
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total of falls. Preventive measures are obvious. use of
rubber-backed nonskid rugs. nbmkid floor waxes. cor
iugated soots. discarding small mats, tat king
down of the ends of rugs. aid multi% lug thrcAulds.

Objects in nexpected Places
An important source of falls in the aged is falling

over objects in uhewected places. such as Igrandchil-
dren and pet animals. Many old people ate unable to
stand erect when their eyes are closed even with their
leg' Tread wide apart. and gool illumination becomes
esential: Baseboard light- and adequate lighting at the
bedside table and (ruin the bed to the bathroom at night
are important.prev einive measures. Light switches in
the rooms should be easily accessible at the door of
the room". and flashlights should be handy for
emergencies.

The solution lies in acts of prevention in addition
to those mentioned such as removing low lying obsta
( installing ,carpeting. temov ing exten
sion conk and eliminating toolow couches. chairs on
( asters. rickety tables and sharp cornered furniture.

Burnt and Shidi
Burns and scalds are 3 times as frequent in the aged

as in younger adults and call for a great many pre-
ventive measures. The. frailty of all old people. their
poor vision and inability to maintain posture contribute
to the high morbidity and mortality from burns in this
age group. Poor memory and inattention are also po
tentiating factors. Smoking in bed or'in an easy chair.
especially after a few drinks. may cause a stubborn
fire and death.

The complex of dials and controls of a modern stove
caul resembles the controls of a computer may baffle
and confuse an "ages' personas such complex equip-

, ment often confuses ivy younger housewives. We
should mark the dials on the stove distinctly so that the,
elderly perin can see and feel the on and off positions.

We are spared in this country a danger of which the
English so frequently speak. The aged person falls into
or gets too close to an open fire. But we have special
haz. a rdiall our own in our modern American homes.
The peninsulecooking unit allowing an open apprpach
has a potential for burns from three sides instead of

.. from une. In tiie split-level, house, the fire that
starts in the kitchen may be in the bedroom ina few
minutes. Grandmother. using the new oven in the
wall without adjacent counter space, may turn around,
to put down a hot and heavy roast and trip over an
obstat le. Burns in the bathtub are quite frequent. We
need contiols out of the tub or showers where the tern-
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',praline (ante preset. and a seat in the tub to restrict
the area of body injury.

Burns due to clothing made of .highly inflammable
materials are t 011111011 today. A noninflammable cot-
ton is now mailable in ngland for use in pajamas or
nightgowns for the aged.

Ga4 and Asphyxia
The aged suffer a loss of acuity. of smell and are thus

more exposed to danger from leaking as lines, or equip-
ment. unignited tapstor taps put out by boiled.over pots
and pans. Suggestions have been made th'at gas, be
made with a more penetrating odor for the benefit of
the aged. spring-safety caps for gas jets are another
suggestion.

Drugs and Disaster
Accidental overdoses of drugs are also a cause of

fatality in the aged. Mistakes in dosage. sequence. tim-
ing. and omission are frequent. A periodic houseclean-

.
ing of all medicine cabinets is indicated. Careful
Ilbeling of drugs. with large letters and with special,
notation of whether they are for internal or external use.
is helpful. Good lighting in the area.of the medicine
cabinet. with a good magnifying glals available, would
help cut down on the4frequency of accidental over-
dosage of drugs in the aged.

ACCIDENTS IN INSTITUTIONS

Accidents ty the aged in health institutions serving
the aged are a major problem. One-tenth of accidental'
deaths among those 75 to 84 years of age and tineeighth
among those 85 years and over occurred in such institu-
tions. These included a not inconsiderable number due
to fire and burns occasioned in burning institutions.
Many of the aged cannot escape:because (If the infirmi-
ties of old age and disease, but numerous homes serving
the aged have an excessively high incidence of fire
hazards. Strict supervision and fire cobtrol ,measures
are badly needed in Many areas for this type of
institution.

Those vv. ho are confused due to the effects of disease
or drugs, seere cardiacs weakened by failure, terminal
cases and those with',Qmscalar and skeletal defects are

especially prone to falls out of bed. Relief for this prob-
lem must be sougiii through such devices as mandatory
use of high-low beds for the aged, which are in the low
position at all times, except when treatments are being
given. In the low position, the'Pet,of the aged person
may reach the ground, comfortably when he sits on the
side of the bed and he does not have to htizard #ie

7'.
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treacherous. slippery. small, footsto'ol so commonly in
use with the oldfashioned high bed.

Fur the severely ill, or disturbed aged, the ideal side
rail has yet to be invented. Many in use only ,provide a
higher point of departure for a -fall for the disturbed
aged person intent on going to the bathroom at night
or going to a current pr nonexistent past home. The
old fashioned high rail is more effective than the mod
ern low. split type:

Other desirable dec ices are the grabrail for the toilet
seat. the grabrail for the bathtub. the bathtub approach-
able from three sides to giv staid to the aged in bathing.
the nonskid mat in the tub or emery coated nonskid
stripes in the tub. aril the careful regulation of the
ternprraturillte water. Toilet seats should be high'
enough so e elderly person can get on and ,off

ithvut dangerous it dow ns. The doors of rathrooms
should preferably he: of the type so that wheelchair
patients may have easv'and comfortable access to the
interior of the bathroom without leaving the:chair at
the doorway.

The ideal wheelchair has yet to be invented. Man)
are grave accident hazards. One can get tripped up by
the foot rests. by inadequate hand grasps on the side
rails. by piior. weal. structure. and by rolling away dae
to poor or inadequate braking. And sharp wheelchair
edges can impair the circulation to the legs.

In the care of the aged, staff training is irriperative.
How to move patients in bed and on and off stretchers
with care is an art.

AUTOMOTHLES AND THE AGED

.Special problems are presented by the aged with
regard to the operation of motor vehicles and -as
pedestrians. Poor night vision, poor toleranceof glare.
a cjiminished field of vision:Ad...lessened visual acuity
coupled with slower reflexes make the aged person both,
a rnore accident-prone driver and a more accident:prone
pedestrian.

The Elderly Driver
krthtitis of his spine and his neck makes it harder

for the elderly driver to turn his head sidewise then
engaged in backing up. Looking up at iris rearicis
mirror or sideways may into hazard by constricting the
circulation of blood to his brain. The unpredictable
effects of me4ication in the aged also make him a
greatr automotive accident hazard.9onfusion, drowsi-
ness. impaired reflexes. even excitement may result.
Bursitis of the shoulder hinders his lurraing motions
even with power steering. and ordinary brakes demand

k
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power. Power brakes need fine coordination, and an
aged person %shit poor coordinattob may be a definite
menace both to himself and whoever is driving behind
him.

What modalities of accident prevention are avail-
. able for the aged. driver? Visual and hearing defects

,should be corrected. Medication should be given in
relationship to the time of driving so as to avoid
maximum effects at those _times.

Training should be given in the meaning of new
traffic Signs and laws. Explanations should be made by
the physician to the driver to the limitations imposed
by disease on driving ability. The frequency of driving
should be regulated night driving driving in bad
weather should be curtailed, as should the use of difficult
and high "speed routes. The decision to stop drivIng
involves the driver; family and physician and is com-
plex. to resolv e iii a culturi dependent upon the
automobile.

The klderly Pedestrian
A greater percentage of those over 65 here killed or

Ifijired crossing at intersections (57 percent) than -

among ay younger age group, and a smaller spartent- "N-

age of those ,over 65 than among any yaung,er age
group were lei for injured s bile pursuing

M such ,

inadvisable actia as crossing between intersections
12(3:9 Bercentl, crossing behin parked cars 13.8 per-
cent ) ,or walking in the road% a 12 percent I.

,Suggestions have been,m e that' amps be built at
crossings rather than high curbs on which the elderly
pedestrian may frig or falL trrat some easily' dis
tintuished clothing articles should be worn at niglit:
and that longer and more intensive traffic lights should
be used. The time needed try` ma ed peopli to cross
city streets with a iingle-light is inadlquate for their'
abilities. The quession of when unaceorlipanied ambula
lion on the streets for the aged person must end is a
difficult one.

'**

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS

Industrial accidents arming the aged are lower in
incidence than in younger workers. It may be,that their
work is less dangerous or that they are more careful.
since they are worried about the effects of an aceideni
in terms, of prolonged disability, loss of pay or loss of
job: Accidents in the aged involved longer sick leave
due to slower recoelry. and often precipitate prema.
tore retirement.

Many industrial accidents in aging persons develop
from an insistepie that they can climb, lift and pull
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as wal as ever. If their work is carried out under pres.
sure. they will have_an undue proportion of accidents.
However: they w ork at a speed adjusted to their capa-
bilities. their accident rate diminishes. Those older .
wnrker- vv his are. Inure ackident prone than others of
the ..acne age have been found to have the same per. e.
ceptidn of the sudden hazards. but to have a deficient
spe4 of motor reaction,in theavoidanee of the accident_
itself.

Older vv orker- develop/great care and accuracy arid
hate lel.s at.Lidents due to such cause- as being (alight
in a rmachine or inflicted by their on tools. but they
hate more a, t silent: due height or machine.
slipping .4.4 tripping on the groptid. or being hit by
Lallin m.,% Aka L. Elderly women fall on the
ley el on the job: elderly men get hurt handling goods
and falling.

SCIIIIARY,

There l a crhytinuou: alteration of the structure and
fun( tiunal t apat its. of the body %with aging which result:-
in a decreased ability to deal with stress. and an in.
tit A,P(1 Aim.% eptibilit% to. anti sit,wed reco) en: from
accidental injury. It is alto noted that the senescence
'.arses widely between individuals in the rate and degree
of r hange and lo of functional capacity.

The ui urrence. tt lie. and degree of injury sustained
in arc Went., in the aged is closel% related to the specific
physiologic and c..rganit defil its and acute and chrome
illneses present at the time: and thq, effectiveness of
rnethigl; of accident prevention in the aged depends
upon an understanding of the aged and the aging
process. ,

Emotional strain. boredom. lonesomeness, pre,occu-
pati..n, antiet), dugre.....ion. authority. frustratloh. fear
and ex, itement make aging people more vulnerable to
accidents.

A survey of several thousancelderly individuals liv.
ing in the St. Petersburg area of Florida revealed that
over 90 percent had no limitation of mobility or ac.
tivitv. and less than 10 percent respectively had diffi'
cult) ill reading or deafness.'" Further, over 80percent
of more than 1.000 aged residents of an institution for
the aged and of an office practice of similar size,had
good useful ision." 2 In Deuteronomy we may find
consolation in the statement that "Moses was 120 years
old when he died and his eye was not dim."
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REHABILITATION OF HOSPITALIZED"
AGED PATIENTS,

by

Sidney Katz, M.D.

Though the standards and practices of tare for hos-
pitalized aged patients are similar in many ways to the
standards and practices for care of all hospitalized
patients, special problems of the aged lead' to different
emOasis in the process of care.

Special Problems of Aged Patients
Aged patients as a group have a greater probability

of longterm or chronic illness. They have a greater
risk of having more than one illness, and their illnesses
are more likely to be associated with or lead to disabili
ties. Neuromuscular difficulties may lead to disabilities
in daily functions es bathing, dressing, witing and
siairclimbing. Weakness and decreased physical and
mental tolerance to stress are more apt to cause geo-
graphic confinement and narrowed social interaction.
In the presence of the increased dependence on others
which is fostered by disability, there is often and para-
doxically a decrease in the number ob able friends and
Of family.

Along with isolation, aging people are more subject
to problems of desolation at such times of personal
crises as death of sptse, geographic relocation and

,change in social role. socioeconomic productivity de-
creases and financial resources may be depleted. Edu
cations] resources of the ill aged are likely to become
obsolete and mental function slows. To those who care
for him, as well as to himself, the increased prospect of
death may become a problem.

"Associate Profesioi of.Preventive Medicine. School of Medi
clue. Case Western Restive Univastry, Cleveland, Ohio.

!OBOE
PART III /chapter six

Functions of Hospitals
The hospital admits aging patients at a time of in

creased need and hospital resources are faced with the
responsibilities of increased risk. The Commission on
Chronic Illnesehas identified certain areas of hospital
function which are especially important to good institu
tional care for longterm and aged patients. The areas
of concern include: "(a) admission and discharge poll.
cies, (b) individualized services; (c) rehabilitation;
(d) personnel, (e) administrative practices; t f) health
services, (g) adequate financing; ill) design and con.
struction; (1) standards of care." 1 The needs of the
aged highrisk group require the addition of new com
munity based resources and facilitiesespecially to
hospitalsand extension of existing resources, again,
usually to hospitnls..

REHABILIT4TION IN THE HOSPITAL

. Rehabilitation is selectively emphasized here as a con
structive concept whibh untleriffirtlieappropriate use of
hospital facilities when one considers the hospital's
role in relation to the risks of the aged patient. Rehabili-
tation is defined by the National Council on Rehabilita
tion as ". . . restoration of the handicapped to the
fullest physical, mental, social, vocational and economic
usefulness of which they are capable." Rehabilitation,
as a necessary element of adequate care, begins with
diagnosis and comprehensive evaluation of the patient.
It is an interdisciplinary concern of a team of generalists
and specialists which includes multiple professional
ciplines assisted, as appropriate, by trained aides.

In the new and unfamiliar hospital setting, the aged
Patient often functions at less than his optimal level. The
time which is needed by him to adjust and for the team
to become acquainted with his level'of functioning is
considerable, yet this time must be spent, since the team
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requires baseline, measurements in order to evaluate
needs, to set goals and to assess subsequent rate of prog
ress and effectiveness of sere ices.

Rehabilitation Goals
Meaningful and realistic rehabilitation goals vary

from patient to patient. In setting goals, it is emphasized
that rehabilitation is a patient-centered tool of the team.
It is not staffcentered as an organizatidnal device into
which patients fit. For some, the goal may be to rehabili
tate toward 'a partial or full return to the community.
For others, the goal shay be toward a degree of nursing,
medical or social dependence which less than the
degree' of dependence present at the beginning of the
rehabilitation process.

Restorative Activities
As the patient's need changes, regularly scheduled re-

observation and quantitative reealuation lead to
changes in goals. Program is reinforced by practice and
tolerance is increased. Training and therapy are ad-
justed to compensate for, or io overcome, disability. In.
the case of irreversible and continuing need for assist
ance, recognition of this fact is taken into account la
tilting long-term goals. Also evident is the need for
objective criteria to measure function and fovegularly
recorded, quantitative assessments of function. ,

In a broad sense, restorative activities include spe-
cialist-supervised therapy which continues into non-
specialistsupervised environment, Thus, for example,
active physical therapy exercises and activities continue
the physical therapy goals at times when a patient is
,not being supervised by a physical therapist.

Patient education becomes an integral part of re.
storative activities. A nurse may, for 'example, stand
patiently by while a patient fumbles in putting on
sock or while the patient puts a shoe on the wrong foot.
The nurse may attempt to increase the patient's aware-
ness of his limitations in function. She may demonstrate,
reassure or encourage the patient and thereby promote
restorative reeducation.

Channels and Co mnattpications
Though not all members of the rehabilitation team

may be invoked at all times with any gken patient,
the need fur an integrated program with effective com-
munication and coordination is evident. Essential to
the program are open channels to resources which are
not available in the hospital environment; as. for
example, to financial resources, to nursing home facili..
ties, to ambulatory care.programs, to home care pro-
grams and to transportation aids. The search for such
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resources and the liaison necessary to maintain open
and effective channels is a time-consuming responsi-
bility. Once accepted as a responsibility, input of
information about resources and channels should be
systematically recorded as an ongoing process and as
a readily available registry for the use of staff and for
the education of new ataff. Continuing education and
feedback of information to staff permits personnel to
function as effectively as possible.

FOLLOV/THROUGH AFTER
HOSPITALIZATION

4. ,

The need for follow through after the patient leaves
the hospital is often a responsibility which the hospital
.does not take. When community resources are not avail-
able to accept followthrough responsibility, certain
number of patients who should get back to e com-
munity never do. while others get back 10 the corn-
mcinity without being' able to remain there. Whether
the hospital can or cannot accept followthrough
responsibility, long-term information about the course
of events in those patients discharged from the hos-
pital is important to those involved in the rehabilita-
tion process, since it enables them to develop knowledge
about the effectiveness of their services. Systematic re-
cording of followup information" about patients will
lead to innovational decisions within the hospital which
are directed toward greater-effectiveness.

Several examples of followup effort demonstrate the
type of information which can be derived and its, value-
The Benjamin Rose Hospital of University Hospitals
of Cleveland has accumulated followup data for more
than 1() years about a group of consecutively-admitted
patients with fracture of the hip and for more than
7 years about a group of consecutively-admitted patients
with cerebral infarction.'

Long-term observation of those with fracture of the
hip showed that most full and partial recoveries
occurred Within 1 year after fracture, with little chance
of recovery after 2 years. Recovery in activities of
daily living tended 10 precede recovery in walking.
When recovery occurred, it was generally sustained for
2 years or longer. Predictors of a poor outcome were
advanced age, prefracture disability,. and associated
major chionic diseases. The estimated average remain.
Ing lifespan after fracture was 61,2 years in contrast to
ail, alue of ? years for a comparable unselected popula-
tion in the east north central United States.

Followup of the group with cerebral infarction indi-
cated that the majority of recoveries occurred within
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6 months after stroke, and there was little likelihood of
recovery after 2 years. When recovery occurred, it was
generally sustained for a year or longer. At the end
of 2 %ears. 6 of 10 survivors walked without per-
sonal assistance and received minimal or no assistance
with activities of daily living. Four of the 6 were at
prestroke functional levels. Advanced age, the absence
of early neuromuscular improvement, the presence of
more than one stroke and the presence of associated
major ch,ronic diseases were associated with a poor
outcome. The -risk of death after stroke was greater
than would be .expecied for the population in general.
and the accelerated rate of death subsided by 24 to 30
months after stroke. The predictive information gained
from these followup studies is important in decision.
making during rehabilitation,

The desire for more information and better follow.
through of rehabilitation led to establishing a followup
clinic. Of interest was the demonstration that older
and more disabled patients were generally unable to
come to the clinic. Such studies led those in the hospital
tv desire more resporlible efforts toward continuing
the rehabilitation process after patients were discharged
from the hospital.

Ibis. in turn, led to a public health nursing program
experiment in the homes of-1150 disabled aged patients
discharged from the chronic disease hospital, with a
control group of 130 randomly selected similar patients
from whom this treatment program was withheld.'
Early results indicate a trend toward fewer patients
deteriorating in activities of daily living and in walk-
in; among those ieceiv ing public health nursing assist-.
ance. than among those not receiving such assistanee.

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT

On the basis of experiences with lopgitudinal studies.
a schedule of measures was developed to observe the
course of illness and to help make decisions about ef
festiveness of therapy, Included were baseline measures
which characterize the aged chronically ill antiftheir
pretreatment functional levels as follows:

Age
Sec and race
Primary diagnosis
Concomitant illness'
Activities of daily living (Index of ADO
Walking'
Range of motion fain strength
Howe confinement
Mantel status
Occupation
Education

a

-

or.

A

Social Class (adapted Hollingshead
Economic resources and productivity'
Household composition
Identity of people who assist
Recent personal loss or change in role
Social interaction frequency (adapted Townsend) '
Intellectual function (Raven test)
Memory and mental control (adapted Wechsler) u
Scale of psychosocial adjustment (Highland View) u

Reevaluation in order to study chages and thereby
to make decisions about the results of therapy are ex.
pressed in the following terms:

'Death
Activities of daily living (lade: of ADL)
Walking'
Range of motion and strength'
House confinement
Duration of noninstitutional livibg (hid ndence)
Hog:titan:and.
Admission to nursing home
Socioeconomic functioning (Index of F) ,
Social interaction frequency (adapt Towaend)
Intellectual function (Raven test)
Memory and mental control (ada ed Wechsler
Scale of psychosocial adjustment (Highland View)

This-schedule is not necessarily a panacea. It
be shortened to suit time requirements of a van
evaluation goals. Other measures can be substi
added when necessary. Means of quantitative in
disciplinary assessment are, therefore, available
feasible. The emphasis on function in the schedule is
acceptable since value judgments about human 17"
havior are often made in terms of the adequacy or
equacy of function. Levelof function is also important
since it can be measured obirtively and is an index
of the existence and course o illness at a tifne when
knowledge about etiology and pathogenesis is not ad-
vanced enough to permit precise measurement in these
latter terms. Function thus. besomes.a useful lorigitudi
na) tool, and its measurement is an essential element
in a sound rehabilitation program.

SUMMARY

The processes of hospital rehabilitation, post-hospi
tal rehabilitation and alopgaerm followup were

selected for special emphasis, and illustrations were
included on the value it followup information which
influences hospital and posthospital rehabilitation. A
multidisciplinary evaluation schedule of applied kn.
portance to these areas is suggested and intimately re.
lates to the extent to which aging people may regain
maximum mobility to allow them to 'live as indepentf
catty as possible.
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SATISFYING USE OF TIME

by
Jerome Kaplan, Ph.D;'

.Time is at the core of all discussions on leisure.
Leisure, in turn, is equated with the doing of things
one wishes to do. And yet, time and leisure become
as one for retired people unlike those, usually younger,
who share the use of time with work.

LEISUR,E DEFINED

Lundberg's classic definition stated that leisure
". . . is the, time we are free from the more obvious
and formal duties which a paid job or ogler obligatory
occupation imposes upon us. In accepting this definition,
we are not overlooking the interdependence of work
and leisure. Such terms are mere pragmatic ways of
designing aspects rather than separate parts of life. It
remains a fact, however, that nearly all people can and
do classify nearly all their activities according to these
categories in such a way that is deeply meaningful to
themselves . . . ,"

As we look at leisure in its ideal form, it becomes
Ai increasingly recognizable that a construct of leisure

which puts it only in a dichotomous relationship to
work is an oversimplification of the reality. Evetytting
we do has some blending -and some mutual values.
Even so, if we accept a cast payment for services per,
formed as against nonpayment for voluntary services
performed, we at least have a gross definition. This type
of definition may have a more, meaningful interpreta-
tion relathe to the older person who is fully or partially
retired than it has for the younger, working adult. In

Executive Director, Mansfield Memorial Homes, Inc, Mans-
kid. Ohio end Adjunct Associate Professor of Sociology, De-
partment of Sociology, Ohm State 1.:aiverkty,lifanafteld Campus.

I.

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

PART IV/ikapter seven .

this context, then, there may be some validity to the '
view that for the retired older adult, all time is leisure
timeif he is no longer on a remunerative jpbor at
least that portion of his time which is on a contributory
basis.

EVOLVEMENT OF ATrTIIIDES
TOWARD LEISURE

With large scale industrialization, leisure has now be-
come available to almost everyone in the United States.
With ours being's workoriered culture, leisure is con
sidered not only as free time, contrasted with work,
but also as time which has bees. earned. Fir the retired
person, all time may then be\eoksidered as being paid
for by the many previous years of work.

Leisure as Sin tut
Realistically, however, the older person of today may

be faced with conflicts as to the use of time because
of the historical conceptimi of nonwork activity. Such
a conception stated that leisure is wasteful and is to be
minimized or it is sinful and to be avoided. Puritan
theology, which permeated the several hundred years
of our existence, placed emphasis on work as being
necessary for divine salvation.

Leisttre as a Restorative for ,Work
The major immigration periods of the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries reinforced the, view that
work was honorable and led to the currently acluiowl
edged norm of leisure as being acceptahlebut only as a
restomtiveor work. Traditional work norms were rein-
forced by the class composition of immigrant groups.
As Williams noted, ". . . the population of this country
was mainly recruited from the working classes of Britain
and Europe; except In a few areas of the South and
New England, there was no aristocratic class to give

o
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prestige to leisure and to stigmatize manual labor and
trade . . . ."

In contrast to a still earlier period when work was
equated with sun ival and idleness was despicable,
industrializationwhile still placing work on the same

,level -- altered the motivations for work. In addition to
.sustenance needs. work became increasingly related to
emotional and psychological needs. One's conception of
self became more centered in the job. Leisure becomes
desirable if it is used as a restorative for more and
better work'

Leisure is then considered to be a release from job
obligations. but chiefly to those activities which re-
fresh oneself again for work. A, Riesman has com-
mented. an attenuated puritanism survives in his
exploitation of leisure. He may say. when he takes a
vacation or stretches a weekend. owe it to myself'
but the self in question is viewed like a' car or house
whosefupkeep must be carefully maintained for resale
purposes . . ." 4

Leisure and Status
The traditional conception of leisure is equated with

utilitarianism. Therefore, we find that the norms of
business life have become enmeshed with leisure. The
concept that it is desirable to spend leisure profitably
emphasizes this interrelationship. The ". . very
symbols of group speech swing around economic

."" While all leisure cannot be completely
interpreted in this manner. it is known that membership
in certain clubs and organizations is frequently used

4 to enhance occupational status. The utility of these
organizations. therefore. must be reassessed for retired
people who are no longer seeking enhanced occupa-
tional prestige, but who are rather looking to the con-
tinuation of an acceptable form of status for self.

"Ideal Construct'} of Leisure
Max Kaplan has given us six essential elements in

his Ideal construct" of leisure.° They include:

1 Antithesis to work as economic function, or
being outside the economic system in the usual
way 'one relates to that system.

2 Pleasant expectation and recollectio,n, or pleas-
ure one gets from both expecting a satisfying
experience and then recalling the experience.

3 Minimum of social role obligations, or greater
or lesser roles of a voluntary nature as com-
pared with mandatory roles due to work
necessities.

I
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1. Psychological perception of freedom, or how
the individual who participates in leisure bes
Heves how free he is to do what he wishes.

S. Close relation to cultural values, or how leisure
is intimately tied in with all of our social
institutions.
Equal significance for all areas of life, or the
view that since leisure includes interests Cover-
ing the whole range of human life, the degree of
seriousness of the activity is irrelevant*.

EMERGENT ATTITUDES 'TOWARD TIME

The emergent norm suggests that leisure is mov ing
away from 'being solely a subordinate to work. Indi-
viduals hi.* participate in leisure activities perceive the
use of their free time in countless ways. The broader
the contexts in which they perceive their freedom to
act, the more difficult it ml become to conceive a defini-
tion of leisure to fit all people. Even so, we have begun
to move into an era where leisure is looked upon as an
important part of life. Leisure, then, is to be looked
upon as a worthwhile goal in itself, as contrasted uith
being a means to the goal of uork.

Evolving Norm of Leisure
Obviously. we have not made a complete transition,

so that we have an intermingling of the contemporary
And emerging norms of out society. As Kleemeier
stated, ". . . The problem is ill be satisfactorily solved
only with a fundamental reorientation of our value sy S
tem. This does not mean we must denigrate the value
of work, but that we must elevate the values of other
uses of time . ..." As we look upon the retired person,
then, we are faced with elevating his roles and the way
he uses his time so that changed roles and changed
activity have a meaningful acceptance in the value struc-
lure of the American society.

The meaningful use of time is often stated in such a
way as to suggest a retired individual must find inter-
ests and create relationships by himself, standing apart
from his life setting. This appears to be an overstate-
ment of the freedom of choice for, as Thompson and
Streib point out. ". . . the overwhelming majority of
people, young and old, livetheir lives in and through
social relationships which pattern their use of time and
determine, facilitate or limit those courses of action
which may be regarded as meaningful. Family relation-
ships are among the most important patterns of the
culture as to leisure. and they help define roles and
functions of its members. Family activities contribute
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in themselves a meaningful activity for the older
person . . .

Effect of Retirement
Retirement suddenly presents a great "amount of

leisure. That leisure ahich was once merely a period
of refre2hment now 'becomes an end in itself. The rec
ognition, status, prestige, self expression and friendship
once afforded by work is now being derived from
leisure.

The average American, however, lives in a culture
that still manifests a distrust and suspicion of leisure;
he is imbued with a puritanical faith that life without
work is meaningless. But the traditional values of the
past can only cause dislocation if they are not revised
to be in keepiith evolving conceptions.

Adjustment to retirement can be aided in part by
becoming psychologically "prepared for it. A further
part, of course, involves the attitude and individual per.
ception of what constitutes a worthwhile role. How
leisure activity or recreation is defined by the older per-
son is important. Some olsier people insist that they are
so active as volunteers or aS members of an organization
that they have no time for leisure.,

For others, leisure time pursuits represent the use.
Jessness to which society has relegated thpm. For ex.
ample, retirement from work is difficult to accept as a
normal phase of life by some farmers. This is readily
understandable, since retirement comes into conflict
with their social values of usefulness and productivity.

The older person of today clings to a tradition of
culture in which work' is all-important and in which
success and achievement have been correlated with
work The older person of tomorrow may have been
oriented at an earlier point in life to the acceptance
of leisure as an end itself. Hence. programs for people
must give them a chance to realize acceptable roles
through lei:ure and through recreational activities. New
meanings for leisure must be found by which persons
can use their free time to contribute to their community
and be held in respect and dignity, even though their
contributions are not made through work.

Although organization is the rule in almost every
phase pf modern life, retirement is often cntered upon
withedt adequate planning or thought. The relinquish-
ment of work and the beginning of retirement cause
significant changes in daily routine and a possible dis
ruption of social relationships. An appropj'iate under
standing of leisure may preserve dignity and respect
for the older person, even w hen his social status has
changed.

TIME AND RECREATION

It may be useful at this point to distinguish between
leisure and recreation. Recreation means to restore or
refresh (note the Latin word recreate) and refers to
certain activities like sports, athletics of games, all pur
sued during leisure and designed to allow the partici.
pants to return to work refreshed. Leisure time, how.
ever, is spendable in numerous ways, of which recrea
tional activity becomes only one of these ways.

Recreation Objectives
Recreation operates In a culture which puts a stamp

of approval on doing something for more than "just for
fun." In this context, golf has therapeutic overtones;
bridge sharpens the wits and provides social contacts;
dancing is fine for mental wellbeing and keeps one
limber; rolling bandages is a service to others; singing
is an excellent program device for a group or mass
meeting; and the sale of a hobby.craft item by an older
person is acceptable, for it shows society that an older
person is still a somebody.*

Objectives of recreation include:

1. Companionship and fun
2. A sense of belonging to the community
3. A feeling of contentment
4. Opportunity to receive recognition
5. Outlet to develop new interests and skills and

retain or renew old ones
6. Occasion for both continuous learning experi

ence and arousing interest in order to stimulate
learning

7. Assistance to adjust in a changing environment

Recreation is further aimed at dispelling the attitude
of "what's.the use, since I'm now too old;" at offsetting
the deadening effects of loneliness and aloneness; at
parrying the consequences of reduced income; and at
replacing declining health with increased efficient use
of remaining capacities. These objectives are also to
be found among the newer goals of community
planning.

Several new types of recreational programs have
appeared within the past two decades. We have recog.
nized, to a large extent, the necessity of recreation for
older people, and we
its attainment. More
provide recreatio

evolved several forms for
ten t an not, our attempts to

ve been,geared to meet one partic
ular situation/fit one particular time. One of the ques
Lions to be answt-4 When do we take recreational
programs to the older people and when do we hav4
them come to such programs? In either case, recreation
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must be geared to the daily habits of the older adult as
modified by his' place of tesidence or his mode of
living. 4

The consequences of minimal group associations
which manyolder people experience are now being met
in some instances by substitute associations replacing
or supplementing those formerly etperienced. The
interplay of environment and personality assumes par
ticular importance when we consider the individual
needs of older adults, their special needs, and their
general needs as citizens of the community. Not all
older people Want the same activity or group associa
tions, although nearly all of them are interested in some
activity and some group contact."

SPECIAL EFFORTS TO PR VIDE
MEANINGFUL USE OF T1 E

Contemporary characteristics of older people give
indications of their changed position in e emerging
society as compared to that in the society of past and
present. Greater free time in our society is coming at
a point of longer life, better health, reduced economic
pressure and an earlier retirement age for an increasing
number of people. With more free time, older people
are presumably more able to participate in voluntary
associations than younger people, although free time,
or time away from one's work, is increasing for the
younger ages also.

Extended Family Breakdown
The long time societal trend has been tow0.:1:y

breakdown of the extended family. Of the trad
institutions which provide social contacts for the indi.
.ideal, the nuclear family alone has remained as strong
as it was in the preindustrial period. And while children
still feel responsible for their parents, it is a different
kind of responsibility than in earlier decades. The
nuclear family excludes the aged. By definition it sep
arates more than two generations within the same
household and includes only one adult generation in
the household.

This loss of regularized family social contacts for
most older Americans suggests the vitalness of voluti
tary associations in meeting the psychological needs
of the elderly, whereby group associations become im
portant in the maintenance of mental wellbeing." The
voluntary association seems to be well-structured to
satisfy those who wish social contact in modern
society Insofar as this emergent society has become
increasingly anomie, the 'voluntary association has
become an acceptable means for warding off loneliness.

Modern Recreational Programs
Recent national movements of formalizing efforts to

provide meaningful uses of time for elderly include:

0). The golden age club
2. The senior citizen center
3. Institutional activity programs
4. Recruitment of retired people to perform so

cially acceptable tasks

Both the golden age club and the senior citizen cen-
ter have the same general purposes. These include goals
sucitas the following:

1. To provide a purpose for retirement living
2. To do and learn to do what one wishes to do
3. To make new friends and retain old friendships
4. To.recreate old hobbies
5. To learn new interests
6. To mix with people who are interested in you
7. To sere other people, if one so desires " "

The overall goal is to provide a purD for living
in the latter years, regardless of which purpose an in
dividual participant may select.

The golden age clubmeeting once a week to once
a monthand the senior citizen centermeeting 2
timest* week to 7 days a weekhave been relatively
recent innovations. The modern golden age movement
began in the late 1940's although clubs I.or older people
were known to exist as far

was

as 1870 in Boston."
The first senior center was created in 1944 by the

Welfare Department of New York City. The basic pur
pose of the senior center is to provide older people
with sofially enrkhing experiences which would help
preserve their dignity as human beings and enhance
their feelings of self-worth " We have no accurate

itno questiont number at least in the several thou.
measurement mbers of golden age clubs, but there

finds. In 1970, more than 1,200 senior centers in the
Nation were identified in a directory prepared by the
Administration on Aging and the National Council on
Aginga sharp rise from 'the 340 identified in a similar
directory in 1966.

Institutional Programs
Institutional ptograms vary almost as widely as the

criteria for acceptance and definitions for these insti
tutions. Leisure time programing has *become increas-
ingly accepted as an aid in retention of the personality
of the residents and patients." With program being
planned around the interests of the older p rather
than the staff, although particular skills dintaff are
utilized, the probability of meeting the social and PsY.
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chological needs of the older people themselres is

enharked.
lcleemeier, for example, pointed out that in special

settings. such as homes for the aged, pursing homes and
itals, respon?ibility of the life.pattern of the indi-

ual.is. in varying measure, asturned by the 'program
the institution. The activity program is sensitized

to the characteristics of the settings and the residents.

tation of an array of activities than most of these
special settings are currently providing."

SUMMARY

The recruitment of older people to undertake socially
acceptable tasks has, to a certain extent, become related
to employment?' The foster grandparent program was
the most widely publicized effort in this area. However,
the free time of the vAst majority' retired people is
precious to them and their apparent wishes are tir be
involved in' socially eceptable roles, but essentially on
their terms uhich would not include the regimentation
necessary in work roles.

' Although leisure originally was considered sinful,"
it is more and more being accepted as a valuable goal
in itself. As societal values change, leisure habits
change. Regardless ofTfiatel,er the leisure habits may
be at any point in time, what may be most paramoiint
for society to consider is how to continue to broaden
social role opportunities by the elderly. And while we
broaden ar4 give acceptance to newer social roles, an
*ver increasinj range pi activity choices 1.411 become
available.

) The greater the number of choices, the greater the
potential of reaching out to all older people so each,

turn, may find his own way, toward a satisfying use
of is lime as he sees it, feels it and lives it.
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CONFUSED kNa\OISORIENTED
ELDERLY "

. by
2t-taroline S. Ford, .M.A.*41

11
Alongside the organically caused disabling

chronic physieal illnesses suffered by many aging
pie. we fincl, disajility variously described by pfi f '-
clans as "seaility:" "sepjle psychosis," or "cerebral ar
terioselerosis." The'syrnytorris are often suggestive of a
functional rather than an organic disordetaedlihbling
those of mental. illness. Like a psychosis, the cause-
lions of these symptoms may be physical, psychological,
or'Perhaps'a combination of both. The specific etiology
isorten difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain.

$01PTOMS OF DISORIENTATION

The symPtom,s ditplaygd by those sufferM from this
disabifily are varied and troublesome both to the ag-
ing perion arid to those 'around him, Many of, inset
eldirly are agitated and in their activities,"agitate
others. They appear to have excessive energy and are
seen to be paeutt--back and forth or taking long walk..
They often ipeak. in very rapid fashion, their words
tumbling out in a4oteadr, unintelligible stream.. The
wander astray in compulsive fashion, as if seeking
more familiar, harSjer place.

These aged are often disoriented,as to time and pl
Their contact withapresent day reality fluctuates from
day to day. ALgrhes the impression is given of normal,
rational adequEY.''kfieri -the disoiientajion reappears.

In itese persons, a loosening of both fhysical and
'emotional co trots ha teen observed. Sometimes tAe

4.;1
Chiefolf florae Setsipes, Mansfield Memorial Homes, Inc.

Manstild, Ohio. a te-

4 .

and

4,

.

LEGAL PiOTECtlilitg 44;
PART V /chapter eight

aged person beco incontinent, and may be surprised
by this himself. G s irritability and frequent expres-
sions of rage and hostility are common. Tethper tan-
trums are frequently the order of the day, triggered
off by relatively small incidents, so that the reaction ap
pears to be disproportionate to the precipitating eveiii$:,
Tljg hostitilt.may be expressed verbally, °min ankle
physical 'attacks, with cane, fisti, or whatever is htndy.
Yelling and screatting are also observed. Loosening of
other controls is noticeable in certain aged persons who
continually disrobe or whose ideas and speech are

se
highly' eoloied filth gross sexual connotations or
obscenities.'

Delusional, paranoid ideaspccur in some'instances..
The concept of people stealing money from them or of
being poisoned are illustrative of usual examples. Often
these aged express extreme religious fervor, claiming
t6 have direct contact with the L,ord. '

TREATMENT FOR THE DISORIENTATION

In gene the overall medical - social treatment of
such sit
gocal
private
clu
0

)
50

4

.

t

lzkeepkwrad, bf results. Many
occ in pithlic or

psy hiatric aellities ''izing drugs, in
$ bar iturates; are relied on heavi y for control

ese patients, viithinixed results.
fiservation, of the effect of tranquilizers with

patients give rise to many questions as to bene
, toff-short- and tongrange. In certain aged per-

ns,. these dfilgs appeay to produce verse effect, for
4.

ey seem. to stimulate rather thori calm- the pittient.
etiain iattenti appear to.iinproil ityhen the dosage.114

redieed or djsoontinued..For the'latter grouping, con
fusion and disorientation seem ;esseneti, vision . in.
creased,, gait is more steady, and anxiety is reduced,

t for otherp, the same improvement is noticed when
drug-dosage is not reduced.
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Nutrition appears to play a part also in certain
elderly persons whose nutritional intake has been mar-
ginal or deficient over a period of time. :,bservation;
have revealed a marked improyement in erebral and
behavioral function when adequate nutrition is insti-
tuted. At the same time medication such as nicotinic
acid 'to increase the blood flow, to the brain has ha8 con-
siderable success in certain aged patients, with resultant
ilnprovement of physical and mental functioning.

Other successfurapproaches include use-of a pryfes
nal service teamphysical, occupational, speech and

ecreational therapy, social group worlsoand social ease
.ork, nutrition, nursingall under a physician's

order, so as to provide maximum stimulation to the
onfused pa$ient and maLitain or improve his contact

with reality and 'prevent further regression. s,

MIXING WELL AND CONFUSED PATIENTS

,Specialized training and orientation are necessary for
those on the staff IA ho)eal with the confused patients.
Specialized' building design plays an important part in
physical control of the wacidereri and in providing
facilities to meet these special needs. ,

The pretence of confused and disoriented aged in the
midst of those with unimpaired mental faculties pro-
duces anxiety and fears among tliose who are well.
Group facilities for the aged report numerous difficul-
ties in the handling of the confused aged as part of
the total group and hive of necessity developed meth-
ods of segregating the patients. Sometimes Fie wing or
one floor is reserved or them, som6times separate
buildings are uset

$

LEGAL PROTECTION FOR THE CONFUSED

Legal quesiftsarise in connection wit the protec-
tion of those wjuse judgment is impaired!, particularly
in the milder or beginning ebniused patient whose
disorientation may be slight or fluctuating. Family mem-
bers are often concerned lest the older person's failing

.

.1.

0.. .
.

*It

judgment leads to financial exploitation *It the same ,,
time they are reluctant to institute guardianship pro
ceedings or request a power of attorney from the aged
person, since the latter may still be able to express
good judgment in certain areas of functioning.

Institutions which care for the aged are reluctant
to play the role of legal guardian, even though difficul-
ties often arise in obtaining guardianship of thgyperson4
where there are 'no assets or estate. At present, society
has developed no appropriate alternate for protection
of aged pets in these latter situations.

CONCLUSION

Confusion and disorientation are found. among a
number of aging persons. While minor compared to the
total of the elderly, these .Conditions are significant
because of 4ifficulty of etiology and problems involved
in treatment. Certain of the symptoms are well known.
The effect of disoriented older people on older men-
tally alert people is usually adverse, and this poses a
serious problem in facilities which care for large num.

'hers of the aged. While legal protection is available for
the elderly with assets, there are difficulties in obtaining
legal protection for thiP disturbed person who has no
assets aid is residing in a community institution.
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, PROTECTIVE SERVICES FOB

THE AGED ''a't;

by

Louis L. Bennett, L.L.B.*

In considering the complexity di protective sertise;
for the agitig, it is essential that we consideviush fac-
tors as: all relevant knowledge bearing on the specific
nature of the problem; the precise- dimensions of the
need; the range Of services required; the financial and
structural resources available; and the organizational
arrangements requirecho assure provision of and access--
to an interrelated and integrated system 'of services and
facilities whenever required.

PROTECTIVE SERVICES DEFINED

Protective services may be defined as, "Those aclivi
ties undertaken by an individual or agency on behalf
of certain recognizable incapable or incompetent older
people, and which have as. their goal the placement and
continued care of these older people under some form
of legal supervision . . for their own or others'
protection:" I
4This definition means taking responsibility for cer-
tain older people.; asserts as a goal their placement god
continued care; and invokes legal sanction, or autligr
ity, to do this.

The distinction is made between a protective service,
as such, and the more traditional kinds of health and
social services. The Potential for legal authority is
poSited as the distinguishing elenient between these
services. This is important not only because it is gen-
erally unfamiliar to the large body of professional prat

Deputy ft,egional Commissioner. Sotoial and Rehabilitation
Services, Untied States Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, Repon.11, New York, N.Y.
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7

Or nine \\.. :

-

9.7:

a
,.

ti tioners engaged in rendering tradilicsom coixinuktniti
services.to persons in need, but also bect.tu*iestates a
function and responsibility which most Social agencies

. ..prefer riot to assume. ..:
* ....

CLIENT PROtILE

Practftioners with theiging!iai faced with. the skulks
tion of the old person;

. . . . can't recall what he didwithth funds or their
sou7ce.or amount, forgets toeut, is either
his money; or \else squanders his funds; or is con-
stand; rnovinr from Place to ,:pacc or wats the
streets in the dark of, /tight and joegets. where lives
or has no permanent living quarters; 'or spends his
money on liquor and kes or

in
until next

check is received; or Wait:1g in squalor in a building
that has been condemn& but not yet torn down, is using
an old portable .oil burneNjor. Ailing and cooking
because the gas and, electricity half been turrfed
or crippled by arthritis and partly bedridden, continues
to dwell in his oun vermin-infested house, by reason of
accumulated rubbish and rotting food remnants; re
fuses hospitalization for treatment of injection result-
ing from untreated injury; or is constantly picking
quarrels with the neighbors, shouting obscenities at
passers-by, using an opel window as a garbagetliiposal
unit, dressinkbizarrely; or continues to operate a small
neighborhood store with entangled business aftairs; or
is in imminent danger of sustaining grave personal
injury by reason of infirmity but refuses to leave home
and will not accept any help within the home.

Levitt quotes Goldfarb as saying, in respect to tke
kinds of older persons aho present protective service
problems, that ". . . In sh6rt, they defy our °map
otence, rip holes iikiromniscience, show no promise
of being grateful, do not stimulate or excite us tiiid
constantly threaten to dirty our clean skins, 'clothing,

.
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big-al-health, , arpil our own record t11: trei413tent i'Viti?;'the patient, plus many precipitating agent:. and .

-r . :

*:Pece,41.=s. ,. . -:. - .:: , .

.. - .... , , - ,

s' Eird;r7.0.11"1"MIONAL, DiAON?Sl..5 '.

"... ..1.1.1ye were, faced only 41Ith the probleito of iamovins
inSittriteitated; cider person;"tigainst, then "will:wfio
fainitia(surrnuntlings and p at.ing iheap in. ment4 it?

.siitutions, the dimensione of the problem would
&alias h 'as, would perhaps the prohlem of our own
personal conflict. It wild then.becumeprinia!ily a

4. matter of slatilving legal remedies and procedures and
..assuiing the avAi 'flit) of,he required facilijies.liew

ev ei., expanded. kno ledge about the, adaptive capietty
of 'older 'people. a n thd fiorpents,rn .agnusis and ther-

t .
any *u re rr ay be alternatives to tiaiditiortal

, approaches. ,..V ..

at jroplt
body

4

-paramktars:4eiii, the pattern. .eareurill;#
properiyst'5 .

In "treielif ',Iii.ri;.'010/4 tOrins4aseiiToil:
`slants} 63nsfiAes that ..

'A knowledge io ytrtp er totogy A not, aOrrin5tarii
as informatioriVt the aria milt and the,diadical,
rl1frlrierit4tt

Cath refers to -certain bZisic anchorages
farm throughout life. II, an intact b
image, 21 an acceptable home. i 3 i a socioece

. anchorage. and 41 a meaningful purpose in ese
four anchorages provide thestructuie within which the
individual performs the required developmental 'tasks
at vari es of life. and the degree of success kith

performed and crises met spells the.re
defence between pod and impaired health."

-'As Alloy points out. Cat} is emphasizing the poteri--
....."

tial for strengthening the older person's functioning
capacity, from which it follows that out concern must
be not with,padiology but rathez with "those ego and
"life Laces- that are }titl intact or capable of restore-
lion." 4

Lev itt indicates :the danger in attempting :10 equate
, chronologic ofd age with imp fired functioning

"other" so-called stigmata of reneseence and nilit
. . . 1 Which a are by no means correlates.'" canting
out the wide differences among older patients in "ap-
pearance; skill, strength, endurance. education, occu-
pation. intelligencie and ecynomic and social ,pC.sition,"
Levitt report; that **their particular physical and psy-
chological illnesses run the whole gamut of social,
medical, and psychiatric nosologyC---. and that, this
is all too uften, and incorrectly, attributed to 'brain

' dam-age." a
Levitt cautions that the "traditional diagnostic cate-

gories of psychosis, psy choneurosis, character disorder,
. . . that can be made are too often an indictment of
the older person, especially when they are'not measured
against the assets and potentialities, the antecedent
biography, the si;cial and economic setting. the medical
and surgical difficulties, the motives of all concerned

ielxfi.otiOnal Atm% r,cfripl, The
double play iif cjialikdiagekcis'i, then sli positc9n 'to hos--

cortunitmeat,ltsurian ome, or ardianahip, is
. ered.?itli,hr,sireff a guide. 1,. inedieyal to

f a' p'sytlioNs at att, age as a of tom
. - , ...

peterfey ercaofipkinent, Just by virtue
There are as any kinds of senescetitp oblemi a ther

st .greeople with such problerlia.7i.
. .

4A psyehritrie .ftritient Mimi some es feel like a
pea in the ;Ad Owl). genie. One doctor un under
`one walont.'iltell ialled psl-c tic depr an ,', thetnext
shovesliiin under eiranoickischizeihl4lia.ometirncts -
he' guts beligict a thumb (sired psythreurosis 114
leaves the hospital:'': '

Sintilarly., Age tire iuitient's ttienialligiftion bas a
physical' ba *itch * brain damage due to arte-rio., ,, .
scler , ne pliysiiiatl may diagnose it as a physical
condition calling fol. placeMent in a nursing home, while . .,,-

another doctor may term ita mental condititithla ling
for placement in .i mental instit ti;Th. 41?
label should riot be'used as the deterni

e ostic
ring fac r in

decidihg w hether or not Nat errient js indicated,,or the
nature _of the placement to be made when placement is
indeed' indicated, The problem is further complicated

y the existing pattern of financing care as well as by .

he quality of care being rendered at any given time
in the diffeient institions. .

Levitt points to lite ". . . basic divergency in co'n
cents about the agin rocess, no c only in the eyes, of
the law, but also am g those in o4ier professions. One
of thecomponen our pragmatic, obsessional need
for things to be black or white, our resistance to the idea
of uncpnscious motivations, both in ourselves and in
the needy elde dded to this is the very real fear of
our 'own cap in the years ahead, which makes us
react in a variety of ways to the patient" 5

Goldfarb (confirms that "a very large number of
chronologically aged persons need much the same type
of psychiatric services, chiefly for affective disorders
i depression), as out middle-aged and young adults,"
and that these groups have essentially the same kinds
of emotional problems.' He adds that psychotherapy,
with an equal weighting given to physiological and
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environmental losses as to dynamic factors, can effect.
change, redirection and rehabilitation of older
persons."'

GUIDING PRINCIPLES: GENERAL

While he have much to learn about the pa)chocIT'
namics of aging there already exist sufficient phenomena
to serve as a basis for setting forth certain principles or
guidelines which may serve as a frame of reference
within which to build the infrastructureincluding.es-
sential lawto meet the protective needs of older
persons.

The following are reference points for consideration.

1. We should acknowledge the right of the ince.
pacitated older person to remain in the com-
munity for as long as possible and to manage
his ohnaffairs as well as he can and even to
dress and behave bizarrely so long as his
behavior does not constitute a danger to him-
self or to others. We should not only tolerate his

4 right to stay where he is or be where he wants
to be, but he should also extend to him such
help as he may require to achieve this objective,

2 Our col cern in protective services should relate
to those older persons hihonvhether by reason
of physical infirmity, mental illness. or both.
are so incapacitated that they cannot. unaided.
properly cariglfor themselves or manage their
affairs to the point where their inability to do
so. evert with supportive help. is likely to place
them in a position of selfdanger. or where the
community is endangered by their continued
presence.

.3. Incapacity must be seen in relation to the
behavior pattern, treatment needs jnd manage-
ment requirements'of the particular indi% ideal
at any riven moment. and not as a conditioned

11 response to a diagnostir label Outside interven-
tion may or may not be required to compensate
for such deficiency.

4 Incapacity is not a static condition. for it may
come on gradually or it may be sudden, perhaps
precipitated by the death of a loved one or
through physical 'injury.

3. Progression from a condition of incapacity to
varying degrees of capicity is a knohn
phenomenon among some elderly people.

6. A hide range of diagnostic. treatment. and man
agement facilities andsery ices, institutional and
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community-based, is required for older persons
who need or are presumed to need protective
services.

7. Case finding, including the need yo assure early
treatment for those with incipient illnesi, is an
essential component of a protectiv e sen ice, par-
ticularly as it relates to older persons who litre
alone and who are without family or friends
to look after them.

GUIDLNG PRINCIPLES: LEGAL

Legal authority is an indispensable prerequisite to
the provision of adequate protective services. Law
serves as the basis for conferring authority to act for
an incapacitated older person. with due regard to his
individual dignity. his right of decision, his constitu
tio.nal liberties. arrdis civil rights. Protective service
law should therefore incorporate the following::

I. Immediate emergency action for either the per-
son or the estate when recourse to court orders
is not possible.

.2. Temporary screening ser% ices to facilitate ap-
propriate diagnostic evaluation and develop-
ment of an adequate treatment plan.

3. A clear definition of the group affected by the
particular statute or statutes. assurance that an

......- overriding consideration will be that of func-
tional capacity rather-than diagnostic assifica-
lion. a clear statement of the kinds evidence
to be required, including evidence as to social
functional capacity as well as relevant medical
and psychiatric factors: and. specificity as to
the nature of the hearing procedures to be
established.

1. The fullest range and -ci t of placement
facilities and services s required and flexibility
in placement to oh for trap fer from one
service to anot t NIort indicated. ' N.

5. Specific refe nce to those individual civil rights
which ,may e adversely affected by the legal
proceedings,'so that it may be clear that the in-
dividual will maintain the right to exercise cer-
tain of his civil rights unless expressly limited
in the legal proceedings. Where estate guardian-
ship is involved, a further needed requirement
is delineating guardian's authority with respect
to the individual's assets.
Specific provisions for delineating the authority
of guardians and custodial authorities. mclud

6.
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ing such matters as use of experimental drugs,
radical surgery and other unusual medical
procedures.
Separation of guardianship laws and procedures
for older persons and their estates from State
laws providing for guardianship of "minors,
decedents' estates and incompetents." This rec.
()urines that older persons' pr9cedures are of a

istinc nature cssentially rooted in the
uniquel* erent problems 'presented by an
older incapa itated person including the dy
riarnics of e,o psychology as related to the
aging.

8, _tppropriate provision for. automatic and con-
tinual rev iew of discretion exercised by the
guardian and. or custodian in providing care
and supervision for the individual.
Prov ision for periodic reassessment to deter-
mine whether changing conditions or circum.
stances require modification of the original deci-
sion as to commitment or guardianship.

It). Provision of adjunctive %et% ices to the court in
respect to determination to commit. Ne of com-
munity resources. help in financial manage.
ment or planning. discharge, followup. review
and reassessment. accounting and estate ap
praisel and related matters.

11 Appropriate provision for termination of
guardianship and or commitment. rttum to the
community and full restoration of all civil
rights

12' The right of the indiv idual to legal counsel at
even' step: including appeal, due process and as-
surance of the full legal rights.

13. Provision for voluntary fiduciary, and commit-
. ment procedures including adj unttiv e profes-

sional consultation services to minimize crisis
situations..

11 t'surance of confidentiality of proceedings in-
cluding impounding of court records and pri-
vacy ofbearing.

li Provision for appointment of public guardians.
counsel, guardians ad litem. and waiver of costs
with respect to persons with minimum assets.

lei Establishment of non-court-structured fitticiary
relationships with respect to estates of limited
value which would authorize specified persons'
of agenciesto receive and disperse, on behalf of
the older person. assets upeo a designated
maximum.

r

4.

17. Where placement is in a nonpublic hospital,
clear statement as to the nature and extent of
the supervisory authority lodged in a desig
nated State agency.

18. Provisions for accountability with respect to in..
stitutional facilities.

19. Provision for authorizing governmental and
voluntary agencies and institutions, including

4 public welfare departments, to serve older per-
sons requiring protectiv e services, incorporat-
ing authority for the agencies' staff to petition
for appointment of a guardian of the property
or the person, or both, and for commitment to
a public vental.hospital or any ther placement
facility or service authorizeth law. "

"Since law in the end always deals with human be.
ings. there would seem to be almost no Area in which
the influence and findings of the social and behavioral
sciences might not be used to explain and improve
the law in *daily opc ion upon the members of our
society." ix

'Social workers. for' exa le. must understand the
degree of certainty required with respect to predictabil-
ity of human behavior based on observations and that
the law cannot be rewritten to reflect knowledge based
on behvior which is too indefinite. There is a corre-
sponding need on the' part of lawyers to .apply their
knowledge of bureaucratic structure and legislative and
administrative practices to reflect in law what social
work and medicine can demonstrate to be warranted.

GUIDING PRMIPLES SERVICES

T,o give meaning to, law, it is imperative that
community -based protective-service agencies be estab
fished and armed with authority to assume the respon
sibilities,of a protective sere ice function.

To give full meaning to legal protective services, we
must acknowledge the interrelatedness between preven-
tive and supportive set% ids and prolective services
which include legal sanction and authority: We must
establish a total. comprehensive program which includes
a constellation of -interFelated services anl _facilities.
equipped to deal with the varying needs presented by
all older people who need some kind of protective care.

Each community will have to decide for itself, in
relation to its own pattern of organization of services
and its own needs, the form in which a protective
service function should be structured, Hemmy recom-
mends that such a program be based on the assumption
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. . . that all actions taken are directed toward sup.
porting and maximizing such capabilities as tIO ind
%idual has for decision-making in his best interests.
that he be helped to participate to the extent he is able.
in the decisions reached, the plans made and the actions
taken: that no part of the independence of which lie is
capable be taken from him. Emphasis is placed upon
enabling him to remain in the general communto., if
possible, with such counseling. supersision. guidance
and support:se service- as may be needed Initiation
for commitment to a mental ho -petal undertaken oils
when su:h care is essential."

Lehman suggests fist. stage. in agency pruteetise
,ers ice programs for the aging.

1 Reaching the client' in order to make needed
sers ices available to him

2 P.hs iii abpsschologicabsocial cliaamosi..0 a to
understand the client and his ens ironment

i Making a plan related to the diagnosis "tak
ing into account the wishes of the , individual
to the greatest extent pos-ible, allowing for the
maximum personal free4= of action and re-
ponsibilits of which he is capable. and 'mob,
ing the family and close friends Ahereser
possible

I Implementing the plan with or without the
consent of the. individual or the farni4, a. nec
essar7..

5 Continuing actise in the case. and modtf%ing

the plan if. as and sshen indicated. Ibs changing
circumstances or conditions.

Lehman points also suggest

1. Social casework 14 the core of a good protectise
-ers Ice. The skill of the professional social
worker in social diagnosis and his intimate
working knowledge of community resources.
coupled with ability to use them creatisels in
relation to the older person's needs. constitute
the bas upon which flexible and comprehen
its e planning call be achieved.

2. The agency milt be structured in a manner
which facilitates and furthers its capacity to act
authoritaiisel%, armed with legal protection
and sanction. supported by board and conutu
nits and. in turn. supportise of the social
worker in w hates er .action the exigencies of a
particular -ituation may require of the worker

4. Presention and rehabilitation, to the extent
that they are a real' -tic possibility in the inch-
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sidual git uatipn. should be primary goals of the
service.

4. Thsilllsers u e must be as ailable at all times arid
at any hour of the day or night.'

The ilieroan Public Welfare Association asserts
that . there is con.iderable arid growing pressure.
on State public- welfare agencies to assunie full respon-
sibilits for acting on behalf of a client who is unable
to manage hi- affair-. particularl% when other re
sources are exhauste or unavailable The 1PW bei
hoes that this an appropriate role for public welfare
agencies to assume

Winston expresses her belief that . . pull% web
fare agencies should ultimate1y be able to set up much
more comprehensive programs of protectise sersices."
adding that The agency and its staff would need
security in acting in behalf of other and protection
against liabilities they might otherwise in ur bs taking
forceful action..

V.hateser the tructkre assigned local re- ponsibilit%.
it is clear that the % oluntars farni1;, sers ice agencie-
must assume a eieater -degree of responsibility in sers.
ing /der person. Walser points out that a PX.i0 stud}
of family set-% agent' applicants indicated that the
aged constituted i percent of the applicants al-
though the% represented more than 9 percent of the
population Those aged who did come to the agenc7.
ref eised an average of 1 4 inters iess. against an °serail
average intersiew count of 6 7 per client

Coneluxion

Planning a communit% pr;,tectise ser% ice program.
including staffing requirements and cost. becomes (IA-
cullvin the absence of definitive information as to the
dimension of need. Estimates range from half a million
old age assistance recipients. 20 percent of the case
load." to 5 to 10 percent of the noninstitutionalized
urban aged group Larson reps is great sariation in
the os erall estimates of how many older people are
.ho. wing enough confusion and disorientatioq, or are
otherwise lacking in capacity. to be likely to be in need
of community protectise services 'ranging from about
5 to 15 pen ent of the population oser

In estimating that there are at least 300.000 adult
Social Security beneficiaries under the Social Security

dministratinn's representatise pa;,ee program. of
whom there are 100,000 age 62 and oser. Larson adds

. this figure as an underestimation of the total
number of per -on; 62 year' of age and oser who an.., ig
fact. incapable of managing their benefit funds." and



bze.d inn -.ample tudiet. 11.4[14.111dr there are
probablt 001011 aged person 62 and vier tdio ,.1tould
he the pron.( lion of repteentatite pat merit and do
not hate it. almo,t pert ent of 1..houk are 72 and
oter

tr.1elfarb state, that ipjge...tion for /peewit/
the wed. of age.1 perepte. are often determined bt
tx ial talu tshitI, are usoolttinglt shaped bt t.hat ap
pear t doe pral to al oitieleration of communitt
(414 gt. time or monet . The need for protee tite
sett uualit underetimated. and the' need .91
t aged for p--t hien, attention a a part of ,tih
are I aluat% undereAttmated.- and eontludet that

rna..t aged per.on r an find no place t. hrch r,an
gitelhem the prote tion..uper.Fion, the gene rat
al and .pee tal wedie al-- inn luelimg

for t. ht, h Chet hate great need
pr.411t II91,111t1 14. pal.t.int the size of the zroup

de- ted Jiu1.1 not eriouIt interfere ttith the planning
of a tomrnututt ;.rte( tits rograrn If rte H Ili
f r.elle from earlier rreartin ;.. dtag..e/7-1 and

relate to cit.': total knot.ledge of human rt ia. tor, if ue
pro yiv legjt gaidep.,&i e.ont.ttent hith thi knot.ledge.
and if tt,e ate 4-ero.itite to an older per.,on,.2. hanging

1.1il then i reg. appropriate protec tit

afeguard),
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COUNSELING WITH OLDER PEOPLE
AND THEIR FAMILIES

'by
Jean- M Leach, M.S.W.

The central dmiamic of aging is the struggle to cope
with loss of important relationships, health, sense of
usefulness and selfesteem In order to reverse the per.
son's sense of helplessness which deepens as losses com
pound, effort should be made to involve the aging per.
son in planning for himself. even tbough .he may need
the help of others to carry out his plans. As older peo
ple lose their family and personal relationships, and
as their sense of isolation increases, they often trans-

. fer dependency to persons in their environment who
provide them with services essential to their survival.

Older people develop relationships at different rates,
just as younger people do. Some will relate more closely
than others. Relationships of social caseworkers with
the older person must include those family members,
f Winds, ph) siciens and significant' others who are in.
%oh ed actively, in his life.

THE REQUEST FOR HELP

The request for help for an oldq person often comes
from a relative who is concerned about him and who
may be reacting to his own sense of loss of the relation-
ship with the older person as it existed in the past
when it was meaningful to him. Many requests come at
the point of a crisis. Prompt attention is important, but
precipitant action which includes uprooting the older
person fro'm his familiar surroundings should be
avoided whenever possible. The community should
maintain a range of supports which enables people to

SECURITY AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

PART VI/chapter ten

remain in their own homes until they require services
cannot be provided at home.

Many older persons need help in obtaining corn*.
ions and housekeepers. There is an inadequate supply
of the right kind of housing at the right price. Social
agency sery ices may not be readily available when
needed. There is insufficient knowledge of available
community resources. Many of the poor aged have
no telephones.

Sources o Help Requests
Most counseling agencies find that the request for

help to the older person often comes from relatives.
Frequently the request is made without the knowledge
of the older person The applicant is often uncom
fortable about a request for help and feels he is some-
what inadequate because he has been unable to solve
the problem through his own efforts. Sometimes the
family.Nriostpones requesting help long beyond the
point when'it might have been most effective. Often they
are fearful that an agency will not understand either
the older person or them, and may move toward a sepa
ration of the older person from his home and family
which they are struggling to avoid.' Often the expenses
required to maintain the older person have constituted
an undue strain on the resources of a, young family.
Sometimes the young relative is not Ake physically or
emotionally to provide the care the 'older person
requires.

The physician, a friend or the older person himself
may on other occasions be the referral source. Refer.
rals from other agencies are minimal.

FOCUSING THE RELATIONSHIP

The caseworker considers it his first task to get to
know the person loth the problem. This includes de
veloping a relationship with the older person as well
s those fainikunembers and friends who are actively

C.eaer.oric Director, Family Sernce of the Oncinnatt Area
Cincinnati. Ohio
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invoked in life. The concept of planning kith the
person rather than o m often is difficult for families
and even for other p fessionals to accept. In their
minds. the request for ou necessary only
because the older person can no longe °he his prob.
lems through his on efforts. The caseworker proceeds
with the conviction that every human being wishes to
operate to the maximum of his capacities throughout
his life. and that this wish does not diminish 'or
disappear as one; physical and emotional resources
dwindle.

Reactions to Loss
As has been the central dy namic of aging is the

struggle to cope with loss. To cope with this loss and
the anxiety it engenders. the individual not only em
ploys his usual defenses against anxiety. but often
acquires some new defenses in a desperate effort to
protect himself against further hurt. It is for this reason
that the older person sometimes appears walledoff and
impervious to further onslaughts from the-environment.
Behind this mask. however. is the frightened individual.
try ing desperately to hang on and to protect himself.

caseworker recognizes this and moves slowly and
gently He tries. through his manner, to comet' that he
wants to understand the older person's anxieties and
his struggles to cope with his fears.

The casev.orker's first task is to make contact with
the older adult client. Sometimes this is achtexed by
commenting on some object in the room or house
which seems to hate particular meaning to the older
person, such as the well-caredfor plaits. his well.read
books, a figurine in a prominent place. a piece of
jewelry, a picture on a nearby table..Often the older
person can .talk more easily about these important
objects than he can about something sigmficant about,
himself. This can be the beginning of a bridge to him
which Al lead to the relationship necessary to help
him with his current concerns.

Sources of Informati*
At times. it is difficult to gain enough information

from an older person to ascertain how he is miming-
the tasks of daily living. Does he have arly reratives or
friends? Does he have a church connection he values?
Ones he hare a doctor whom he sees with any regu-
larity? What are his financial resources?

As people lose their important family and persondl
relationships on which they have depended the most,
and as their sense of isolation idcreasea. they usually
transfer their dependency to those persilns in their en

ft

virongtent who can be counted on to appear regularly
and to provide them with some important small service
that is essential to their survival such as the milkman,
the grocery boy, the elevator operator, the postman,
the newspaper boy, the delivery boy from the pharmacy,
a neighbor, or some small boy in the neighborhood who
runs errands. It is the grocer who knows what the older
person has been eating. It is the druggist who knobs-
what medicines have been ordered and by whom. It
I, the milkman or postman who often is the first to
notice that the person is unable tb get to the door. In
order to reconstruct the older person's life, ithe case-
worker may need to contact some of these persons who
provide the environmental and emotional supports
which keep the person alive.

In all this behavior one can observe the struggle to
maintain oneself and one's identity. even in the face of
the most painful losses.

PROMPT AND eAREFUL EVALUATION

Many requests for help hate long been postponed.
when they finally are made. it is important for the couri.
selor to move quickly to establish a meaningful contact
with the older person and his family. What needs to be
guarded against, hove. er. is precipitant action before
the situation is understood sufficiently. It is particula. rly
important to avoid uprooting the older person from his
familiar surroundings without careful preparation for
such a move. Sudden shifts undermine the person's de.
fenses and create so much anxiety that personality de-
terioration may 'result. Sometimes a medical emergency
or even an environmental event, such as a fire in the
apartment. makes if necftsary to mote the older per-
son without warning or preparation. but when these %

occur we should anticipate and help ethers to under-
stand the kind of disorientation which may occur *as
an immediate reaction to sudden uprooling.

Miss R.'s attorney asked the agency to plan aid;
Miss R., a 90yearold woman who had refused to re
main in the institution for.the,ed where she had been
placed by relatives a month previously. Her physician

had suggested she enter the hospital for tests after
she had complained of a backache for several weeks.
It was found that she had a calcium deficiency of Me
spine uhich would require' her to wear a bodybrace
and to limit. going up and down stairs to once a day.
Relotites then arranged for her to enter a sectarian
home for the aged by mortgaging her property in order
to pay her admission to the home. At the institution
Miss R. teas placed in the hospital sectiork-ohere she
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could not adjust to strangers coming in and out of her
room at will. When it came tune for Miss R. to sign
the permanent contract at the 'institution, she rebelled
and went home.

The caseworker first salt Miss R. at home, shortly
alter she had returned there. She felt betrayed by friends
and relatites. Through weekly tutu. Miss R. began
hesttantli to gite information about herself. hiss R's
physi, tan confirmed that she uas not in need of nursing
care..

Vt.ss R gradually dec elopt.ti arm and trusting re
lattortshtp utth the' neener caseworA.er, uho uas able to
periimile her to accept help in employing a uoman uho
prepares bliss R.'s breakfast, assists her filth her dress-
ing and then feat es. Because 'ilus R. tins reluctant to
use her last capital to finance this help. the agency met
this cost. and Miss R. signed. a statement to the effect
that the agency u to he reimbursed for this amount
from her estate' at the time of her death. In addition.
ytss has been able to accept the sort ices of an agency
War:leer .1tho Awls weekly and supplements the
irtendl) interest of the agency caseuorker. if as R. has
requested that the 13.2ncv beetn correspondence uith a
nepheu in Phtlailelphta uho is the only relative she
really trusts.

Thsi situation illustrates grdphicall% why it was un
pound to,,tr- to uproot this woman from her environ
ment to which she has! strong meaningful ties At the
same time it demonstrates that Miss H. could not have
rontmhed in her own home. except with the 'help of
the caseworker and the agency. hieh glade it possible
for her to have the household help and emotion&
support he must have at this age.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE DIAGNOSIS

Case workers need to understand the implications of
the medical diaanoi4 in order to understand what thy
are obserying in the patient's behalior and what to
expert If his attention span or performance span are
shortened. h e w ill be unable to tolerate an hour's inter-
yiew If he has experienced a memory change, he may
forget that the caseworker k coming to see him, the
content of their last conversation and what he has
already discussed Caseworkers often are more alert to
the effect of phy :kat handicaps such as deafness. defec-
the vision and crippling. tharel*v are to the effects.
of diseases which bring about brain changes or loss of
energy.

When agin2 ip,4mnplicated by organic brain changes.
the raseworker pro. eeils differently than when the
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problem arises from a physical disability which does
not involve organic brain changes. Mrs. C. illustrates
this.

Mrs. C.'s daughters consulted the agency because of
their concern about their 82.yearold mother .who was
insisting on continuing to lice alone, eten though she
was eery forgetful. On the caseucqker's first cult to
rs. C. she found her in cattant motionrocking.
ualking about. mottng her hands and talking inces.
sanity. At one moment she was gay and the next crying.
She had no memory for time. dates or specifics. The one
point w uhich the caseworker nuts able to make contact
with Mrs. C. was around her loneliness. Mrs. C. men-
none(' that since the death of her husband and mother,
and more recently her cat. she sat in the house done.

When the caseuorker consulted the physician. she
learned that .Vrs (", had advanced arteriosclerosis,
hypertension and cardiac failure. She refused the merit-
chicon proscribed for her because she said it did not
help her. He adt ised she be admitted to a nursing home.
if she uere unuillIng to e nith one of her daughters.

4s the caseworker consulted unit the daughters she
sound them quite hostile toward their mother. They
uere unable to accept the fact that their mother was
changing, and - Instead were to appeal to her
reason to get her to operate a more rational fashion,
The caseworker listened to the (laughter's complaints
and then pointed out gently thoe-their mother was a
changing person They became angry u tilt her because
is it as difficult to accept the fact of this change. The best
approdch teas to be firm and gentle, for argument made
their mother more de ferisice.

The caseuorke oftered regular visits to their mother,
, ,

but urged that the rrange a medical evaluation at that
point, and that they s it& the physician what they
were )4sercung in their er's behavior. Inasmuch
as their mother seemed fin nciallY irresponsible, the
caseworker urged that they consider asking their lawyer
to act as guardian or to take power-of-attorney. and than
they give her one dollar bills rather than bills o/ larger
denomination. She clarified how they should proceed
tn. obtaining an evaluation of mental Wriess or
incompetency.

The casevorker then talked with Mrs. C. about going
to live with one of herdaulkters. Mrs. C. did not wish
to barge in on any of er children. It was - pointed out
that she had been a god parent and had taught her
children to be responsi le. A good parent also lets her
children help her, and her children wanted to help her
by. hating ,her lice :ink one of them. Mrs. C. then
(tgread to go to live with one of her daughters.



Sirs. C. has continued to lite with' her daughter and
to respond posititely to hating her dependent needs
adequately met. In addition, her daughter is able to
.,opertise her medication and diet, /alit the result that
%Its. C.'s health has improt ed.

SHORT -TERM RELATIONSHIPS

A continuing relationship serves the purpose of help-
mg the person to hay e something which sustains while
much of his life experience is changing and many of
his relationships are terminating. Yet there is an equally
important function of a short-term relationship for
some older persons.

Such help is particularly acceptable and appropriate
for persons who have demonstrated strengths in their
capacities to sohe problems throughout their livesi?
When they bring tbernsely es to request help from others;
they want the pro% ider of services to recognize their
independence and their capacities'. Such older persons
often can use help better at inteilals rather thtifitnn a
continuous basis. They are reassgredby -the casework-
er's recognition of their ability to carry on between con-
tact without.outsiathelp. Sonfe of these older perons
also enjoy the responsibility of pro% iding some volun-
teer services to a community program. as this is tang].
ble evidence of their continuing adequacy.

Other older person*who use short -term services more
easily than continuing senices are those who shun
close relationships and feel more comfortable when they
maintain some distance in their relationships. Sonle are
fel& Lvit to Lonimit themselves to an indefinite plan,
for eet4ice and prefer a tithe-limited arrangement/

People of all ages wish tu make decisions for tArl
selves. once they hay e demonstrated their ability to do
so. They ..expect to seek' expert counsel on matters on

hicli ilk% are uninformed, but they do nufanticipate
that thi- will rourintit them to a plan for' ontinuing rela-
tionship with an outsider. if caseworkers are tu make
themselves useful to theee older. persons, they must
respect their wish to separateness and their-reluctant
decision to act ept help. Miss B. is such an example.

Iliss B., aged 72. telephoned the agency to talk pith
someone re future plans for herself. As a re-
tired School eat her, she had manased well in the family
home until s e suffered a detafhed7Nad.seteral months

JP

preciously. She was fearful that her other eye might
become similarly affected and that tAis would necessi:-
tate her making different plans fur her life. She wanted
only information regarding philanthropic homes and
was reluctant to discuss anything about, her concerns.

The caseworker recognized that it must be a special
problem to Miss B. to be unable to read, because much
of her life had been devoted to reading. Miss B. seemed
relieved when die caseworker perceived what this might

' mean to her. The caseworker recognized that Miss B.'s
GA for help was prompted by a mild panic following`
surgery which invoked a loss of vision during her
convalescence.

(Ince Miss B. was reassured thot the caseworker
knew community resources and could help her to avail
herself of these # she needed to, she relaxed, and cola
recognize that she had panicked when confronted with
the possible loss of her eyesight. The caseworker recog-
nized that Miss B. was fearful of close relationships
and anxious to remain independent. Miss B. was as
sured of the agency's continued interest in her. Two
frears later she telephoned the caseworker so as to obtain
I.resident companion. -

The agency's acceplani. of this person on her own
terms undoubtedly will enable the client to use a con.
linuing relationship and help from the agency should
this become necessary at a later date.

SUMMARY

In selling older 'persons, social caseworkers mint
be sensitive to the individual differences of their cli nts
and must have access to a range of sery ices approp late
tu their varying needs at different points in their ivies.

Older 'persons are more capable of changes) 4ian is
generally understood\
.,To the extent that it Is understood that oh:ler/persons

often pie(er to participate -0 all aspects of playas whkh
concern them and prefer to contribute.in a iyeaniniful
way to the solution of their problems, practitioners dem.
unstratt their confidence and conviction ity the flexibil-
icy and enduring Zapacities 0 the humaii personality. t
When this is not understood. rigid an inflexible pat-
terns of 'service emerge, making it d'

:
cult for older

people to obtain the most appropriate/seq.% ice for them-
sek es,.their families an -their co unity.

11
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SECURITY AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

HEALTH CARE SERVICES,

by

Anthony Lenzer*

How well are old people, and how likely are they to
maintain healfk throughout old age? While not as
healthy as the young, most are, for all practical pure
looses, quite healthy and are likely to maintain this state
of health until very mar the end. Many members of
the helping professions find this statement difficult to
accept.

Some reject the claim because they &mules are
'illnestoriented. They define health as the absence of
clinical.pathology Seennit.it way, old people are indeed
sick, and the older they get, the sicker they become.
Eighty-six percent of persons over 6.5 have at least
1 chronic condition. When one adds-acute illness and
accidental injuries, practically every old person has

'something wrong with him.
Other professional workers reject the statement be.

cause it contradicts their own experience. Most of the
aged persons whom they are trying to help are ill,
frail, disabled or dependent. They assume thetr clients
are typical of old people, but in reality they are atypical.
The old do not usually turn to community agencies
for help until they, their families and friends can no
longer cope with a problem. By that time; the problem.
is serious and complicated.

In this paper, health is defined'as the ability to func
don well enough to carry out normal roles and respon
sibilities in the community. This definition has several

*Smociate Professor of Public Health and Human-Develop-
ment, University of Hawaii.
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advantages: it is relatively easy to .determine how well
people are functioning; it directs:attention to conditions
within the individual or environment which, when core
rected, will improve functioning; and, it makes sense
to the 7ged themselves, if not to professionals. .

HEALTH STATUS OF OLD PEOPLE_

peopleIn these terms, old people seem to be pretty healthy
after all. The National Center for Health Statistics indi
cates that only 5 percent of persons over 65 are so ill
or function so poorly that they must live in nursing
homes, homes for the aged, mental hospitals or other

. institutions. Even at age 85, 8 out of 10 persons are
still living in their own relatives' homes and not in
institutions. But how well do the noninstitutionalized
aged function? Chronic or longterm conditions are
the major source of disability for old persons, and 85
percent report at least 1 chronic condition. Yet only
14 percent of the noninstitutionalized aged report that
they are totally unable to work or keep house due to,

Ozonic condition. An additional 25 percent can-work
but are somewhat limited in the amount or kind of
Kink or house work they can undertake. Even at age
75, only 24 percent are totally limited and 30 percent
partially limited in work capacity because of chronic

One additional measure of health is the number of
days per week in which the petton has restricted activity
or is confined to bed. This measure of "disability days"
counts all such dayi, whether due to chronic illness,
acute illness or accidents. National Center for Health
Statistics data Indicate that old people havesmore Oise.
!Why days than young or middleaged people. But even

8
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the old we', igt the ater.ge, testrittety in 4x-tivity only
35 cla'ys pei-. year"lnd are confined ro bed on only 12

w 15of these days. , .
Despite this encouraging, view ,Octf,*tlag health of.the

aged, there are aging process realities to be cceiclered.

. MAJOR HEALTH .PItOBLisiS *
.

Twos types at health problem's ale considered' he4re,

namely, the main causes of health andiisability and `the

4.,
4,...,5r:harriers which stand in the *ay of maintenance of

lyalth and control of illness.t
.

. 1

. : Main Caws of Death and Disability -

1,1t .
.Three fou4s of all deaths among cAer 65

are due to heart disease, strdlie and:canter. Disease's of
the heart are by far the most important cause ofdeath.(
Within.this category, arteriosclerotic heart disease I in-
'eluding- coratry heart disease) . claims the greatest
number of victims. The following taBlejistsfle leading
causes:

t ti

o

t

f 4

CAUSES OF DEATH- FOR PERSONS 65
AND OVER,.U.S.,41965 "

*
Rote per .4

Cause 100,000 papa-

1
. lotion

Diseases.of the heart
Cancer

Croke

Influenza and pneumonia.
General arteriosclerosis
All accidents
Diabetes

1r:tither diseases of the cirallatory
a system.

Other kronehstpneumonia disr 47.3

2, 823.9
901.4
901. 0
21'3.7
198.9
15.0
122:9
97.4

coes. ta*

Other hypertensive diseases. . . 47.1.

novae
Within
Revised

a

fenie5flatkittles.ne Pattie/LP and Death,
meat asstobr.1)16ce. 1965. PIS Pubbration 600,

Hart cohditiol'ind:*thritis and sh,eumfitisrn
c'tvce the greatest of siNabilitPas the follow.
ing able ihows:
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PERCENg OF 'NONINSTITUTIONAL-
IZED PERSONS 8 AND OVER LIM-
ITED IN A,CTIVITX DUE. TO ,

CHRONIC CONDITIONS, U.S.,
JULY 1963 JUNE 1965

Percent of-old
people who are

limited as a result
of this condition

, .

I4-eart onaitions 1 22%
Arthrithi Ad rheumatism . j 21%
Orthopedic impairments (ex. . 11%

eluding paraty,sil or ab
sence of sots, legs, back,
spine or hip}.

Visual impairirients . . . .

High blood pr.essure
Mental and nervous condi- 6%

don.
Genitourinary condition's:

paralySic.
Diabetes; asthma and hay

fever; hernia; 'hearing
impairment. -

Varichse veins; chronic shill.
site and baanchitis.

Neoplasms (cancers); peptic
ulcer.

Aemorrhoid's; iuberculosis

-

I -

4% each

3% each
.

2% each

0 each a-

less thip 1%
each

1;1
.1

souses: Nillonal Center for Health Statistic*. Chroo.ur it Arians wads
Adit101 Lumeation, DaMi 5610 itt4 1963- PM* 19d& Vs flair. US.
Gortrirent Printing O ce. Publication Series 10511 Ftbroarg 1969.

Further; on any given day, approximately 2 milliOn,
aged people e.xperience the effects of fn,juties, two-thirjt
of which oecur in the'home.

4111

'erriers to Health Nlaintegance and Illness

vl`Potential" barriers become "rear, to the extent
, th4 the old lack the skills or energy needed to. over:"

-come them and commupities fail to providenecessary
help. Barriers within old people, health practitioners,
tile health care system and society, nay kJ') the aged
from obtaining health services.

Some aged people belie% c that oltptems of illness are
normal ant inevitable resulltf aging and thrsrefore do
not seek help. Others artaware of,their need for help

'r
$".
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but lack the knowledge Or energy required to reach ability and accessibility of resources; knowledge of and
ainilable services. The poor and poorly educated attitudes toward these services and facilities; beliefs
lack' skills needed to manipulate the system to their about pre% ention and cure of illness; ability to meet the
advantage. cost of care; the nature of the restrictions placed upon

Health professionals itt general are.orignted toward use of seri, ices by the providers; ancrthe help which is
acute illness or the acqte phase of chrOnic disease and availible for effective use of the system. '

have limited experience in managemept of long-term Currently there is great interest in Medicare's im-
conditions. Some feel that they have liMe to leap from pact on use of health- services by the aged. National
an oy patient and that. they cannot do much about Center For Health Statistics data, comparing the first
his problems. Increasihdemands fo'r health care re- year of "Medicare (July 1966-June 1967) with the;
snit in more pressuicepon piaetitioneti, who in turn previous year, indicates Wit discharges,of old people
give low griority,to thineeds of the aged. from general hapitals increased 11 percent in the year

The term "health care system" implies an unreality, following enactment, and Ihe average length of stay
namely, that most communities have as integrated net- . in the hos41111 increased 9 percent. On the other hand,
%volt. of AO 'services and facilities and someone__ the percent of old people who contacted a doctor at least
doing planning to meet health needs of the population. once remained approximately the .same, as did the
Most compunities contain many services and Lacilities number of contacts per person per year. In fact, doctor

offer potential aid to the aged person. Yet few visits in the first year after Medicare dropped slightly,
have any mechanisms for assessing patiett or family probably reflicting the low incidence of influenza and
needs; determining law and. whet: such needs can 'other acute conditions during 1966-67. ,
best be met, and helping, people ohtain the appropdate The following statisticAndicate what happened dm,
services. Some practitioners .are willing and able to ing the firsr)ear 11967) in. which the full program was
perform the, tifnecOnsuming "medical, management"' in operatici
functions. btOriarty are not.

The autonomy of providers of care liranother barrier.
* Most agencies are independently adniipister4 and the

linkagesdiitween them are fragile or none ;tent. Be-
cause old people-need a 1,ariety of services, they must
knock on many doors to' obtain help. Many health
agenciellaine their mission in a rigid, narrow fashion
and vigorously ,defend their territory against real or

' imagined encroachment by others. Fragmentation of
information about the patient often occurs when he
lieceives service from different agencies. Finally. the
system creates particular' hardship fortold pee* In

It small towns, rural areas and the inner core of large
cities. Tif re precisely the areas with the greatest
sboitages onealth resources. .

The major social factor affecting access to health
services is the generally_ saluatiOn of the
aged compared with other age gloups. ic:hen.resources

* persons and other
t receive them.

Are suave relative to demand,
low:priority gr6ups be th
Negative social I, aluation is lei ore by the .fact that
many old pe2hle are not oil} old but are also poor and

educated and Therebyfpossess low social status.

41rIX.IZATION OF HEALTH SERVICES
1

Wrious factors influence the extent pf use of heakii,
resiftrees by any segment of the population. These in.

,glade the health status and needs of the groups; aVaMir

a . *

a
e.

4.

p

I

`UNDER PART. A---HOSPIVI.:
INSURANCE

. . 14'-
.. .

.umber of claims paid

(a) Inpatient hospital care . . 5,
(b) Outpatierft hospital tliag.

nostic si7Ices'...
(c) Home baalth services .

(d) Ex tendWnac facility
care.

.

0

215, 631
562495

327,103
740,000

s UNDE111:PART B- MEDICAL
11(iSURANCE -. c. s

.
Number of bills paid for: .

(a) Physicians services.' . -. . 20,166,565
(b). Honig health,seriwicee. . .1" 367, 395
(c) Outpatient hospital spry- 2, 546, 858

.... ices. . ww.

(d) Independent laboratory i 339,512.
charges.

(c) All other services . 4. .4t 655, 235

...
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AU told, Medicare pard;ovet 31 million claims and
bills, at a cost of hior:i thati 4.5 billion dollars. Medicare
tliqrefore prom:Ace utilization'of health sehices by pro-
viding funds with whidjd people can purchase various
health be ry ices,. and by ebcouraging practitioners and
agencies to expand or develop new services.

TYPES OF HEALTH SERVICES

In general, health sere ices for old people should
be comprehensive, coordinated, and continuous.

Comprehensive 'Health' Services '
Comprehensiveness mean that a total range of serv-

ices is available and accessible to meet all known needs
of the old person and his family. These include.
health .promotion, proention and detection of
illness, icj ambulatory. care, (d i hoipital and other
institutional car'e, and ei home care. They also in-
dude: Eft evarration of the patient's status and needs;

g t counseling and referral to sources of help, and, th)
continuing surveillance s(l$ that care plans draw as
needs change. In addition, the). should include .' (i) help
in restrutturing family, lob and avocation-at-plus; grid
IP' emotional support over the /months or years that
illness or.disability persisi.

Coordinated fhiltlfServices
,. ,.
v...00ramation me,tnit services are assembled into

an appropriate package for ach individual. When sev-
eral, agencies' are inirolvek f is sotnetimes difficult to
reach fullagreement on what the package should con

cother problems arise w en the practitioner nn-
derstinds some patient amify needs but ignores
others.: Planners of care create additionsl prOblerdi by
trying to fit the needs of the patient 'to the resources
they are familiar with instead of knding resources, to
fielteeds.

.,e

Continuous Health Services
Crdnuity means that services are provided witho ut

interruption. Continuity should be assured whether pa-
tients are brought to serv'ices or' vice versa, whether
one receives all services from a single agency or .a
number of angles; and v3hether cares financed
through one or several sources. '

PREVENTION OF ILLNESS
. - , AND DISABILITY

.1.
Preventive services should aim _for the maintenance

ur developzunt of healthful. Ikving habits, elimination of-
sources of 1114s or injury,- and protection against

4

Healthful Habits
The following habits are important to health main'

tenance in old. age. eating in such I way as to meet
all nutritionatrequirements while avoiding overweight,
exercising regularly to maintain full f clioning capac
ity , getting enough rest to wake ref reshe and function
well throughout the day; correcting min r defects which
could. reduce ability to wilk, talk, eat, see or hear;
avoiding or eliminating cigarette smoking.

Eliminating liaza rds
Environment includes the diate environment

'of the home as well as the larger social environment.
Many home accidents could be prevented by changes in
the structure or arrangements of the home. Home safety
inspections by firemen, building officials or neighbor.
hood aides might help sensitize old people to home
hazardsi Groups or classes on home safety might also
be helpful. . .

Withip'the home, increasing illumination levels, using
large readable labels on containers of, hazardous prod
tIcts,Incl keying electrical and gas equipment in good
repair ail serve to protect the old against hazards.
installation of air conditioning can also be beneficial.
Recent studies of heat waves show the aged to be the
m.ajor victims. /rni :

Air pollution an ubsift.crossing zones oh bUsy"
streets hare two types of loci L, to be removed'
so'IsTdsheneirstalketyle. Heavi °fluted air has been
shdwn to cause excessive illness an th among the

'old; poorly regulated traffic strikes down the old as
well as young. , ..' . .,

Detection of Illness
Health workers believe that early detection Jollowecl

by correct diagnosis and prompt:treatment reduces, the
likelihood that a disease will lead to disability or death.
This requires that the condition be discovered prior
to the time when theav'erage person becom,slifficiently

`'alartnedby symptoms to go to ii doctor.
Three principal methods ,qf early detection are pe-

riodic health exams, screening and sensitizing Pple
to symptoms.

Periodic Heakh Examj. Health 'exams include a.
health history, "physical," and whateve laboratory

/ work the physician feels °is ind awl. The physician
gives thehyiical, interprets find gs and gives instruc-
tions as necessary. --

Pe ;iodic exams have thei greatest'value when the}
are coloprehensive'and ar done by the same physician.

their hairids. 4 throughout' -the - person's lifetime. Under these
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cireumstancesethe physician has a ba [Ma

lion on what the, old persug was like as young
middle-aged adult and an accumulation of data o
whith to base judiments. However. relatively few

adults have regulai exams, and they are rarely of the
type suggested ia

Sreentittz. SO' g is the se of simple tests and
uprotedures for rapidly discovering signs ofiillness in

large populations. Theoretically, at leQistreenees
should be un are oi.the presence of illness and should
believe that tliey are in good health. Screening can be
aimed at, uncovering one condition or several possible
.conditions in "multiple" or "multiphasie screening:

While screening has the virtues of being fast, inex-
pensive and applicable on a mass: basis, it also poses
difficulties For example, a number of the serious
chronic vitiation cannot be detected by known screen-
lug .t -.-N has it been scientifically established

, that mos xisting screeningprograms lead to
candy: retitle bility or d th rites. Apparently it
is of pro" ten value o a limited numbet,of con-
ditions such as anemia. cataracts, otitis, rheuMatoid
arthiitis, hernia, TB, overweight and cancer of the
uterus, bladder, "n, and mouth." 4
Sqnsitizing Peep e to Symptoms

Another approach is to familiarize people to symp
tonis which may indicate the pretence of certain ,.dit-
ease& The most extensive and oldest symptoms carn
foaign centered' around cancer's "'Seven Danger

-, Signals.-
...-.

, The basic s comings of the "danger signals'. ap-
proach are the confusion likely to ague if the -public
is expected to 'remember symptoms of even half a dozen
serious diseases and the factthatity the time symptoms

dare apparentiothe p'FreK a disease mat already,be
beyond the early Stage. Then too, knowledge of symp
toms per se is insufficient to motivate people to action.

OF NEEDS, COUNSELRfie

011111tilltSr

me,
me wmmunities have begun to rectli/c how dcvas-

rarili chaos in the Health geli tat bp, for t'he long

term patient. They gnize the need foi*ew types of
personal health managers, planners and steerers. One
solution is development of an Information anti Refer.
ral Serb ice for the chronically ill and. aged. The IRS

aintains a central file on all community health and
wel are resources and makes information available to
all rho seek it, pro ides personal counseling for in-
diiduals and families, makes referrals to appropriate
agencies and practitioners and follows up, if necessary,
to see thav;gp ice is given, and offers consultation to
health armies and plan. ers regarding improvement
of senites to the chronically ill and aged,.

AMBULATORY CARE

Even if prevention and deteo(i, systems Were ex.
tellent, would still oecurW-old peopletwould
need. diagnosis and treatment. Ambulatory cat is
primarily diagnosis and treatment which is given in
doctor's offices; clinics or group health settings. Aside
from medical care provided in hospitals or Mlles institu
tions, about twothirds of all physician /contacts with old
people are'at the doctor's office. Approximately 9 per
cent of such contacts occur in hospital clinics and 8"
percent are by phone. Seventeen percent represent
visits by doctors to the old person's home. Old people
have approximately the same pattern of contact with
ph.y&ans as the total. population, with one important
excel-An: physicians visit old' people` at home three'
tun% as often as any other age group, according to '
l96,4054 data. To obtain care, the individual must bS
able to get to where it is given. At least on the surface;
most old.people manage to do so on their own or ,with,
the help of relatives, friends, or taxi driven: '

HOSPITAL GARB

The general hospital is'usually-seen -Ata provider of
maternity care and inpatient care for peTsons with

. serious, acute nditions. Yet, the aged make use
of hospital they are hospitalized more often andetay

I

REPERRAL , longer t raft any other age group. '

tram of.illness, from its earliest to its lastistages.
lated in part by Medicare, hospitals are increasingly
establishing screening andscliagnostic services and iv.;
habilitation depaitments./

,Sgme in the liospital profession believg that

tion'of the acuirrospital Into a community health cen-
ter in, vilichipublic and private health activities. acute.
chronic and psychiatric care w'clild be availakle on a

Old people have a great many healthrdatecl needs.
and these needs change, from time to time. Most urban
communities Itive numerous health resourcesii agen
cies imposed less formidable barriers to %glee, U
they worked together more.' and I there. were some-
one Irk steer the.individuai to the right place at the
i ht time.

Hospitals today. are concern wit the Age spec'

.

these cliang are just' the begihniqg of the transforms:
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sirigle health campus. Whether ,this becomes the new
pattem.or not, theaged are likely to be among the
chief beneficiaries of experimental approaches to the .

integration of health services.

R INSTITUTIONS SERVING
THE AGED

,.

. ental hospital admissiorf fates increase with age,
as do mental illness rates. 'Vet the evidence suggests that
most old people are mentally competent and they do
not become irresponsible or befuddled in their last
years.

Institutionalization for. the Mentally Ill Aged
Where are the mentally ill aged? event national

studies indicate that there are al as many people
with "mental disorders" in nursing and personal care
homes as there are in mental hospitals. In 1963, there
were approximately 16000 old people, iir long stay
mental hospitals. In 1964, nursing and personal care
homes contaired 101,00b patients with mentaLcItogrers
and 148,000 who were classified as senile.

Does institutIonalization mean the end of the road
for the aged?' Not necessarily. A Public- Health Service
report on Mental Disorders of the Aging indicates that

.iesponse to treatment by patients. sand over is virtu-
ally this same as for other age groups: a third recover
or nearly recover ;'a third improve considerably; and a

waiiird remain the same or -gltrvi. worse. The trick is to
t treatment for the old. rather antcustodial care.
Old,people should not bp place in mental hospitsik

-or 'other longtehn institutions until they have been
given a thordug(i evaluation at an ap opriate center.
Evalthition provldes'the opportunity 4 ask: Why does
the old persOn behave as he does? atiythirig be
done eirrect this condition? Does he revelly need
to go to tie 9thte mental hospiall, nursing home or.
whatevq other irtstitutien we had in mind for him?.
What alternatives might better meet hiineedvand those
of iiittniily?

'

relatives. There is also less stigma and a greater sense
of hopefulness associated with care in these institutions.

Nursing Home Type Facilities
- Extended care nursing homes and homes for awl'

offer care and proteetkal from the stresses of in.
dependent living when the aged bectrie too ill, frail
or dependent to manage on their-own and when family,
members cannot or will not assume such responsi
bilities. These facilities vary enormously in their ob
jectives, their names; ownership and administration,
bed capacity, staffing, services, quality and cost of care..
For an upladate analysii of facilities of this type,-the
reader is ad to contact the National Center for
Health Statistics o U.S : Public Health Service
since there are rapid changes currently taking place
nationallke

extended care facility is a nesy type 'of facility
created by the Medicare legislation. Its purpose is to
provide short-term, skilled nursing and active, re.
habilitationoriented care for old people, following dis.
charge from -the hospital. The basic orientation of the
`ECI;'tis quite unlike that of the traditional nursing home,
wh
to car
term has
plied to yo

till-fits a custodial flavor and a passive approach
ile the ECF emphasizes rehabilitation, the

eivhat different meaning than when ap-
g people. Fo'r young people, rehabilitation

usually meats a return to the community, to school or
to the job'. Fwld people,' it often means, essentially
prevention of Trarther disability. The criterion for sue-
cess is not return ON "productivity," but theability
to care for one's own needs v. hiletmaking less demands

-

ursing homes,and horpelifor
pes of facilities, since many

on social resources.
; It is hard to coneide

the aged as two separate
homes offer a mixture of skilled nursing and room;
boar4 end assistance in activities of daily living. Also,
State licensing laws often fiiil,to allequateli distinguish
bet facilities on,the basis of the services which they

. offer. ,

Psye iatric uhf in general hospitals are often mdre Nursing homes have, in general, improved greatly
appropriate places for treatment of the mentally ill aged in recent yetirs due to increased professionalism, Ii-
than are Jong -term care institutions and should be used ceasing, accrediting and certification. Lictnsing laws
whenev -possible. As of mid.1967, there were. over

sychiatit? links in general hospitals, and,alnrost
all of these mere certified to provide services under
Medicare. La "fact, Medicare regulations encourage the
use of luck units in prefdrende_ to custodial mental
hospitals Gentral-ho'spitals are re like! .to have
the skciall;ed medical resources w
nip& and are usually more 'accessible 4o friends

. _a.' .
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have begun to include standards for nursinls and other
care and require certain minimum 'qualificanins -for
personnel, By 1972, the States are required to establish
minimum standards of training and expenence?fer per .

scies wishing jo enter nursing home administration.
Accreditation is a further rntethod fOr raisin stand-

ards: Accreditation, unlike licens' invol volun. .

tan, compliance' with a set of s which an
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industry or occupation bets for itself or which i set .

by an impartial act.rediting body; In January 19Fb,,tlie
Joint Compission ,,ri Accreditation of liospi,taleigreed
to serve as the accrediting body for nursing homes.

' Certification'asran ECF4 under Medicareimpose; still
\more qualify staLciards on the instifutio'n.

Another approi:h is to devise more sophisticated
systems for classifying 441;1;4 institutions. Such sys-

"tents should take into account intensity and amount of
service and the quality of <are provided.

Traditional homes for theaged are nonprofit insti-
tutions sponsored by churches or fraternal organit4-0
flora. They have se as domes for old people wily.
though physically ell. were socially dependersi and
unable to maintain themselvelo .

. ( .
" Although the traditionattype still exists. most homes
have either become.,,ia, meduailacilities for the
physically or mentally ill; or fb s parts of larger

/ institutional complexes which are deygned to meet
a wide range ofrieeds. Such institutions frequently are
affiliated with universities or medical centers.and foster
research and trUiing' in addition to ;serving The-raged. '

A 1- /Idnitibster harries servo people %If°, because of
ph "caliziential or emotional problems. are,unable to
Rye depanantly,ebut ish.o need and desire the secu4

ii
rity of facia) living The fosrpr fit-ally is expeFtelPte

.40
.

gram. Of this numbet, 3 out. of 5 were in official
health.departments, 1 in 4 in visiting nurse associations.
and about I in 13 :was adminiaterol _by a hospital.
The range of services offered by these agencies varied.
Of the total, 73 percent' provide physic'al therapy, 48
percent, home health aid services, 20 percint, medical
social services, 'p percent, speer,h therapy, and
percent','occupatitspal therapy. 4 ,

Althougli the intent ofthe law is for the attainment
of coznprehen e services in the home health aien'cies, . I

Social Security data show that in January 1969, half of
4

the certified agencies were at minimum certification
level, and that 43 percent of these agencies had staffs of
only oqe or two nurses. Thus while some progress has
been made in expansion of home health programs,
much remaitis to be ac. coInplished with regard to, a
sharp increase in the number of agencies and diversifi-
cation of services offered.

, ,

.
. SUMMARY

-. Based on their ability to carry out normal rolei and
reseonsibilities. most old people function well an
should be considered healthy4owever, physical
aging increases susceptibility to chronic ilinessand'in-
jury and ability to function an be disi=upted by vari
ous Wades. 4 jot causes of death after 65 are heart

proyides amily-likeirole.
... - clisease.sstrbke a3td cancer. The main causes of disabil.

Bclariling (tomes for the aged are similar o foster ity are _bait disease, arthritis -and.rheuttatism, fol.
,homes except that they are larger. serve more people. loweby *orthopedic end visual impairments and high
ansihave less of the intimate faihily atmosphere. They. ..blood pressure. .
are often used for former mIntatho'spital patients and There are many reasons why old people have dif-
others itho are not self.sugcientBut cannot tolerate ficulty

of
maintainin. health or controlling- illness:

4T,the intimacy of family living. . some of these are internai; some reflect attitudes and

I practices of health professionals; some spring from
- . . . , the inadequacies of the health care system; and others
Rome care has numerous forms.* It varies from pro- rifled the general social status of the aged. Despite bar-,

grams. Offering a single service such as nurshIgCare of . #rs. old people utilize a great deal of health serv.
the oicic at,home. homemakerhorne iehealth aide. or meals c e. There is mud; interest currently in e impact
on 'wheels to multi-sery fee 'Patterns. the most sophis-, ..khlth Medicare will-have on utilization. 1
ticated of which are coordinated Moms tare programs. In general, old people. need health services that are

Prior to the advent of Medicare, the inost widespread c ntinuotis,' coordinated and comprehensive. Illness
1program of home care was nursing care f the sick y be deticted at an early stage by means of periodic

at home. whether provided by a volun ry nursing exams. screening and sensitizing people to signs of ill-,
agency, an official health departmilit or other source. ness. All of these.methods have their limitations. Most
With the pqssage of Medicare and its "Conditions\of ambtilatory care of the old is given in doctors' offices,-,
Participation ,pf Home Health' Agencies," emphasises although doctors do visit the. old at home more often .,. j . IF
on proxiding services in ad4tion to nursing, andlocliy, than any other age group. Outpatient department care. .
the, mbIti-service horie health agency pridemihates. . tends toward fragmentation and.impersonallty.

..In Januqii 1969, there were 2484. home health wen l''' The expanding functions of general hospitals sug
cies ,certifihd for participation Tn the Medicare pro- ;,pest movement toward the concept of community health

,

HOME CARE
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centers, in which all major health services are found
in one location. Other institutions are also changing
their structure and functions. Important institutions
serving the aged include mental hospitals, extended.
nursing and personal care facilities, and foster and
boarding homes. The most neglected area of service is
home care.

Information and Referral Services represent one-new
response to the problem of eNaluitting patient needs
and finding help in meeting-these needs. Other sources
of help are available, but the problem is Bute clue jo
the disorganization of the health system an e com.,
ple:dty of the needs of the aged.
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THE ECONOMIC STA1*S OF THE AGED,

Richard F. Wendel, Ph.D.

About a century ago, Thomas Carlyle labeled eco-
nomic* as the "dismal science- and soundly condemned
the political economists of his day for their pre.
occupation, with the in ity of society. But the su&m
ard definition...4 econo is pretty much as follows.
`Economics is 'the study o Row men choose, with or
without the use oaf money, to employ scarce productive
resources to produce various commodities over time
and distribute them for consumption, now and in the
future, among various people and grdups."'

There are two istor areas of interest to economists,
namcly , what resources will be used to.produce what
Los, and who will have claims against the goods and
services produced for consumption: It is in this latter
area that the ecezmic status of the ged is. of concern
to eco mists: who gets to consume at?

MOs I Y'S ROLE IN ECONOMY
I

rta onetized economy, the primary means by which
goods and services arc distribu'ted among consumers
is through income payment*: thus, we say that one
person's income is higher than that of another person,
based upon the amount of goods and_sery ices he is
able to ,buy One important way that the amount of .

money income be increased or decreased As through
the price leveW pikes go up and the amount of
money income he rece;oes remains the same, we are
forced to conclude that his.rea.I income is reduced.
However, if his money income should go up faster
than the prices of those goods and services he consumes

Atsociate Professor of Marketing, School of Business did.
ministration: University f Connecticut, Storrs, t.onn.

e

SECURITY AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

PART VT/chapter twelve

go up, we conclude that his real income has, despite
the higher prices, increased:

ECONOMIC CHANGE SINCE WORLD WAR II

The advapce in the level of real income in the United
States in the period since the end of the second World
War can be described as phenomenal. For example, the
total value of all the goods' and services produced in
the United States in 1966 was 3740 billion. An in-
crease of'. 7 percent to 3790 billion was foreseen in
1967. In terms of average family income, this mednt
37,250 in 1966, and 37,300 in 1967: But 1,967's dollars
did nut buy as much as in 1966, for thiee poilits of the
7 percent increascin total output would be due to price
increases. Nonetheless, real family income on the aver.
age would be higher than before. Indeed, it would be the
highest in American history and would represent the
highest real incomes in human history

INCOME DISTRIBUTION

But the use of average figures, when discussing in.
come, is deceptive. An average is really only a valid
measure when the distribution around it is a normal one
which can be represented by a bellshaped curve. In-
come is not evenly distributed. In fact, its distribution
is said to be skewed, that is, instead of an equal cumber
of people beips found at both high and low incomes,
many more are found below the average than above it.
In fact, the families who rank ip the upper 20 percent
of all incomes in 1264 had 41 percent of all the income,
conversely, those families and individuals. who ranked
in the lowest 20 percent of the income stream had only
5 percent of all the dollars.

POVERTY

The tendency.of incomes to be skewed means that
there are some families and Individuals witose incomes

76
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are very low. For purposes of taking social action
among these with low incomes, the President's Com"
mittee of Economic Advisors in 1964 formulated an
"Official" definition of poverty which has since become
rather famous It would define as poor any family of
four with $3,000 or less in pretax income at 1962 price
levels.

This initialeffort to delineate the boundary of pov erry
was not a success Because the needs of families dif
fer significantly, a:definition which reflected this v ari
ability was needed. To meet this need, the Social Se-
curity Administration offered a new "official" definition
which took variability in indivial faintly needs into
account. Thus; this definition vaded from an income of
85.000 for a nonfarm 'family of seven at the high side
to an income of $1:000 for a farm family of two w hose
head is over 65.

The Soc. ial .Security Administration, in formula%
ing this new "'official.' definition of poverty, did, then
attempt to deal with the problem of the differing needs
of different families, and thus take into consideration
these needs in setting the basis for determining, who are
poor. Unfoitunately. despite this work, price indexes
that show Ole real income changes of advancing or de
dining prices remain to be calculated. Without them,
it is not possible to say with any precision what the im
pact of price changes has been on particular population
groups.

4.

among,the aged in the same period was only 2.5 pe
cent. It should be recognized that this was in a period
of relative price stability when compared with, 1966.

, The persistence of poverty among aging people high.
lights their most outstanding economic characteristic
their lower incomes.

But as has been indicated by the data so far in ab
solute terms, poverty among the aged has tended to
improve,. The question then becomes not absolute isn
provement, but rather relative improvement. Are aging,
people sharing proportionately in the increased pro
ductiv ity of the American economic adVance?

As Table I indicates, most-people in the labor force
'have fared well in the period since 1949.

Poverty as ban Economic Fact
While defining a term like poverty is difficult. it is not

so difficult as living poverty. And today, in our affluent
and achievingsociety. more than 30 million Americans
are, living poverty. ,They lived in 1L5 million hour ?-
holds and made up 19 percent of the population in 44.
This -was down considerably in-Both absolute atid, rela-
tive terms since 1959 when there were 13.4 million
Patti). households of 24 percent of the population.

Poverty and The Aged
In 1965, 3.8'million of the 11.5 million poverty house-

holds Here headed 14 a person 65 or older. Like poverty
among the population as a whole, the incidence of
poverty among the aied has declined in absolute and
relative terms in receneyears. Even so, the decline has
not been nearly co great foothe aged as for other
groups.

While the decline of poverty households in the popu
latioh as a ware was L2 percent between 1959 and
1965, the decline in /umber of poverty households

72
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. TABLE I

itedisa income of men, by age, for she Unit. ed Slates.
1963, )959, and )949

Age 19634 1959 1949

Total . . .

14 to 19 years. .

20 to 24 years . .

$4, 511 $3, 966. $2, 346

406
2.632

411
2,162

410
1, 726

25 y ears . . 5, 470 4, 747 2, 754
td 44 years . . 6, 230 5, 320 2, 951

2, 7545 to 54 years . . 5,82g 4, 852
55 to 64 years . . 4,901 4,190 2, 366
65 years and aver.. 1,993 /, 576 1,016

The mediae income for women over 65 in 1963 was
$920 qr 46_percent of_the medianincome fof elderly
men.

The relevant question, then, is how have th who

have left the labor force fared in the same perio ? The
evidence indicates that incomes of the aged have not
muved.so rapidly as foi thdse still actively working on

.the production of goods id cervices. In Table I, the
relative deterioration of.the aged visavis the actively
working population throughout the period of the fifties
is shown. It also indicates that there has been some
modest improvement in the period since 1959.
*Table 11 indicates that despite this modest improve.

ment. the relative economic position of the aged in 1963
was not as good as it was in 1949.
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;AKE 11

Iledian income of men, by age, for the L'ilited States:
1963, 1959, and 1949 -

icomined eouses'Number. ;35 to 44 non m loon

Age 1963 19.59 1949

Totals .. n . 75 79

14 to 19 years 7 8'
20 to 24 'years 42 49
25 to 34 years 88 89
35 to -14 years 100 100

45 to 54 -years 94 91

53 to 64 years 4
L,

79 i9

65 sears and over 32 30.

14

58
93

100
93

80
34

Een a modest improvement is to a considerable ex-
tent deceptite. for without understanding how it has
come about, we likely e ill mistake what the conditio

of life are for most aging people.

RiTIREMENT FUNDS

Primarily. the source of this modest improvement
has been that those retiring most recently have been
under Social Security longer and at higher wage and
salary levels for a contribution base. To a lesser degree,
private pension plans hese been of assistance. None.
theless. the income of males over 65 is still' 70 percent
lower than the median incomes of those in the most
produCtive sears, ages 35 to 44. And the relative
economic position of males over 65 is not as good as it
was in 1949!

On the surface. it appear,. that the aging should have
ameliorated (heir lot by saving, by purchasing ennui
ties, and by other self-improvement purchases. 'Yet,

...,
*age levels in the% United States for those preserftly re-

tired were itow here near where they are now when the

aged were in the.labor force. And there have been dis-
cordapt economic events which lessened the ability of
worker. to save even if wage and salary levels had not

been so low. flow doe4.:one In his saving plan, make
pllowance for a greater depression or the kind of price

ye. inflation that hit savings in the late 1940's? Currently,
,such. plans are participated in by fewer than 15 percent

4 of the labor force. For the foreseeable fikure, Social
Security will be,the main source of income for most
older people who have left the labor force, and for those
dependent upbn them. .

A

.

REAL.,INCOME

In contrast to money income or the flambe( of dol.
lars individuals and families receive, real income is a
measure of what the dollar received will buy. If we use
the dollar's average purchasing power during 1957-59
to compare purchasing power at various points in time,
we find a dollar bought only $0.93 worth of goods in
1964, or a downward change of '7102 percent. A dollar
in 1949 bought $1.20 worth of goods judged by 1957
59 prices. The value of the dollar in purchasing power,
then, declined by 27 percent between 1949 and 1964.

Purchasing Power Measures
Ai in income data, changes in the purchasing power

of the dollar represent partitular phenomena that would
not apply to everyone equally. These figures are estim-
ates olchanges in the purchasing power of the dollar
for urban families in the upper blue.collar and lower
white-collar' occupational groups. Since they are the
basis of the Consumer Price rndex, they are our single
best estimate of overall changes in price levels. Over
400 items are included in the construction of the index
to makethese estimates of changing purchasing power
of the dollar in the "market basket" of goods and se
ices among urban wage earner and clerical worker
families, The index does not precisely measure the im
pact of price changes of the aged.

Constiinption. Patterns. ,
There are.. thou'gh, some decided differences in con.

...sumer behaiior that allow us to make inferences about
real income changes among the aged.

The awing are higher than average users of medi-
cal services. For instance, the aged made nearly 50
percent more physician visits per year the the pope-
lation as a whole and spent almost SO pe ent more
per year for medibal services than dill the ulation,
as a whole. Because of their lower incomes, a larger
proporion of the incomes of the retired went for medi.
cal expenditures:Recognition of these realities was one
of the-major reasons for the passage of Medicare.

4' a
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What is eorne effect, of Medicare? Obviouty,
if the price of goods and services make ub a

Alarge.taft of a family's. expenditures is reduced, that
family had. made a rain In Veal income:This gain is tisV'
real as an increase in money income when pries remain. .
thJ same or when cl, nges in income received are
greittef than increases .prices.Aecause coverage under 1
Medicare is incompl e and because prices for mediial
services- have advanded far more rapidly than Other
pricesethe'immediate benefit Of the Medicare program
will be diluted with the krassw of time. Not only does ,

inflation threaten to diminish to a considerable extent
he benefits to income under.Medicare. but it also affects

other goods and sell ices consumed by the aged more
than for the geheral population.

Inflation' affects the aged nose than the general
popsilation .becao,e of their patterns of consumption
and because more of the aged derive their incomes from
fixed income claims than do ) ounger people. The in- -

Wrest of the aged in income adjustment to overcome
inflation is complicated bl their patterns of consump-
tion. They are greaser than average consumers of stet,. .

ices which tend to rise faster in price than incomes.clo.
The demand for sertices, is extremely income sonsi-

the. As income risv, the monies expended on serf ices
rise faster. Et en without inflation, the purchasing power
of the dollars received by the aged would he lessened
through time as the rest of the population get richer ht
,real income terffis.

The relative income of older people through time is
affected set eral fold. First. because their incomes are
fixed and based largely on contributions, of precious
employment. iAtome adjustments can be obtained only
through political action by die Congress. SeFond. the
income parity of the aged tends to. be diminished by the
disproportionate increases. in demand for services by,
the general population as its real income grows.

Further. the frisks of technological process are dis."
tribute(' through pa) menu to the carrot factors of
production(w.age's and salaries, profits and rene.The
aged4hen can only participate in,higher let el of lit ing
as the% are able to derive income from one Of these
sources. .Typicali). die aged, do IA work. Second. a
felt have assets that take the form Of directiprofit pary
tjcipation. Third. while some hate the potential to
earn rent payments through rheir real property owner
ship. they are occupying* thesC real properties
themselt ''. '

.'`

I
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

First. some policy changes are necessary to establish
a means by which both the absolute and relative in.
comes of the aged are protected against deterioration.
But keeping money incomes automatically, up with price
levels of the goods consumed iy the aged is.only a be.
ginning. 4 second step is to establish a parity lev,e1 of
relative ittsomes of the aged who have left the work
force to the income levels of those who remain in the
work ford. What amount relative to the rest of the
population shooldlhe income of the aged come tp?

The policies which we presently follow lease many
aging people iri'deprivation. It might be well to reflect
upon the circumstances under which present. policies
were formed. In the 1930s. programs were postulated
on the basis of the extensile pert of the times. Most
of these programs were. therefore, at minimum letels.
I think we should ask oursehes if the intellectual tech
nology of the 1930's is any more adequate to solve the.
social problems of the last third of this century than
that intellectual technology -would be for the solution
cf scientik troblems.

A third policy change relates to finding a may forthe
aged to benefit from technological change. As the pace
of technologic'al -hange in the United States accelerates,
the policy chances of income protection against inflation
and of establishing an income parity will he sufficient.
Various programs have been proposed to allow for par.
ticipation of the aged. among them an income surtax
based on the benefits of change to income recipients
from current, production w hich Mould be distributed
among those no longer in the labor force:

SUMMARY

The economic position of the aged is inferior to that
of the population as a m hole. It is also inferior in many
ma) sto that of the aged of the past. Changes in policy
seem. indicated. At a minimum, it would seem &tat

income Orotection against the inroads of inflation on
the incomes of the aged must be forthcoming. Further.
it seems desirable that we should review the relatite
income of the aged in comparison with that of the rest
of the poptilation. and decide if an income level per
household of less than one-third that of the rest of

-the population is what we think is right. Third, we
should consider policy changes which would allow the
aged to partfi spate an the benefits stemming from tech.
tiological change in the future.
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RELIGION AND ATTITUDES TOWARD DEATH

eRGANIZED RELIGION AND THE AGING

by
Virginia Stafford*

p
What is religion? What is thq religious life? What

does religion mean to the older person? What particu
lar needs does religion seek to meet? What is the t,ask
of the religious institution in ministering t older per
sons? What 'kinds of programs must be es fished, and
by whom?

Wens
Religion, in Jun 's terms, is e deep center from

which an individua draws the ego strength he needs
to cope with the rea ties of life; to Tillich, religian is
the human quest for easing and for answ to the
ultimate questions of man existence.' This qu for
meaning, this achievement of ego strength finds its
reality in man's relations to the deity in his personal
communion and identification with One he may call
God, Jehovah, or by another name as the source of
power and meaning and strength in the universe and,
intimately, in his owti life.

Meaping of Religion to the Aling
What is the meaning of religion to the older person?

Select comments by older persons themselves, may be
revealing:

"Religion removes fear for me. It keeps no,from
fearing the future."

"Thank you, Lord, fora good flay !"
"If you've got good equipment insidefyou don't

need much withoutr: -
"Sorrow drives us closer to Cod. I came to know

Him when the first real tragedy of my life came
and I liras thrown completely on His care."

Director of Ministries to Older Adults and Homebound.
Division of the Local Church, Board of E4pcation, The United
Methodist Church, NatIville, Tenn. 37202.
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"I hope I've grown at least. ailt4Elein my under.
'standing of God. I think I fiairols':,.

"Running away froM yourself iptiplielp:If you
don't have real semity,,all Vle.lo1010Prs and
radios in the world won't help yo4X1:::N't

About an older person by anctioir: riyhat
prayers that woman praysi she's"St sute the
Lord will do what she wants, she asks Mtn. for
things she doesn't even know He ha" .

.
The significance of these and countitss:other,Orlews c

not quoted here they be viewed in the liglif_ef
research, religion and aging people.

RESEARCHING RELIGION AND AGING . .

Swenson comments on the difficulty inherent in re
searching the meaning of religion to the aging, calling
attention to the fallibility of the hypotheses devise' to
date to gleans this type of information:: Is an older
person "religious" in ratio to attendance at worship
services or other church activities? Is a person more
religious when he atteacls more events; less religious
when he stays away?

The study .of the religious' attitudes and interests of
the aging is a relatively new area of interest. We know
far more about the diseases of aging and even the
psychological; factors related to ilia aging process than
me do about the religious aspects of older adult life. .

Gray and Moberg remind us that additional*(e
search is necessary to determine the extent of religious
beliefs and actions as persons age ?Caves adds "There
is some indication that they might be more favorable
than younger groups of adults in their attitudes toward
religion and disposed to find religion taking on some-
what more importan . it would be more accurateto
say that those who are ow above 60 years bf age are
somewhat mord religious than those who are, now
younger. It is not clear that this is entirely correlated
with aging."
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He further comments,. "Religion has a relation to
aging because it involves a response to the, experience
'Awing. change, loss, and death. It involves a concern
to find the ultimate meaning in these processes and to
ascertain the significance of human life. It colois not
only the way of looking at the process of aging and
those who are "aged, but the way of responding to them.
Religious faith and activity may be the way a man can
assure himself of his continued worth in spite of the
losses and disabilities wrought b; aging."

Using the inventaa,enlitled "Your Activities and
Interests" in a study of 499 men and 759 women,
University of Chicago social scientists found that par-
ticipation in social activities decreased with' age after
the 60th birthday. "Neves theless, satisfaction with reli-
gion and the derivation of a feeling-of security from
it increased with agc. The percentage of both men and

-women with favorable attitudes toward religion has
found to increase kith age. Belief in a life after death,
which has accepted by most people in their sixties, was
universally accepted by all in their nineties." 4

The Gray-Moberg, study, aid Mayes writings. as
noted alio% e. serve as the source fur the points to follow .

I. Heligious participation from childhood usually
supports continued participation into the older
years.

2- Religion is for many older persons a factor in
successpLadjadjustment.

3. Older eople attend church services about in
the same proportion as do persons ok middle
years.

4. Few older people bold places of leadership in
the church.

3. Church attendance lessens as income decreases.

6. Older it oinen participate in church activity
mortregularly than men do.

7. Almost all older people. like most American
adults of all ages, admit to beliel in God and
acknowledge veibally the importtnce of
religion.

8. The church is the one social u nit that is avail-
able to the offier person who is beyond retire-'
ment, has experienced changes in family struc
ture, and has yithdrawn frdm clubs and sinii
lar: associations.

9. Religious activ ity is riot necessarily an indica-
tion of an essentially Nigioua concern in older

e'
adults.

10. The churches are playing a significant role irt)

4.

--
the adjustment of many older persons, but they
are not, in practice, doing as much as they

. could do in the light of their stated purposes.

We may summarize: Religion is a more natural part
of older adult life:

When it is a part of the experience of childhood;
When it is nurtured by a loving family; 41(

When it involves present satisfactions;
When it supports a sense of personal worth;
When tit, makes possible a view of the future,

marked by peace and hope.

THE CHURCH

The church is the agency in society designed to help
persons find value and meaning for their existence
thsough relationship with one another,and with the
ultimate power of the uniwse. An individual unit of
the church, a congregation, may be a simple fellow-
ship of a few people or a large body characterized by
involved organizational patter nseand highly specialized .

clerical leadership. It may be housed ina great temple
or in a "house church" where "two or three are gathered
together." ;

Among the means whereby the church providelLthis'
sustaining relationship hetween Man and man,*.rircl
between man and Go-et:cid thuligse of Value beyOb

ce

tL,
mere existence, are: the' c'eleb at of common wor
ship; the fellowship of service and col social events;
tilt capturing of mankind's early beginnings and search
ings for truth through study; individual and corporate
communion through prayer; the catl and support
of/the priest, rabbi, or, pastor, and the inspiration of
the proclaimed word. Each move is designed to Make

7 possible 1- better per,sinal and social life in the world
in a context of acceptfince of every Berson ashe is.

To the older person there is particular value in such
a description of the church. He need( a fellowship in
which there is uelcomo for 'fill persons, however limited
physically or financially, as children of .God who are
worthfulNindividuals. In such a fellowship, theolder
person is offered a placraf usefulness, of recognition,
of responsibility, of warm irception, and of support
for Waning 'egos.

ANCIENT -TRADITION,

The fact of age itself has \een liccep)ecl since ancient
times as an cyldence of Gpd's fi;or. "Honor, your
father and your mother, that your days may be long
in the land which the Lord your GOdgives you"

14
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(ExOdus Z0:12). "I will fulAll.the number-of yout
idays." (Exodus 23:26). licep his statutes and

his commandments... that it may go i+ell,with you,
and that you may prolo3g your days in the land

.whithiltealtrcl 'roil God git es 5eu." t Dent. 4:40).
tirake Judaic Christian traditioii thinks of long life

in th*q way, with terliaps a hint of a question about an
eat liv death One has often seen older persolfttrake
`their'geads,apd ask, when a 5 Wog* persbb died, "Why
was he 'cut VI so young?" as tough there had been a
deliberate act of punishment. A ripe old age has been
thought blessed of 'God add, the saints. The mints of
traditiu91'have blpf;t1lemsekes, persons poitrayed as
aged, hoary headed. possessed of long yeltrs.r).
HONOR ,REMTED TO LIFE EXPE*4-TANCY

f
a

CHURCIi. PROGIrAMS FOR g.GING,

hutch programs for the aging have three dimen-
sions; denominational.operotea 'retirement and nurs-
ing homes; community centers, recreation programs, ..'
and sheltered workshops, usually sponsored by several
congregations on allinterdenominationa) or interfaith
basii; congregatiorial pogroms for their' members and .

other older persons in the community, Moth active and
.

homebound. ' is ..
Retiiemeat and Nursing, Haines... .

Most. religious groups haweleit I responsibility for
,. institutional care of the agerfoi, many years, with

creative changes being seen in this type of service toclm
,Some "[tomes" comprise four, orofive unit scatter-ad

, ..,
thr u h a oil : an apartment nouse; altos ital 11'1 corn-

The fart that fife expectancy was low in the days-\ munity cep
. of the Old Teitament, or an average of under 25 years oche walls
- then. under 30 in the days of Jesus' life in Galilee:may ginning to e

intestine', the ofgifz if ate idea that old age was a special irig centers of a
'favor bestowed by God. To be 4-31d was to be veep. . of the surrou ding area. N ore a
tionalin honor, in prestige, in wisdom, as well as in trainirig4, pastors, offering crafts
agefor obviowly this person. this,old person, lit(tit viding workshops to
hate some special reason himself such a . giving v_olunteer sett'
signal achievenient io have been realized, such a gift of nishing foster grandpar

r, a nursing home,itresidence building. -
f the familiar old, Apple's home are be-

cl,,as ohm-tt:IA ned homes are becom.-
ty in the interest of all "alder' people

more homes are
-

d recreation, pro-
teers and professionals,
community steeds, t-

ts for °institutional:tad 11-
.

Cod tolls% e 11-en bestowed. tr
. dren, training and deploPmg yisitors-to the home"

Down through ihe.,}Ars this idia persisted, thgo,sh bound,trid scheduling continuing education programs.
the lifelripectaky ftgai egarited. (ilk-104in The role of the chaplaitein institutions-for the aging is
Ibis century hate dr Stores stepped up sha

. to shake 'foundations otthe old idea of
dal priv e. Those who are in the' eight'

..Adand past 100 today were sttidyint; di it
tlaw day when the average metc lived

-.7 - -10Iv rs I

at4

,

A. MIXEDBIOING

ugh, . also changing. Increasingly, h&mes,,,are seeking to relate
e as a spe- indiridual 'residents to the service and fellowship
, nineties, of nearby churChes *her ihtin to a hopiesponsorect

story books program, apd to relate individual residents to the pastor
prpicimatefy and conkregation rotheitbon to atinstit'utio'n.

. Vurther, denominations are beginning to itik -to:
4 gethei in deteiinining the' institutions/ rieeds.fof the

.. '",, . . .., . -/ : aging in the community and thebest mans of meeting
4. .Thr inessapab14.1actts4hat aging, net antanntrxed these needs. Th4 days of the ectanan home may be.s

blessing. Thousand pilttretpersons are,viFliirs of long numheitt Its a'rarity now. find a ISinc's res,j.jents
;nil -painful diseases. Many .14.0 in want and in lone.. ,,,testricted solely to members of the sponsoring faith ...
nes,. Others:4$ ho could still contribute toananlineratt group, ftfac't due only in part to go;ernment requite-

. denieibis oppoitunq solely becidse of societal values' - ments covering use of Federal funds. .
....

a .suf agrAnd retirement. Foi thee, there lebewilder a Administrptors and -other staff of church -owned
"hip?, artjne?easingly being employed bectuse of their
competence,in,social work, understandiIng 6f the aging
process, and dedication to tire real co`ricerds of older 6
pe.gsle Protestants ,and Catholics have learned much,
lipm Jewish praciicos hi: requiring .a high sta,nJerd of
excellence" home staffs. There is need f,kg on-the-jog
traipin existing Staffs and, for paelnplo vent

sti'educhtiopon the graduate level Universilie take

..rhent reflected in ru2Ziect questions: "Why didihe Lord
, itavearne here so long?" r

if the*ciurch.ii that institution mast concerned witha

AI

increasing tke ego strength 'of each person and helping
-hint feel the also ranee of ;`being truly vidued in the

010. 1;1 sigh .of.God and man', is lit obligated to do: all
.
in its,,

-"power to provide 'tlfose experiences that will reassure
4Ng sup I di indYillual, I r
,

support
-

-*: e
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this problem serio*in gating up degree.and short-
, term programs in ology, education, soda' work,

business administration, institutional managAment, and
human developmentall related to older peoply4* s well
as incorporating concepts'into existing course* ..)

Soc(al
. .. ,

Community Sown and Workshop Programs
Community eenter, housed inithuroh buildings or

other structures more `convenient to the people, may be
sponsored by religious organizations. In general, these
are interdenominational or 'interfaith- in panagtment
and provide social contact,

.
useful activity, creative$,

new experiences, and broadening of relationships, for
older persons of the entire communal.

Su enters are often forerunners of progins p o-
, videdby the community through public or broad -based

nonprofit sponsors. Concerned churchmen m heir
services available in either situation, as an expr -1- sion
of commitment to the betterrnent of older pehons' livel.

-

Most older adults are in the community, not in the
institution. Scarcely 5 percent are residents in all they;
sursing homes, hospitals and homes for agingManic:
ipal, Masonic, privatechutch or a whatever 'sponsor.
ship. The rest are,in the private houses, apa

Ivan hotels, dne-roem4Rogemenfosovel stored h
sing developments, o r s rding, twin]. es found.in every.
town and city. Some are learning what it is like to:bs,
citizens in a, homogenized, selaofitained village oto4

. older Persons.

The Delklfor an outlet for ,personal abilities and for
a source of into fer physically and eiiiitionally

limited per'sons

, developed,t31-ert only the agini person. .

_various' titles. In all of these, 'persons of retirement

shelter toficshotis being developed% in ,sone 'cities.

serviceableobjestifor sale. Few. workshops have been,

Religious oiganizatioes manage other 'worksh'ops under

are given o)tportunity to rebuild their ielfrespect '
s'contributiiit members of society as iliey produce

found a worthy 'solution in the

..,

..
, .

Ministry to the Aging

,, 4,;7
:-,,:i

;"...
A.3., Geared. to use the ireatiye skills of lounger

.
persons; .,,,, .

4. Keyed to the concerns of perbohs at man} level.
'kJ of elperientethroug4itut the entire span 'of the

older y I .; ..
,.

.11
.

5. Inclusive, all older adults, not just these of
the congre don's membership i

6. Related to community resources; and,
7. Involved with the servieis -of a. concerned .

designated. worice,r1spons1ble to the ebbs& '
OM

. It
The purpose of ministry is to help meet the spiritual,.

'emotional and health needs of the aging perion. Related
'to thisare the impoi'tant issues of:

. .
1. Changing and improving societal Ettitu to

ward the aging process and older persofiti -
2. Provid,ingvsupport to younger persons in their

4
prepare fora happy life in the totem
quest fO a meaningful life in the to

nd,

,_ , .3:Contributing to the communaVszecoinition of
the needs of older persons and the develop-
ment of community resources to, meet these/ needs.nts,

.. The congregation's, trtinAtry to the aging may. be

t a
ilfrogram fiatures that havehave inclUded. in the ,

congregation's plans for Offer persons haie railed di
ensions. Such progrim activityentails fun times such

osinging, parties, camping, and sports. Other- activity'
is Pruilt about intellectual stimulant% through activities
such as boil( reviews, bible stticli, and discus:
sions. .

.,

.A third activity' arena is one of utilitarianism and .

, service to others. Activities suggehecl may be to visit
the homebound, to assist inNoting drives, to carry out
congriational responsibilities, or to work for desired
legilintion, again ameng iniktiple possibilities.

'What has been said here for the ofingregatfO,b's min

. istry is agpfbarble to the program of the community
centek as well as th e retirement and nursing hone
where needi expressed end uneipressed are tligestimuli 4

, (Or' group planning. 0 , ..
...

1

4.

described fro* three viewpoints: eltaracterlitics, pur-
poses; program or actiViikalitome basic highlights are
listed below, alheit in brief form.
sine first liking pertains to select characteristics of
the congregation's ministry. Thez are:.

1. Planned and led by older pewits;
2 As varied in content and pi'ocedure ashe num

baba individuals involved; Iltb

4-
_

S

10C1IC WORKER ROLES

Social %foam are invaluable atiomany points in
.

planntng.,Iniraiiring their, help would be particularly .

useful in developing skills in grosnidecisionmakini, in
use ofconsUltative principleand methods, in awareness
of the deep problems. of individual, and in assessing
progiess and determining next steps..Ai. seminaries and .r

$

. - .

* i
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colleges develop border training for clergymen, social
werkers' insights will be in'vatuable itt courses on pas-'

.
toral care and counseling. -

There are other means whereby a p-rofesslonal sockl
workemgy help religiOus organizations serve the needs

.. of the aging kesidk letting the church know one
able. Social workers are skilled in training visitprs to

tra

r

the homebound agea; in iiroviding resources on health
maintenance, finances, housing, rehabilitation, commu-
nity services, in initiating workshgps or conferences,
in helping plan corraminitcenters
nib, services which churches can ho

'and ineatssi ing church-sponsored ho
dealoping .c Immunity service patterns.

other commu.
and ,sponsors

for aged in

!CONCLUSION
. ".-"A

- .

-Religion and th church are Intifnately involved oft
a spiritual`, moll al and psychological base to serve
a spdcific church imembershiLlw so serving its con.
gregatienr4church is tr1OVing to sere alleging people
wxo so desire it.

-w While significant reekrch in 'religion and aging leas
been tindertakla. mute re ins to be,leirned than 1,,iiat
is now known.Aeligion -44 a positive factor in the
later years. And to maximize its place in- serving man-
kind, the church has moved to meet the needs of aging
people- on an individual, group, communal and so-
cietarbasis. w

is
. ,

.
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- 4 RELIGION '-AND :ATTITUDES TOWARD DEW

.

ATTITUDES OF THE ELDERLY .°Ir
TOINAR.D. RELIGION AND DEATH

. 01

.

1

I, Clayton Weaver; Ph.D.*.
and

Dqid Rose Boyd ,

. ' .
". . .

.

Man is the wonder of the world because he
is the master of Itheageless earth, bending that mother
of the godi to tr. will; because he is master aim; a,
living things: because he' overcomes all &singes, all
the dangers, finds the remedy.* every ill . . . every_
ill but : Death horti cannot overcome.' Why, then, is
lie thi wo der of the world? Because he dies: becpuse,
in spite of death, in-spite of ibis foreknowledge of death,, '
he masters nevertheless the ageless earth, tames beasts,.
builds cities.''' 01r" .

TWO DRIVES OF MAN
.

.
Despite the fact of death,..its ilevikabili

ersality, man exhibts two basic drives or
'at a imputs1 to hive, to maintain himself in

p eserve himself; and tili impulse to irapto%e, t
'better, to, enhance the quality of his living. He
security, order, the regular and dependable'. esylts,.
the balance necessary to his preservation. He als seeks
the new, aspires to the as ?et unachieved. He ches
ror, even longs tor, "increased perfection" as Spinoza

; suggests, r for 4:excellesii.e" of life.as Aristotle among
the ancients and John Gardner currently suggest. 11e
even risks his life and shows the bourage tosaccept Ole
'risk to 'prnfress.a

and uni
p best: I

to

ks

anct
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Of course, no illustrate these two drives to
an etpuil d . Those with suicidal tendencies may
be exceptio Ipalisuicide may be patholegical, As
rromm su ests, ir."experts on4uicide belieire. that
nioSt acts aimed at self-destruction, yhetheT or not they
succeed, are really attempts to reach out for others
ill and awful ways of crying,'Help me P " i.

^..
Bereavement, poor retirement adjustment and lack

oipppropriate altematives Or other hazards of aging -

can engenderthe "will to die." Then there are the dull
and unimaginative, those higdered by ill health, those
stunne4 Vy rlhrotic anxiety,. thOse enslaved by , the,
orspf trail/ ten and unexantineil cUstons.and dognm; .
Who do not aspire to better Rtiegst ; .

Noncrtheless, man.funclions as a balanceaspiren
creature: Stability and progms appear in all hiiman
fife and experience, and bey appear as a !iorking
couple:- balance WOWS us to survey where we are;
aspiration urges us to journey forth. Human lifeipes
on iri the face of the population problem, man's in
humanity to man; the fact of death. . . .

*. ./

S C ONTEMPLATION OF DEATH . #

Hocking, who believiS that the 'meaning of life and
the, meaning of death are inseparable, states: "lan is

only animal that sh ,,s any *hist or its ili y: "
the only animal that contemplates death, and. athe

y;

relfel status "As far we can determine,, man is,the
only. anlinal who kno 41ttniciously that he has to
die." 4 . .

Man's Range'4'Thought'About Death
Mates contemplatiA of death is profoundly varied.

Micsise, in indicating the general range of thought
abogs death,. pbsertes: "In the history o Western
thought, the interpretation of death h un e whole

Taint from the notion of a mere natu ct, pertain .
Mg to man as organic' matter, to,ihe idea death as

81
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the teios of life, the distinguishing feature of turnan
, existence From these two oppodte;polesitpocontrast.

lag ethics may.be derived: off the,one hand,* the atti
tude toward death is the stoic or skeptic acceptance of
the inevitablel or .even the repression the thought'
of death by/ life; on the other hand, the idealistic
glorificatilof,death is that which gives `meaning' to
life, oels t wecondition fin. the 'true' life Of man." 5

Saunders
4

thoughts or it ie avoided. and tjr .dying themselves
417 noted that "death is feared, all

are often left in loneliness. Both invtlflfk bomes ancljn
hospitals; they are emotionally Isolated 'even when sur
robncled, by their families or inyolved in much. thera-
peutic' actlyity. `When we do come' near them we tend
to look at them with that pity which is not so far re-
incived from contempt. Concentrating on our own re--
adions to death-we "often fail to leain the respect for
the dying that can helpus find the real meaning we
bo need.'! 4 L

View of Death by Old People .t
40 The psychologicaKtcl or emotional states in which

old people approach-death. whether viewed as "natural
fact" or as "the datinguishing feature of human exist.

4nce`i 'lenge .from joyful expectation to extreme aid,
pathetic lerrateNoprigle, uniform attitude is traceable

- autong the -aging and aged-toward death. Attitudes to
ward death may .be reflected insuch diverse lategiaies

. as "welcomers. accepters. postppners, disdainers and
4

.feasers.

Tor the aping individual. horrestr, the attitude to.
wards death is significantly different iroar other in.
diyiduals. Especially noticeable is the fact that death
is not a platter of acade ic discUssioe for the aging

. person in the declining years of life e is considering
the unar oidabie circdurstance .bf hi wn death; he-

. is involved ia the realization that his ifs is drawing
to a dose" Many dying patients 'may ook. to profes
sional personnel, as well as families, f r comfort and
assurance in the' face of Jheath. Ross ives a striking
iltuttr4tion of this ,point

bdyini
atients Nish to

talk abLut death. They weicomea breakikrough of their
.deterils. They welcome a fAanit, unemotional, honest

. (43cup:ion of their feelings.:' In these situations, Ross
feels, it. is Illiperateire that the practitioncr be aware of
his own feelirsgs7 about death in order td sustain, a
relationship with the dying 1person and his

w'it'e 'hare lost the ability to talk about death calmly,-
slws,-states, "to sit and listen to a dying him to hear"
what he is so eager to share with us."4She suggests

.
that thip "peculiar immunity: to deatiiiiyayyte the re.

4

suit of a "projection, Of our anxiety, our inability to
face the true facts," ourrelactincetists"help patiknts
die244* . .

a

1.
.Personalit, involvement

De Ropp believes that "people differ tremendously'
in their apacityeto/aeesileath,depOdingimon their
religious and cultural background as well as their

philosophy and fife experiences. He writes of three
- types of aging persons Wing death:

1. The "cephrotonics" who face _death freely,
perhaps even in joyous anticipation, and wac;
sometimes die with a pleasant smile.

2. The "s'ornatonic" who' is aggressive or boister
or as he approaches death, who tends to be
careless and fearless of .dtath, or who does not
fear death mote than anything else.

3. The "full.bellied tviscerontonics"; who, .quot.
ing William Siteldon, de Ropp says have a
"devil of it time of it, dying with great protest as
if they here being.torp fiom life ultimately by
the roots." 1'

Often,. the basic personality pastern of the individual
Ss reflected in his splution to' the life.deeth problem. A
California study of aging. with reference to personality
traits" and attitude toward death, showed that reactipns
of cairn acceptance and counterphobic activity to ward
off death were equally significant, avid) anxious recog
nition running a chise third. Unrealistic estimate of life
expectanty and wish fOr deaths were tat lowest in the 4..

grouping, dis."arding a small rarietY of other
responses."

- This same study, which was ha On a group of
87 men between the ages of 55 an , disclosed the
following fire ati'VdestOward aging: positive attittide,
armored defense, "easygoing roCking-cbair". type,
anger. and the selfhater.

"'Those in the first three groups Were classified as well....
adjusted, as comred to the fourth avid fifth" who were
referred to as "poOrly adjusted. l is also Signi &ant
that 28 percentpf;the men studied gave no informs.
tion conceining their attitude towards aging and 'death."' r
The suppositioa is that for many of these the "anxiety
was so great at it precip4ad open discussion." "

Swenson,in a study of the 'attitudes of tlie'elderly
A towards 'death, tried a cross-section of gold ,people.

Thirty feur Futile iner 50 years of age set up the mate -
rial ,to Fe used on a group or 200 user 60 years of"
age. ,

.
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The attitudes toward death of the group of 34 per;
sons.lover SO yearst who wrote 'essays fell into three
major classifications:

1. Posithe or opttaxstre, as illustrated by these
statements: "It will be wonderful," "Promise
of a new and better life:" "MI troubles will be

-
over";

2. Evasite or apprehensive,as suggested by these
comments: "Dosil think about it," "Have,
nothing to do with the subject,: 'Feel fine and
no reason to think about it"; and,

3. fearful, "The end of everything." "Terror.'
overcomes me," "Dread the t,hought of it."

Analyses of the responses of the 200 persons who
were or older illustrated 3 rather well-defined
attitudes: Tho lookilg forw ant to death positively-
45 percent; those iding any thought of death-44
percent: and those feiring the death experjence lO
percent.'1

A study done by "Jeffers, Nichols and Eisdorfer in-
volved 269 community volunteers 60 years of age or

.older " During a 2-hour social history interview, as
-part of a 2-clay examination, one. question asked the

subj cts, wi s: 'Are you afraid to die?" Ten percent
res ended "yes," and 34 percent "no." Fifty-five per-
cent respooded "no" with the follow* qualifications

1. No, but it is inevitable17 percent
2 Mixed feelings (balanced. ambisalenceik16

percent
No. but want to live as long as possible-13

- percent -

4. No, but do not wish to be-sick a long timeI

/

percent
5. No, with other elaboration-3 percent
6. No, but. dread the' pain of dying-2 percent

R,ELIGIbN AND AGING

n .te Jeffers study, it was further observed that tJi
lifi-ed "no" alliwers were associated with religioui
nology; the answers suggesting um/Ate/epee werei ted wi an absence- of religious connotsonsh

and the nest, edarsiting fear of death tended t9,hayet
no reli iCius,connotation. "" . . ,
"i erefure appears that the factors associated with

no fear of death include a tendency In read the Bible
oftener, more belief in a future life. refer' ence to' death
with morrreligiolg connotations, fewer feelings of re-
iection and deproMon. . . ." "

4.

p.

'

I

4

4

This conclusion is virtually the same as the one
drawn by Swenson : "Persons.engaged in frequent re-
ligious activity . . . evidenced a very gositive, or
forward-looking death attitude, whereas those with lit-
tle religious *fishy or interest either evadedieference
to death or feared it . . . RetigiOn and religiotis activ-
ity apparently play a very intrinsic role in the gerontic
individual's concept of death , . . . The obvious conk
elusion here i4that the person of firm Christian beliefs
or convictions has a more positive religious orientation
and, therefore, looks forward to the experice of
death."'"

RciVotis and Nonreligious Old People
In comparing the religious with the nonreligious,

Feifel affirms es idence of aeinost the opposite con-
clusion from that. of Swenson and Jeffers. "The reli-
gious,person," he writes, "when compared to the non -
religious individual. is Personally more afraid of death.

nonreligious inc ividttal fears death because 'my'
may not be provided for: '1 want to accomplish

c tain things '1 enjoy life and want to continue
or The emphasis iq on fear of discontinuance of life
on earthv.-Vat's being left behindrather than on
what will happen after death, The stress for the reli-

t
gious personis..swofoId: concern w afterlife matters,
'I may bo to hell: '1 hive sins to 3xpi yet as well

'-as with cessation of present earthly experiences.

Data indicate that evert thebelief that one ig going t7
heaven is not- sufficient to do away with the personal
feSr of death in some religious persons. This finding.
together with the strong fear of death expressed in the
later years by a substantial number of religiously in
dined individuals. may well reflect a defensive use..sc;
to speak of religion by some or our subjects: In a
corresponding vein.lhe religious person in Our studies
hol a significantly ,niece negative orientation toward *
th later years of life,thart does his nonreligious peer."

he contrast between Swensons findingsVith
re fundanitiitalist ones religion and the greater his .4

religious ity, the more positive his attitudes toward.
old age:and deathand the finding; of Feifel --that the
religious person holds a significantly more negative
orientation toward old 'age and death than doe, the
noUreligioOs personis striking. At chi juncture. the
question 'uf the nature bad function of 4,eligtori is cru-

cial. Neither Srwenson nor Feifel makes clear how be
uses the term.

,
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RE'LIGJO AN INSTITUTION AND
AY OF LIFE ,

A distinction, thoiliJi not an ultimate separation, can
be drawn between the religious institution and religion
as a,"way of life." Historically and currenlly, the reli
gious institution Itai a numbly of functions in society.
It conserves and safeguards the Vilues of a peide; it
is a place of refuge, worship..selt'exatnination, recrea
tion; it gives instruction in values and, the" most
equitable conditions .and, ways of human relations: it
is a source of pers.:Ilial and corporate strength in the
most intimate sort of community relation a full reci
procity of persons.

As a we of life, religi sifts it unification, at
being allinclusive, .....ex we, with the whole of life.
It means" to intensify. sinctif),, enhance ever) human
fiinction. faculty'and.aCtIvity,, to make men reinterpret
and revalue the so'called sec diar aspects of life and to

.give such fuller meaning; to'fier and nurture a sense
of personal integrity and dignity in relation to the larger
world About. including death. _Clearly not' every indi
vidual in ever} religious faith, denomination, sect and

Zongeijaiieil ,4111 settle fOrthii statement about the-
religious institution and the religious way of life; none-
theless. some such statement is deafly within the main-
stream of the Jewish niwtc,bristian tradition.

Linstrom makes mulch the 'ame point when hnvites.
"It ts recognised there are two base" fine
tions of religion and these have different hearings on
an analysis of religion. and the, aging: The.,primary
function of religion is thit of interpreting, a raining
of existence 'and promoting ultimate values for in
dividuala. A SetQad.iry function isthat, of providing a
social activity, and ,op,,mlunit) interaction with
othe,r;not necessary t ;74 apposition to the primary
function, but asva 'partIf a total' approach to life:.
Churches are inctiqsingin recognizing and dealing"

itt 'the total' inat;:" thalle: with recegrtiti,onOf a '
relationship btween the 44.i-ritual( aspect of .

his
ship men wr n as soclai
bo are recognized gdberally fun Lions

istence aYid relatienship oil and' therelation. ,

0f.

positive rnlatio ip between a good adjustment in
later, ears and church participation or activity," Lin.
Strom further' observes that "churches have both posi-
tive' Ind negative effects on the adjUstment of older
persons" Thud, he .argues, ". . . there is n need for
more extensive amktance.of responsibility on the part
of organized religion for its potential role, in assisting
with the adjustment of older persons in society."

To ,Linstrom's views I would incorporate the lined
. for continued instruction, to bring into'view or review

the "central, positive teachings from the religious per-
spective on life and death. Churches sometimes restrict

' their teaching,ction to children and yodnupeople.
"Continuing eFiation" iswith us,!

Koateribaum's "Summary of the Salutary Con
sequelics of Death" is intriguing and his points lure
listed herewith fdr assessment:

.

"I. Man cannot escape deathred or sym-
bolic . . .

.

I.

"2 Once he "ha,s recognized'and admitted the in-

. evitability of his death, ibe individual is on
the way to becomini courageous, fearless and
decisive . . .

By rememeering the certainty and finality of
death, man immediately sees the urgency of
concentrating.,oti essentials . .

"4.6 Only through thr constant awareness of death-
will an individual achieve integrity and 41:0-
sistency with his principles . .

"S. The man who knows he will die wastes no
time in attacking the problems of gang
meaning and fuffillmerit in life . .

4"6..Thivitility of death lies in that it makes al-
most impossible the repression of unplert
lut-imporiant reaBas . - .
'as e realization of tile death ...of myself leads
ttitrength . . .

8 .4To "aceept.desigmeans to take charge of one's

.",iife

"3.



C0141C.LUSION

Religion is deeply involved in the meaning of death
to aging people although research has not come to a
consensus in findings, eren,though it has been shown
that the personality jpattern of the individual reflects
his death'attitude. ail hile studies indicate a positive
relationship betwee,n a good adjustment in later years
and cliurch p?rticipation, there is apparent need for
continued religious- instruction to bring into view-or
reviev, the central. positive teachings from the...relivieus

., perspective on life'and death.
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WITHWORKING WITH OLDEPEOPLE-.-
SUMMARY PAPER

by

'Caroline S. Ford,
9

(Ogler people mat. be rich or poor, gregarious or
isolated, well or, ill, irritable or serene. Regardless of
economic level or social values, regardless of the con.
dition Leal* both physical and emotional, older
people face particular problems and experience cer
tan difficulties in finding solutions.

This _y plume represents a catalogue of essential
knowledge presently available relating to the daily Ikea
and need., of older people. It identifies and specifies

La/problems in the areas of physical, emotional and social
needs aad delineates a ariety luti tIs our society
hasdealoped through community seriices. .

a-

a I;

t

e I

f
DETER3ILNEW AND MEETING

. WYSICAL NEEDS

The broad categories of food and nutrition, shelter,
clothing and safety of physical environment are needs
shared alike by aage groups, but with certain differ.
ekes noted for theelderk .

Food and Nutrition Counselin
Eoo'd.is a aima9 need for life. Its consumption

can be a source of Treat pleisure to older people and
is both a nutritional and often social experience.
Factors related to food'consumption suggest:

1. Need for fewer ealories
Gradual reduction is basal metabolic rate

3. Poor appetite and faulty absdition, remitting
in vitamin deficient diets

I' Decreased perceptions in taste and stroll 4.

Chief of Mime Semees, Mansfield Memorial Hones,
Mansfield. Ohio.
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To maintain good nutrition, older persons experience
certain difficulties such as: inadequate protein nutrition

and excess carbohydrates in diet due to to/ income,
loss of teeth or poor teeth, and disabilities that pose
problems f1 using eating utensils; certain common ill.

-
nesses which require special adaptation; and difficulfy
in shopping forfood and in obtaining food in small
packages.

The .emotionZand social ay namics of food and eat-
ing are particularly significant for older people. For
those wholive alone, there is little inothation to prepare
adequate food. Loss of appetite may result (roman' xiety
and internal tensions. On the other hand, eating in A
.compulsii,e way may represent compensatory behavios
for emotional isolation. 14neliness and' other stress.

Cultural, religious and regional dietary, habits are
cornforting and are not easily modifi The social
aspect, of eating are often appetite salgulators, for
habits of entertaining guests vtith food or eating with
others arc powerful motivatiniforces for older people.

Some available solutions have made it possible to
meet several of these needs through new frozen foods
and their packaging, restaurants, boarding Douses, and
portable meals served in the home iMeals-onWheels).
Even in congregate care,. facilities, a selective menu sp-

.
tem helps offset depersonalization.

.Social work and other counseling in regard to the
food and nutritional needs of older people include
establishing the extent and duration of the person's
needs.. This would involve contacts with the older per-
son's family, his physician and others in developing an
assessment of the older person's capacity to take care
of all or part ofa his food needs, either temporarily or
over an extended period cif. time.

Based on this assessment, counseling can then assist
in' working out suitable 'plans to meet the specified

Jneeds
tiithin the available resources in the particularj the older person is to have his nutritional

needs met, while continuing to live at home. I



The assessment may, of course, reveal that the older,
indhidual has other needs in addition to those related
to food, suggesting a broader base for plannifig and
counseling.

tShelter Counseling
a

Independent living either in homes or apartments is
the shelter preference of older people. They prefh nor
to live with their adult children or with their sibling4.
Among the factors affeeting this preference are

1. Decreased ability to adn'pt to temperature
change

2. 'Vision and,hearing defieits
3. Tendenci,- to fregency of falls
4. Increased susceptibility to infections
S. To large homei with increased potential for'

accidents
6. Income capacity to enter -rental market grea tly

redu cell

in
egls ucta e to move from familiar surround

8. Disabilities which 'prevent effeCtive search for
. other shelter

Security, status and independence ire implicit values
in home oinership Thirs,sa nicefrpm the familiar
home and.neighborhOodregresents a severe trauma to
which accommodation is difficult. Moves from indepen
dent living to the home of relatives. either children o'
sibling.,, mar be a successful answ eP or may bring
severe ?tress to all concerned. depending in large part
on thepattern of relationships preaiousl existent

Societal solutions for special shelter needs of the
elderly incitidf assistance in remaining in independent
living, in de eloping congregate care facilities, and
stimulating foster home or boarding programs.

Decisions regarding shelter needs of elderly persons
must recognize the depth of emotional involvement in
the moves of older pecPle-

Families are tearful of the risks. of an older person
living alonesTh e older person himself. though, often,
prefers independence, to alternate family plans deemed
safer for him. ,,

Counseling as to judiCious combinations a ben -ices.
may result in a successful Koine plan. Such combina-
tions might include the use of visiting nurses, *table
meals served. in the home, homemaker and/fir other'
services, as appropriate.

Where higher levels of care or more continuous
health care is required. effective counseling ma} direct
the person's family to appropriate congregate care

facilities, assisting the faniil} members to understand
their'own feelings of guilt and to accept the iealities of
need requirements.

Clothing and Counseling

Clqthing lea more personal form of shelter in terms
of providing warmth and proteci. . Clothirk also
represents an expression of a p:t's sense of self,
his selfiniage.and a process of self-adornment related
to normal ego processes. Relevant factors in clothing
for older people include:

I. Enlarged waistlines
2. Ease in the putting on and the taking off
3. Flexible and lightweight garments for comfort

.4. Washable, stairresistant materials

1

Older people experience special problems in procur:
inglappropriate and attractive clothing, dno, to mdltiple
f tors such as lack of material and color selection in,
far r siies, lack of..suitible small styles. difficulty in

n ing comfortable, modest, cost shoes.,and difficulty
in shopping.

Social workers, occupational therapists and others
counseling in terms of clothing needs can direct people
to shops,speeializing in appropriate clothing, including
Athing adapted to those with special disabilities.

Environmental. Safety

A high #roporlion of older people are involit in
fatal or disabling home. rohd and pedestrian accidents.
Releant factors relating to accidents irohing the
aged include:

I: DIcreased visual acuity
2. tailing hearing .

3. Lossexf sense of smell
4. Decrease in muscular skills, endurance and

coordination ability
5, Slower reaction time
6 Poor memory and attention

Major causes of home accidents relate to stairwha
and object falls, while institutional accident, deal with
fires and wheelchairbedbathroom falls.

Driver accident, arc related to diminished vision and
reflexes while improper intersection crossing, walking
on roadway and jay ,walking cause -pedestrian
accidents.

Families of older, people. or older people themselves.
are often tonaw are of the many sin isle 'adaptations that
can be made in a dwelling to make it safer for an older
person to live in. bese include telephone access. dis

92
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c tinct medicine labelint, grab bars, nonskid steps, better
lighting. and rasp, reached tabiriets, swung others.

Institutional staff training in safety procedures and
stringent inspections and standard` of licensing authori-
ties, working together, can reduce accidents and
injuries.

Solutions for drivers have been approached by senior
driver education courses. driver pexamination require
ments for aging drivers, and olderdriver seminars.
Pedestrian education programs and. pedestrian escort
services are two approaches toward solving the hazards
for oldei pedestrians.

. EMOTIONAL NEEDS

Varm satisfy ina relationships, a sense of worth and
acc.1.9plishment. choices and alternatives in terms of
self-mastery , mobility and independence, strong *
itual convictions to sustain and support the stresses of
final illness and deathall these are primary emotional
needs of older people.

-.1:1 Since older people must accommodate to many severe
stresses, supportive and sustaining relationships are
vital. Stimulating programs and sertices are essential
to meeting these special emotional needs-of the aged.

Satishing (se 01 Leisure Time

For the majority of older people who are still active
and able. retirement time on their hands poses chat
lenges to find-new roles to play outsidethe normal work '
role, new' opportunities for community service, new.
chances for personal gratifications. Successful solutions
in the use of tuneere key factors in the morale and self;c-
imageof thq ?Juts person.

Community programs a great variety and in many
settings can assist older people in tkveloping creative
uses of their leisure time., Examples include senior
citizens centers,, golden' age clubs, adult education
courses, selforganjzations of retired, persons, and pro- .
grams in institutional care settings. 4

. Assisting older people to develop effective new roles
in community service, in helping others, in the arts, in
all areas which bring deep personal satisfaction and a
feeling of accomplishment to older people ---is the
direction of social programs. As such, one needs to
eonsid'er the cultural values of work, family relation-
ship satisfactiuns freedom to choose what one wishes
to do or tiuttu. and racily:dual variations due tdhealth-
social-education-cultural badcground.
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Nobility
The ability to move about independently, ai home

and in the community, is aiN essential ingredient in
supporting the, older person's feelings of self-mastery
and his pursuitof creative new interests and retaining
ongoing and new relationships with family and friends.
Relevant factors relating to continuing mobility and
independence of the elderly include walking and
exercise, good foot care, especially designed furni-
ture and buildings, individually matched assistance
equipment,.and convenient, low-cost an&safe public
transportation. -

Programs to assist mobility have included public
building ramps, color as guide, wheelchair wide eleva-
tors and doors; reduced nonrushhoo fareson'public
buses, and lower steps for bus boarding.

Social workers, -therapists and others coun
selirig as to improved mobility for .older persons can
no my pro% ide detail on mobility aides for Ina. id.
uals but also are responiible for implementation of
communal aides.

Organized Religion
'Participation by older people in organized religion

coin be an emotionally supportive expei'lence, -in terms
-of relief of anxiety about death, comfort at times 4f
bcrcavement and the promotion of ultimate' spiritual
values. We have learned there is a positive correlation
between religious participation and adjustment to
aging. and that continuing participation by .olderpeople
in organized religion relates to previous religious par-
ticipative family.life patterns.

While organized religion offers certain direct serv-
ices to the elderly, such as varied tapes of housing,
health programs, and counseling and chaplaincy serv-
ices. disabilities affect the older peison's attendance:
Active church roles' for the aging often become re-
stricted to honorary roles. ,

Recognizing that spiritual beliefs and strong church
ties ate emotionally supportive topiany older persons;
social workels and others counseling in the general
area of emotional needs often work closely with in
dividual priests and ministers or groups of clergy in

. efforts to mobilize the resources of organized religion
on behalf of older church membei's.

Death.
Both the dying patient and members of his family

hate the need for considerable emotional support dur-
Inethe final stages of a terminal illness,
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Because death of anolder person often occurs in an
institution, staff training should include the following
guidelines:

1. Maintenance of dignity of the aging person in
death.* in life;

2 'Importance of the comfort of companionship
to dying patients;

3. The permitting of the patient to express his
feelings about death; and

4. Supporting the staff practitioners who
handling dying patients.

Families ,of patients need understanding and pa-
tience during terminal illness of patient. Such under-
standing should include knowledge about the religious
and cultural patterns relatilig to the patient's and fam
fly's ability to meet the crisis of death.

SOCIAL AND OTHER SPECIAL NEEDS

Security and health care as well as economic, legal
and protectiv ds are all particular areas of special
concern. Als important is the need for social work
counseling o% erall planning. including information
and referral se vicps, so that appropriate and direct`
serve solutions of all kindwmay be available to older
perseins at their specific points of need.

people. It is known that itf 1967, half of thcaged
families had incomes under. #3,928, and half of die
elderly living alone or with non-relatives.had incomes
.under $1,480.

With employment as a source of income for those
over 65 a diminishing opportunity, Old Age Survivors

, and Disability Insurance and public and private retire.
merit programs are increasingly important.

Older "people are sometimes unaware of certain
economic resources available to them. Social work
counseling is of great'assistance in providing informa-
tion to older people on all these resources, and can
frequently make it easier, for them 'to obtain appro-
priate benefits.

Legal Protec. tire Services

The special needs of elderly people unable to'man-
age their own affairs without help and who may be
unable for one reason or another to request such help
may require legal protection. Careful assessment of
one's incapacity relates to judgment in management of
money, self and home. Too, loss .of competency is
not always irreversible, implying the-need for periodic
reevaluation.

Counseling and Casework

Counseling and casework services undertaken
through public and ,private auspices are often needed
by older persons and by members of their families.
Such services are needed not only at point of crisis,
but on a preventive or.mainfen'ance basis. Because of
extreme stresses of the aging period; supportive case-
work can help older persons adapt more successfully
to changes in their life situation.

Counseling areas may. relate to personal ana emo-
tional adjustment, family relationship conflicts, rec-
reation, housing. employment and the full range of
subjects covered herewith.

are

Security and Health Care
A. major concern of older people is theiz4ealth and

. the high costsbf illness. The 1965 Social Security
Amendments created a partial ansi'ver to this problem
in establishing 'a broad program of health insurance,
the Medicare and Medicaid Plograms. Relevant factors
to health care needs show that: ..

-

.1. Most aging persons are ambulatory and receive
health car, on an outpatient basis.i. Z. F our out o 5 of those ove* years have at
.least one c ronic condition 8Timpairment.

3. Aging persons tend to delay seeking medical
care until i medical crisis exists.

4. Lower income and social groups do not utilize
health facilities available to thent. 4fr .

Society has created a wide range of services to pro-
vide, compthenshe health care for the elderly. Since
its development and utilization %airy greatly in the
United States, counseling to 'assist the older peerson to
obtain the appropriate health service is of great import.

Security and Income Maintenance
Adequate income for living with a degree of com

fort and dignity is a primary seouriiS' need of older

'Information and Referral Services
One of the new kinds of agencies providing counsel-

ing to olderleople is the Informatiori and Referral
Service availablejn a limited number of communities:

This service can serve as a central point for in-
. formation about, community resources available to
older personsund their families and can also arrange
--for direct referral to these resources. Its value is di-
rectly related to the professional-competence of tepli-
cliques, assessment and service alternatives.' z A most
vital key is the professional judgment Of- the case-
worker who guides the decision making.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
,--

Working ,with older people requires to wide range
of knowledge. on the part of practitioners in the field
of aging. The variety oLsolutions available at present
through the de%elopment of 'community services also
demands the most creative efforts possible 6101 prac-
titioners, most particularly professional social work-
ets in this field, to be alert to locating and implement:
414 the riiht.sers ice to the older person at,the right
time in response to his specific reeds.

In this regard. much needs tb.be done on all levels
national, State and communityto develop a complete
network of services to*older people. Social workers and
other health personnel. through such coordinated pro,
grams as information and referral services, multipur-
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pqsengenties for older peoples And'counseling services.' ...,_,

iq whatever setting they are located, can make a major
tontilbution to the .continuing dignity and individual-
ity of the lives of older people.
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